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Abstract: In this paper we present a method for objects tracking in images sequence. This approach is achieved into two main steps. In
the first one, we constructed the Center-Symmetric Local Binary Pattern (CS-LBP) histogram pattern of each image in the sequence
and the reference pattern. In the second one, we perform the algorithm by the pattern selected based on a distance measures to find
similarity between two histograms. The maximum CS-LBP histogram distance gives best results than the chi-square one. The
proposed approach has been tested on synthetic and real sequence images and the results are satisfactory.
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Tracking systems is important in computer vision. It is applied
in different domain, for example in video surveillance and
human computer interfaces (HCI). Various methods can be
found in the literature and can be roughly classiﬁed into two
basic categories:

In that work, the LBP was proposed as a two-level version of
the texture unit [17,14] to describe the local textural patterns.
The original version of the local binary pattern operator works
in a 3 × 3 pixel block of an image. The pixels in this block are
thresholded by its center pixel value, multiplied by powers of
two and then summed to obtain a label for the center pixel.

- The first category is the algorithms that estimate the
absolute positions of the pixel in each image independently.
This category includes the center-of-mass, or centroid
algorithm [1,2] and direct fits of Gaussian curves to the
intensity profile [3,4].

As the neighborhood consists of 8 pixels, a total of 2^8 = 256
different labels can be obtained depending on the relative gray
values of the center and the pixels in the neighborhood. See
Fig.1 for an illustration of the basic LBP operator.

1. INTRODUCTION

- The second category includes algorithms that estimate
the change in position of a pixel by comparing an image to
one subsequent. This category includes cross-correlation
method [5, 6, 7], and SAD algorithm method [8]. The use of
the second category is well known and commonly used in
tracking for sequence image. And it is commonly used in
tracking vision for the visual matching problem [9].
- The SAD method suffers from the sensitivity to intensity
scaling of the image and the template [11, 12, 13], but the
ZNCC method presents an ambiguity in the area with similar
brightness or similar texture. It is demonstrated that the CSLBP is mainly characterized by the invariance to monotonic
changes in gray-scale and fast computation, and it has proven
performance background in texture Classiﬁcation [10]. While
operating in gray-scale color space, CS-LBP is also robust to
illumination changes.
- Texture, which has not enjoyed major attention in
tracking applications, provides a good option to enhance the
power of color descriptors. In this way we propose to use the
CS-LBP [31] histograms to tracking the motif in a sequence
of images. In order to show the feasibility of the proposed
method, it is tested and applied to both real image sequences
and synthesized image sequences

Fig. 1: The original LBP

Fig.2 : Example of an input image, the corresponding LBP
image and histogram

2. LOCAL BINARY PATTERNS (LBP)
The basic local binary pattern operator, introduced by Ojala et
al. [15,16], was based on the assumption that texture has
locally two complementary aspects, a pattern and its strength.
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When the bin-similarity matrix A is the inverse of the
covariance matrix, the Quadratic-Form distance is called the
Mahalanobis distance. The second type of distance that takes
into account cross-bin relationships is the Earth Mover’s
Distance (EMD) [20].
In many natural histograms the difference between large
bins is less important than the difference between small bins
Fig.3 : The circular (8, 1), (16, 2) and (8, 2) neighborhoods. The
pixel values are bilinearly interpolated whenever the sampling
point is not in the center of a pixel

Local binary pattern is a simple description operator of local
texture. It can resist to the changes of illumination [10, 11].
And it has proven performance background in texture
classiﬁcation [10]. In recent years, the LBP operator has been
used for texture classification, face recognition, image
retrieval and other fields.

2.1 Center-Symmetric LBP
Center-Symmetric Local Binary Patterns (CS-LBP) [31] were
developed for interest region description. CS-LBP aims for
smaller number of LBP labels to produce shorter histograms
that are better suited to be used in region descriptors. Also,
CS-LBP was designed to have higher stability in flat image
regions.
In CS-LBP, pixel values are not compared to the center pixel
but to the opposing pixel symmetrically with respect to the
center pixel. See Fig. 4 for an illustration with eight neighbors
[31].

and should be reduced. The Chi-Squared (x2) is a histogram
distance that takes this into account. It is defined as:

 2 ( P, Q ) 

( Pi  Qi ) 2
1

2 i ( Pi  Qi )

The x2 histogram distance comes from the x2 test-statistic
[21] where it is used to test the fit between a distribution and
observed frequencies. Chi-square histogram distance is one of
the distance measures that can be used to find dissimilarity
between two histograms. x2 was successfully used for texture
and object categories classification [22, 23, 24], near duplicate
image identification [25], local descriptors matching [26],
shape classification [27, 28] and boundary detection [29].

4. PROPOSED METHOD
The proposed method is achieved in two main steps. In the
first one, we constructed the Center-Symmetric Local Binary
Patterns (CS-LBP) [31] histogram pattern of each image in
the sequence and the reference pattern. In the second one, we
perform the algorithm by the pattern selected based on a
distance measures to find similarity between two histograms.
The flowing we present the algorithm used in this stud.

Algorithm:
First step
1. Extract reference pattern
2. Calcul CS-LBP histogram of reference pattern:
H(i,j) = HistogramPattern(i,j)
3. Extract pattern of each image in the sequence
Fig 4 : LBP and CS-LBP features for a neighborhood of 8 pixels
4. Calcul CS-LBP histogram pattern of each image in
the sequence :
Hn(i,j)= Histogram NewImage(i,j)

3. HISTOGRAM DISTANCE
The use bin-to-bin distances for comparing histograms is
very important. This practice assumes that the histogram
domains are aligned. This distance depends on the number of
bins. If it is low, the distance is robust, but not discriminative,
if it is high, the distance is discriminative, but not robust.
Distances that take into account cross-bin relationships (crossbin distances) can be both robust and discriminative. There
are two kinds of cross-bin distances. The first is the
Quadratic-Form distance [19]. Let P and Q be two histograms
and A the bin-similarity matrix. The Quadratic- Form distance
is defined as:

QF A ( P, Q)  ( P  Q) T A ( P  Q )
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End
Second step
Medd=Abs(max(H(i,j))- max(Hn(i,j)))
Min(Medd(I,j))
Or
Calcul the Chi-square distance between H(i,j) and
Hn(i,j)
Min(chi2( H(i,j), Hn(i,j))
End
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5.1 Synthesized Sequence Image
5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULT

We used a sequence of grayscale image containing a
moving ball. This database gives returns to Strauss [18]. Table
1 shows the cumulative Euclidean distance r from the pixel
position for each images i and (i +1) for the similarity
measure using chi-square and maximum histogram.

In this section, we present the experimentation results of
into tracking image sequences. Real image sequences and
synthesized image sequences are considered. For evaluation
the algorithm tracking results we use Euclidean distance.

Table 1: Cumulative Euclidean distance for the two method
Sequence N°

1

2

18

19

Chi-square

4

77

122 158 168 236 273 299 316 369 386 403 443 479 508 545 571 611

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

660

Max-histogram

1

54

91

586

100 101 166 192 205 250 299 316 336 373 409 435 472 512 537

Figure 5 presents the evolution of the position of pixels for
each image using de cumulative Euclidean distance. The
figure shows that the similarity measure uses the maximum
histogram is below the chi-square. Therefore, the maximum
CS-LBP histogram distance gives best results than the chisquare one. Finally, we present examples of image sequence
using the max histogram. From the results, it can be seen that
its performance is acceptable for the synthetic sequence
images.
Figure 5 :Evolution of the position of pixels for each image
using de cumulative Euclidean distance

Image1

Image15

Image30

Image45

Image 60

Fig. 6 : same image using max-histogram for tracking the ball
each images i and (i +1) for the similarity measure using chi5.2 Real Sequence Image
square and maximum histogram. The table shows that the
In order to compare the performances of the method we have
values relate to the measurement of Chi-square augment
considered a real sequence image. We have used the video
rapidly. In particular; the both methods are almost similar in
realized by Sargi [30] for tracking the face. Table 2 present
images 4 and 5 as you can see in Fig.7.
the cumulative Euclidean distance from the pixel position for
Table 2: Cumulative Euclidean distance for the two method
Image Sequence N°
Chi-square
Max-histogram
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1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

0

100

100

105

105

157

207

211

211

279

352

501

502

502

502

520

0

26

26

99

99

119

119

120

120

188

273

318

386

402

402

442
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Fig. 7 :Evolution of the position of pixels for each image using de cumulative Euclidean distance

Image1

Image5
Image 10
Image15
Fig. 8 : same image using max-histogram for tracking the face

6. CONCLUSION
In this paper a method for objects tracking in images sequence
using Center-Symmetric Local Binary Patterns (CS-LBP). For
evaluation the algorithm tracking results we use the
cumulative Euclidean distance from the pixel position for each
images. The maximum CS-LBP histogram distance gives best
results than the chi-square one. From the results, it can be seen
that its performance is acceptable for both the synthetic and
real sequence images. In the future work, we will exploit the
information color for constructed the CS-LBP operator.
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Abstract: The objective of this paper is to develop a framework for submitting the jobs and integrates those jobs to available systems
by using a meta-scheduler. The meta-scheduler being used is the GridBus broker and the middleware being used is Globus. The
GridSphere Portal is used to submit the jobs to the GridBus broker which in turn submits jobs to systems running Globus middleware
by using scheduling algorithms and results are retrieved from them. Grid may consist of normal and scheduled PCs and it can also
increase the number of systems.
Keywords: grid; meta scheduler; resource broker; middleware; grid sphere.

1. INTRODUCTION
A grid [1] is a collection of distributed resources that
facilitates the sharing, distribution and aggregation of
services depending on their performance and quality-ofservice measurements. A resource on a grid could be any
entity that provides access to a service. This could range
from servers to databases, scientific instruments,
applications and the like.

The user can submit the job to the middleware of his/her
choice and he provides the path of the application file
which has to be run on the middleware and he can also
specify the middleware on which he wants his job to be
running. The application file is the actual application to be
run and the resource file consists of all the resources
available and the credentials required for accessing these
resources.

3. GRID SPHERE PORTAL
Users make use of resource brokers [2] to know the
transparency of heterogeneous resources in the field of
Grids and distributed systems. Meta-scheduler is one that
is specially designed to schedule jobs across various grid
middleware. The various grid middleware accept these
jobs from the meta scheduler, process them, and return the
results back to the meta-scheduler.
A meta-scheduler schedules work across a number of
clusters or grids, each of which has its own independent
scheduling solutions. It accepts the different application
level local schedulers and employs the scheduling policies
between different applications. Thus, this paper will be
used to submit and execute the jobs from different
applications by giving the results to applications.

It is developed using the GridSphere Portal Framework,
which consists architecture for deploying “pluggable”
web applications using the Portlet model that provides
development environment for easily creating new portlet
applications and offers a core set of portlets for the
management of portlets, users, groups and layouts.
Application Level Schedulers

Meta Scheduler
(Gridbus broker)
Grid Middleware
(Globus)

2. PROPOSED SCHEME
In this scheme, the main objective is to integrate the
GridSphere Portal with grid middleware’s by using a meta
scheduler. User submits his job through the GridSphere
Portal which is submitted to the meta-scheduler.
The meta scheduler that we can use is GridBus Broker
which is responsible for submitting the job to the
middleware. Globus will act as a middleware. Once the
jobs are run on the middleware the results are returned to
the meta-scheduler which in turn returns to the portal and
then to users to check the output.

Cluster1/Grid1

Cluster2/
Grid2

Scheduling sol1

Scheduling sol2

Figure 1. Gridsphere Portal
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4. SYSTEM DESIGN
System design is implemented by using the following
components.

4.2 Broker Properties Configuration

Grid Sphere Portal

The broker is configured in two ways, either by providing
it configuration values or by creating an object to broker.
Resources are classified into three types as compute,
storage and service resources. Compute resources are
servers to which the user’s jobs are submitted for
execution.

Meta Scheduler

Globus

This file may be modified to specify the resources the user
has access to. Each run of the broker creates a separate
dimension.

Alchemi

Figure 2. Proposed Design Architecture

returns the status of jobs

returns the status of jobs

job submis ion

status of job Gridbus broker locals system schedulergrid system
user GridSphere Portal
Figure 3. Gridsphere Portal Class Diagram

4.1 Gridbus Broker
It is used to support [2] both computational and data grid
applications and its architecture have importance on
simplicity, and extensibility in executing the grid
applications. Transparency is maintained in running grid
nodes. Set the proxy certificates before running the broker
and the device groups have to be manually targeted before
running the broker as the jobs will not be dispatched
otherwise.

result retrieval
Figure 4. Gridsphere Portal Usecase Diagram

When running the broker, it is needed to input the
resource description, which specifies the available
resources and describes their attributes. The broker is
pointed to the location of the resource description file
which contains the description of the resources that are to
be used by the broker for executing the grid applications.
www.ijcat.com

Storage resources are used to store the results of execution
and hence can be considered as data sinks and which
provide generic services that can be used by the broker. A
service resource can be of two types-information services
and application services.
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Application services provide applications hosted on nodes
that can be accessed as a service. Information services are
entities which provide information about other resources
or services.

user

GridSpherePortal

MetaScheduler

user id

password

Storage resources are used to store the results of execution
and hence can be considered as data sinks and which
provide generic services that can be used by the broker. A
service resource can be of two types-information services
and application services.
Application services provide applications hosted on nodes
that can be accessed as a service. Information services are
entities which provide information about other resources
or services. A compute resource is associated with a
domain that can take two values local and remote. Local
resources could be the local computer or a cluster, on
which the broker runs. Remote compute resources are
used to represent nodes on the grid which have a job
submission interface accessible via a network.

validation of userid and password
GridSpherePort
al

GridBus Broker

Grid Systems

submits the job

submit the job

schedules the job

job submitted
assigned to a middleware

check the status of job
checks the systems which are free

submits the job
assigns the job to a system on grid

executes the job

submits the result to portal

Figure 5. Gridsphere Portal Sequence Diagram1
A compute resource is associated with a domain that can
take two values local and remote. Local resources could
be the local computer or a cluster, on which the broker
runs. Remote compute resources are used to represent
nodes on the grid which have a job submission interface
accessible via a network.

result is visible to user

4.3 Broker Properties Configuration
The broker is configured in two ways, either by providing
it configuration values or by creating an object to broker.
Resources are classified into three types as compute,
storage and service resources. Compute resources are
servers to which the user’s jobs are submitted for
execution.
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Figure 6. Gridsphere Portal Sequence Diagram2

4.4 Resource Description
This is needed by the Broker, which is used to describe
two types of entities resources and to access the resources.
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4.5 Broker Entities
4.5.1 Farming Engine
It is the central component which maintains the overall
state of the broker at all times. It is the glue that binds all
the components together. It acts as a container for the job
and server collections.
It is the component that interacts with external applications
and initiates the scheduling. The farming engine can be
considered as the broker’s in-memory database, as it holds
the broker’s current state at any point of time.

4.5.3 Job
It is an abstraction for a unit of work assigned to a node. It
consists of variables and a task. A variable [1] consisting
of a single value for a job, is called a single variable. A
task is the description of what has to be done by the job.
It is composed of a set of commands. Job monitor is
responsible for monitoring the execution of all jobs
submitted to the node corresponding to the middleware.
4.5.4 Data Hosts & Data File Objects
These are nodes on which data files have been stored.
These objects store the details of the data files that are
stored on them such as their path on the disk and the
protocol used to access them.

start

The data host objects also maintain a list of the compute
resources sorted in the descending order of available
bandwidth from the host. Data file objects store attributes
of input files that are required for an application such as
size and location. A data file object links to the different
data hosts that store the file. Overall, the broker is
designed to be a loosely coupled set of components
working together.

user

user id and
password

4.5.5 Algorithm Steps
valid

invalid

job submission
Grid Sphere
Portal

Algorithm for submission and monitoring cycle for job
sent to a Globus node consists of following steps..
1. The scheduler submits a job to a server.
2. The server puts the job in its local job buffer and
informs to server manager.
3. The server manager creates a middleware
specific agent and sends it to remote machine.

result retrieval
submits the job to meta scheduler

4.5.6 Reaalization as a Framework.

Grid bus
broker

GridSphere Portal

submits the job
grid
systems

Application Level
Schedulers

User

Meta Scheduler ( GridBus broker )
Local System Scheduler

stop

Grid System
Figure 7. Gridsphere Portal Activity Diagram

Grid Middleware ( Globus )
Node1

4.5.2 Scheduler
Mapping of jobs to nodes in a grid platform is done by an
autonomous component [1] which is known as a scheduler.
It can schedule jobs based on metrics which do not
depend on the underlying platform.

www.ijcat.com

Node2
Node3

Figure 8. Basic Design Model
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5. RESULTS & DISCUSSION

5.2 Application Portlet

5.1 Resource Portlet

This is a portlet from where the user submits his job. User
provides the job as a file and the application to be run.
The job, which he submits, is sent to the GridBus Broker.

This portlet is used to select the resources on which the
user wants to submit his job. The resources are identified
by the name and type of resource.

Figure 9. Resource Portlet
Figure 10. Application Portlet
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5.3 Monitor Portlet
After submitting the job the user can check or monitor the
status of the job through this portlet. It gives the status
about each job and the resource on which the job is
running. The status of the job could be whether the job is
waiting or the job is waiting or the job is running or the
job is done or the job has failed.

Figure 12. Result Portlet

5.5 Login Page
A GridSphere Portal Login page is as shown below and
this is the entry point for users and then users can start
developing their own portals.

Figure 11. Monitor Portlet

5.4 Result Portlet
Once the execution of all jobs are done the GridBus
Broker returns the results as a link to the result file on the
result portlet and then the user can download the output
files and check for the results.
www.ijcat.com

Figure 13. Login Page
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5.6 User QOS Portlet

5.7 Deadline
This is used to set the deadline for finishing the job. The
deadline is set in the form of Date and Time.

Figure 14. User QOS Portlet
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Figure 15. Deadline
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6. CONCLUSION

[6]

This framework model attempts to explain the design of
the GridSphere Portal, GridBus Broker and Globus.
[7]
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FACTORS THAT AFFECT CLOUD COMPUTING
ADOPTION BY SMALL AND MEDIUM ENTERPRISES IN
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Abstract: The number of Small and Medium Enterprises in Kenya have increased tremendously over the last ten years. They have
played a profound role in providing employment to the population besides growing the Kenyan economy. Cloud computing is a new
entrant to the technology arena which in form of Platform as a Service, Software as a Service and Infrastructure as a Service pr omises
profound reduction in cost of operations in a business. It offers immense benefits as the business enterprise utilizes the p ay per use
model availed by the cloud service providers as per the needs of the business enterprise. This eliminates the need to purchase
expensive software, development platforms and setting up complex ICT infrastructure. This is akin to renting what they need instead
of purchasing and owning it.
However, the SMEs in Kenya have not taken up the cloud computing benefits to maximise their competitive advantage. This research
paper focuses on the factors that affect the adoption of cloud computing by SMEs in Kenya. The research process involves a
descriptive research design. The research findings have shown that technological, organisational and environmental factors ha ve
affected the adoption of cloud technologies.
Keywords: cloud computing, technological, organisational, environmental.

1. INTRODUCTION
Due to severe market competition and dramatically changing
business environment, firms have been prompted to adopt
various state-of-the -art Information Technologies to improve
their business operations. (Pan and Jang, 2008; Sultan, 2010)
In modern technology arena, cloud computing has cut a great
and specific niche in businesses. The use of information and
communication technologies can improve business
competitiveness and has provided genuine advantages for
small and medium sized enterprises. (SMEs firms with one to
250 employees (DTI, 2004)), enabling them to compete with
large firms (Swash, 1998; Bayo-Moriones and Lera-Lopez,
2007). In Kenya SMEs forms the largest block of employers.
They provide the necessary and critical base for economic
development. Competition for market share and great profit
margins is cut throat. The growth of SMEs is compounded by
their agility and adaptability to changing business models.
Cloud computing lowers IT costs and provides organisations
with the people and expertise to create an integrated suite of
software applications. (Subhankar, 2012)
Some of the promised benefits from cloud computing can be
very appealing to SMEs, which need to maximise the return
on their investment and still remaining competitive in an ever
demanding business environment.(Yazn et al,2012).
The benefits of cloud computing adoption in developing
countries have not been thoroughly exploited. If the SMEs
adopt the robust services offered by cloud computing, they
will have lowered the costs of operation because they would
access business application softwares at a low cost. In view of
this the research paper main objective is to contribute to a
growing body of research on cloud computing by studying the
determinants of cloud computing adoption by SMEs in
Kenya.
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The findings of this research will greatly influence the uptake
of cloud services which could effectively and efficiently
deliver services which could have otherwise been only
accessible by large blue chips corporations and multinationals.
If SMEs have access to scalable technologies they could
potentially deliver products and services that in the past only
large enterprises could deliver hence flatten the competition
arena. (Yazn et al, 2013)
While cloud computing has been discussed as a new
technology development that can provide several advantages
both strategic and operational to its adopters the cloud
computing adoption rate is not growing as fast as expected
(Goscinski and Brock,2010).
The SME sector in Kenya has been selected for this study
because they are the largest providers of direct and indirect
employment hence play a pivotal role in the economic growth
of the country.

1.2. Towards cloud adoption
A survey on cloud computing awareness by Market
Connections (2008) on US defence/ military and Federal
government unearthed that cloud utilization is poised for rapid
gains as awareness of cloud computing growth. The SME
sector in Kenya has adopted various technology solutions that
have enhanced their growth. ERPs and other integrated
business software systems have been used by big corporates
though the SMEs have not managed to access them.
Before any organisation can use cloud computing, it must be
aware of existence of such a technology, what it is used for
and where it can be applied.(Kiiru,2011).The CEOs of various
SMEs in Kenya have adequate awareness of the benefits of
technology in their organisations. However, only a few know
the benefits of cloud computing beyond the basic description.
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Many have adopted a wait and see attitude as far as adoption
of cloud computing is concerned.

technological, organisational and environment contexts of the
firm. (Chinyao and Mingchang 2011).

According to Ellison (2010), the concept of cloud computing
has aroused interest in the enterprise but it is also clear that
businesses are testing their options to decide whether they will
adopt this technology.

Technological context represents the internal and external
technologies related to the organisation. The technologies may
involve equipment or practice. Organisational context is
related to the resources and the characteristics of the
enterprise. Environment context refers to the area in which a
firm conducts its business which can be related to surrounding
elements such as presence of related businesses, competition
and availability of other technologies. All the three contexts
present both constraints and opportunities for technological
innovation and adoption. (Tornatzky and Fleischer, 1990)
which influence the technology adoption by firms.

Though there has been increased awareness by cloud services
providers on organisational benefits of cloud computing, the
rate of adoption is significantly low. A survey conducted by
Daniel (2010) titled „Mobile Technology and Business‟ in the
United States revealed that 95% of the respondents were
generally aware of the cloud computing concept and believe
that its role and significance will increase in the next five
years. There are various worries from the SMEs about cloud
services adoption which contribute to the slow adoption in
Kenya.
There have been inadequate research on utilization of
technology for business advantage by SMEs in Kenya;
various managers expressed concerns of security as a major
drawback to the cloud services adoption.
According to Mime Cast (2010), majority of organisations
(51%) in UK and USA using some form of cloud computing
service and the levels of satisfaction amongst these
organisations is high.

1.3. How ready are SMEs to adopt cloud
computing?
“Computing services on-demand” is gradually modifying the
way information system services are developed, scaled,
maintained and paid for. (Yazn et al, 2013).The SMEs
readiness to adopt new technology is a determinant of how
they will adopt various forms of technology.
They more oftenly have a strong clinch to their former and
current existing technologies such that adopting new ones
may be difficult decision to make. This is partly due to the
perceived losses of existing technology.
From a study carried out in India( Tripathi,2009)with the aim
of finding out whether organizations are willing to adopt the
technology, the results revealed that cloud computing has not
gone past the awareness phase. The research showed that
many decision makers are not aware of IaaS, PaaS and SaaS
and their differences between public, private and hybrid
clouds.
Many SMEs do not want to try a new technology which they
are not knowledgeable of due to presumed cost of acquisition
and perceived cost of failure. Most of the research and
surveys on cloud computing have largely been done in the
developed world other than Africa. Hence, the SMEs have
scanty references whenever they may need relevant
information concerning utilization of cloud services and the
rate of success in Africa.

2. TOE FRAMEWORK
The TOE is an organisational level theory that provides a
framework for technology adoption by an enterprise. It is a
theoretical model for cloud computing diffusion needs to
consider the weakness in the adoption and diffusion
technological innovation which are caused by the specific
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The TOE studies have shown that the following three features
influence cloud computing adoption. Technological
context(relative
advantage,
complexity
and
compatibility);Organisational
context(top
management
support, firm size and technological readiness) and
Environmental context(competitive and trading partner
pressures).Therefore, TOE provides a clear theoretical basis
and a consistent empirical support and the likely outcome of
new technology adoption in a firm(Khan and Chau,2001;Zhu
et al,2004;Shirish and Teo,2010).Since new technology
adoption is a complex issue for many SMEs, this research
utilizes the TOE framework as framework that determines the
factors that affect cloud computing adoption by SMEs in
Kenya.

3. METHODOLOGY
3.1 Research design.
The research objective is to study the factors that affect cloud
computing adoption by SMEs in Kenya. This involves a
qualitative study of the factors and their extent of influence
based on the TOE framework.

3.2. Sampling and data collection
A total of 220 interviews with ICT officers and business
owners distributed proportionately were carried out. However,
a total of 260 contacts were made which resulted to 202
interviews. This resulted to a response rate of 78%.Among the
202 respondents, 55% were ICT officers who were mandated
with making key decisions in the firm while 45% were owners
of the business enterprises. Questionnaires were used to
collect primary data through interviews. The respondents were
owners and ICT officers. The data obtained was analysed
using descriptive statistics.

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
This research was greatly guided by the TOE framework. The
TOE framework has been credited and proposed by Shirish
and Teo (2010); Lin and Lin (2008) as precise approach
towards analysing IT adoption by firms.
From the findings of the research, it emerged that up to 70%
of the respondents were aware of the presence of cloud
computing technology in the modern business environment.
About 50% were aware of the benefits of the technology to
their specific business model. However, 30% of the
respondents never expected any benefits of adopting the
technology.25% of the respondents were willing to switch
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their current technology to cloud platforms while 60% were
not willing to abandon their current technology and adopt
cloud computing model.50% expressed their desire to adopt
cloud computing technology gradually in the next five years.

4.1 Environmental context
Trading partner and competitive pressures played a significant
role in determining whether to adopt cloud computing. From
the research findings, it was observed that environmental
context was influenced by the nature of the business. For
example effects of environmental context on firms involved in
manufacturing were different from those involved in services
industry. This is because firms on same business activity were
competing with each other. If one has not embraced
technology, then others did not find solid reason to adopt
cloud computing. However, those in sectors that technology
was key were willing to adopt cloud computing so as to be
more competitive. Their customers also put pressure on these
firms causing a positive effect on the technology adoption.
However, these pressures were not leading to a compulsory
acquisition of technology since the customers received the
services they wanted using current set up. These findings
show that firms are aware of technological needs to enhance
proper delivery of services but they choose not to shift to that
technology. However, when they are pressurised by
competition they aggressively adopt such technologies
swiftly. This revelation is consistent with earlier studies from
Chong and Ooi (2008) and Oliveira and Martins (2010) and
implies that when firms are faced with intense competition,
they tend to implement changes more aggressively. For
example Wal-Mart, which requires its partners to either adopt
radio frequency identification or lose their business (Chong
and Ooi, 2008).
From the findings, it is clear that firms need to be made aware
of specific benefits of adopting cloud services in the areas of
business operations. This will result to a profound plan for
adoption since the businesses will be aware of cost
implications and expected profits.

4.2 Organisational context
The top management support was found to be a significant
factor in the cloud adoption. This research found out that top
managers were not willing to invest resources to new
technology when there is an existing and working technology.
However, some managers unwillingness to adopt was as a
result of scanty knowledge they have about cloud computing.
They cited that it is a new technology hence a„wait and see”
approach was the best for them. These findings are consistent
with those of Lertwongsaien and Wongpinunwatana (2003)
and Ramdani and Kawaleki (2007, 2008) who found that
without top management support, SMEs are less likely to
adopt new technologies.
The technology readiness of the firm also affected the
adoption of cloud computing technologies. Firms with fewer
employees with adequate ICT knowledge were generally not
ready with adoption as opposed to those whose employees
were having adequate ICT skills. For example technology
based firms were willing to adopt the technology.
Small firms also expressed their desire to adopt the
technology while larger ones were less willing to change. This
could be attributed to the fact that decision making is easier in
a small than the long and tedious protocol based decision
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making process in large organisations. This is consistent with
Chinyao and Mingchang (2011) that organisational
competency and readiness may help to leverage existing
information technology applications and data resources across
key processes along the value chain when the firms embeds
the cloud computing service.

4.3 Technological context
Benefits that a firm expects to accrue from a certain
technology motivates it to adopt it because employee
appreciation of the relative advantages of the adopted system
to raise work efficiency. Cloud computing has an advantage
of increased efficiency in provision of services. The relative
advantage of cloud computing services implementation could
improve speed of business communications, efficiency of
coordination among firms, customer communications and
access to market information mobilisation.(Ambrust et
al,2010).The findings of this research showed that the
respondents were aware of the relative advantages of cloud
computing. However, their inadequate knowledge about the
cloud concept proved to be a major drawback towards making
decisions pertaining adoption. Though the relative advantage
was clear to most of the respondents, they cited cost of
implementation is high. Therefore, this is consistent with Teo
et al (2009) who cited that cost of implementing new
technology systems, the cost of the systems themselves can be
comparatively high and often represent a major barrier to their
adoption.
The complexity of the proposed cloud services and
compatibility were also points of concern by many
respondents. However, these were not primary factors to
consider when adopting such technology. The findings
showed that several respondents believed that there will be
seamless compatibility with their current technology or with
few manageable modifications of their current systems. These
findings were inconsistent with Oliveira and Martins,
(2010).This findings could be due to the fact that many
respondents were ICT officers who were generally conversant
with operations of networks and databases. They may have
been involved in previous compatibility issues and complexity
constraints involving other technologies. However, this does
not translate to adequate understanding of cloud technology
like how to set up a private cloud. Therefore, tough
complexity and compatibility did not appear as a general point
of concern, it could still pose a challenge in adoption of cloud
computing.

5. CONCLUSION
The dominant paradigm in studying IT adoption involves
identifying contingency factors that facilitate or hinder the
adoption
decisions
in
an
organisation.(Fichman,2004;Troshaniet
al,2011).Though
adoption of new technology is a complicated affair, the
different factors in technological, organisational and
environmental
context
vary
across
different
innovations.(Bakers,2011).
The cloud service providers have an enormous task of
creating awareness among all players in the business
environment so that they can critically assess their internal
structures and review them in readiness to adopt the new
technology. Cloud computing is a relatively new phenomenon
which have great potential of decreasing business operation
costs and increase their efficiencies. The TOE framework has
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provided an elaborate assessment criterion of factors
influencing cloud adoption and it has shown that firms need to
firm up their organisational, technological and environmental
contexts so as to readily incorporate the new technology.
According to Yazn et al(2011) the nature of cloud computing
should offer enough scope to generalize findings beyond the
geographical area of study and to SMEs in other regions and
even countries as cloud computing transcends boundaries and
regional ICT infrastructure is not considered a major obstacle
for the adoption process. The SME sector in Kenya has to
position itself and align their objectives towards adoption of
cloud computing as a new technology entrant in the market.
The adoption of computing services on demand through a pay
per use model will provide the SMEs sector with a wide pool
of resources that befits their business model at a lower cost.
Since the goal of any SMEs is to maximise profits, the
resources saved after adopting cloud computing will be useful
in expansion, research, improving the welfare of their
employees and provision of quality services to customers.
In Kenya, technology advancements have fairly penetrated
various markets. Therefore it will not be an uphill task to get
personnel with technological prowess and appropriate
technology base of running cloud applications over large
networks. In future, further research could build on this study
and find out qualitatively and quntitavely factors that affect
cloud adoption by specific industries. Various stakeholders
like cloud service providers, policy makers in Government
should also be include in future research. SMEs sector in
other countries could also be studied since all over the world
the SME sector play profound role in economic growth.
Therefore, their adoption of cloud computing and other
relevant futuristic technologies will continuously position
them in fast lane of growth and prosperity.
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Abstract: The algorithm of artificial bee colony has been widely applied in optimization issues. The pattern of this algorithm has been
derived from the intelligent behavior of bees in the nature. The aim of this paper is to present a model for classification of binary
problems through using data mining techniques, and on the basis of artificial bee colony algorithm. In this paper, breast cancer data
that has been presented by Wisconsin University to investigate and evaluate the proposed method has been used and applied . With
regard to the obtained results, it has been shown that this algorithm has a considerable and important function.
Keywords: breast cancer, data mining, ABC, artificial bee colony, classification
Evolution) [5], and PSO (Particle Swarm Optimization) [6].
This algorithm involves three parts: food source, worker bee
1. INTRODUCTION
and non-worker bee. There are two kinds of non-worker bees,
namely pioneer bees and supervisor bees. The worker bees
By using data mining process, knowledge can be obtained via
refer to those bees finding the source of food, so the number
input data set through various steps and procedures. Using
of theses bees equals to the number of food sources. In
data mining techniques widely in todays different sciences
addition, the number of food sources equals to the number of
and problems have made it possible for researchers to explore
problem solutions. The pioneer and supervisor bees try to find
the new concepts and patterns. In the past, exploration of
new food sources. The basis of finding food sources is
these problems and issues was impossible. Double problems
random exploration. The pioneer bees find the food sources
in classification refer to those problems and issues in which
randomly, while the supervisor bees evaluate and investigate
data is classifies into two groups and classes. Data mining
the quality. This algorithm can be defined on the basis of the
includes two steps, namely pre-processing and pattern
following equations:
diagnosis. In pre-processing step, the considered
characteristics and specifications are obtained via data, and
the result is data without any errors. Pattern diagnosis step
involves various algorithms for classification of data obtained
(1)
Vij  X ij  ij ( X ij  X kj )
from the pre-processing step. The algorithm of artificial bee
colony is an algorithm based on the crowd. This algorithm has
fit
been increasingly considered because understanding and
Pi  SN i
(2)
applying this algorithm is easy. This algorithm has been used
fit n
in different fields such as optimization. In this paper, a model
n

1
based on the artificial bee colony algorithm has been
In equation (1), Pi is the possibility of
presented for exploring knowledge via data base related to
breast cancer. In fact, the algorithm of artificial bee colony
selecting ith food source. fit i refers to the value of ith food
has been used and applied in the field of data classification. In
source, and SN is the number of food sources. In fact, SN
this paper, in pre-processing step, the related data is firstly
equals to the number of possible solutions [10].
normalized. In the second step, through using the model based
on the artificial bee colony algorithm, data is classified into
In ABC algorithm, artificial bees find new solutions locally.
two pre-defined classes.
This exploration has been shown in equation (2). Vij is the



2. ARTIFICIAL BEE COLONY
ALGORITHM

Artificial Bee Colony Algorithm has been presented in 2005.
Since understanding and applying this algorithm is easy, it has
been widely used in various fields of optimization. The results
of using this algorithm has been compared with other widely
used methods such as genetic algorithm [4], DE (differential
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location of the new food source. Both
food

sources.

I

this

equation,

X kj

and

X ij

are old

j  [1,2,..., D]

and

k  [1,2,..., SN ] are considered. K and j values are not
equal, and are selected randomly. D equals to the number of
optimization parameters.  is a random number [-1 and 1].
The important point is that, in selecting food source, ABC
algorithm selects the sources whose quality equals to the prior
source or is more than it. This means greedy selection. After
choosing the new source of food, that source is added to the
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memory. There are two other parameters in this algorithm,
namely the limitation of food source location and the repeated
number of food source exploration cycles [10].

3. LITERATURE
Osmar and his colleagues presented several methods for
diagnosis of tumor in digital mammography in which two
determining techniques, namely neural network and
association rules, have been used for anomaly diagnosis and
classification. In both methods, the precision rate of
classification is more than 70 percent. 332 mammography
images were used, and they were classified into three groups,
namely normal tumor, benign tumor and malignant tumor. In
addition, abnormal issues are classified to six groups, and it
depends on the degree and kind of its growth. Their research
involved several steps such as image reception, image
correction, exploring symptoms and signs, and classification.
They used apriori algorithm in order to derive association
rules from the signs and symptoms [11].
Dr. Rani classified the related data of medicine through using
neural networks. He used the model of feed forward neural
network and the algorithm of back propagation learning. He
also considered the strategy of parallel neural network. In his
research, 699 samples and 10 specs were used. According to
the results of classification, it has been reported that success
percentage of the proposed method was 96,6 [13].

The number of these records is 16. When these records are
deleted, 683 records remain.

5. THE PROPOSED METHOD
5.1 Pre-processing
As it was mentioned above, incomplete and non-numerical
data must be deleted, and should not be considered in data set;
therefore, in the first step, data records must be selected so
that these data will enter the next step. Here, we consider 450
records as the training data. These records are used for
exploring the rules as well as evaluating them. We consider
remaining 233 records as the experimental records. After
exploring and obtaining rules, all 683 records will be
classified.

5.2 The Pattern of rules
Each classification rule involves two parts in classification,
namely condition and result. The rule structure of this method
is as follows:
Struct RuleSet{
Double *lowb;
Double *upb;
String ClassName;

Anuncias and his colleagues presented a data mining approach
for detection of high-risk breast cancer groups [3].
Abdelghani Bellaachia and his colleagues tried to predict
breast cancer survivability using three data mining techniques,
namely Naïve Bayes, neural networks and decision-making
tree. It has been reported that the success percentage of Naïve
Bayes neural networks and decision-making tree were
respectively 84,5 and 86,5 and 86,7 [7].
Chang and his colleagues tried to compare three data mining
techniques with genetic algorithm, and they focused on the
function of artificial intelligence and data mining. They
presented a model for predicting breast cancer [12].
Amin Einipour and his colleagues presented a fuzzy method
on the basis of ants colony for breast cancer diagnosis. The
algorithm of ants colony has been derived from the behavior
of ants searching the food in the shortest direction. In this
research, the authors presented a method in order to classify
the samples into two groups, namely cancroids and uncancroids samples, and they used fuzzy rules and method as
well as ants colony algorithm.[1]
Ping zhang and his colleagues explored Bayesian networks for
breast cancer detection. These tools are used by radiologists
[8].
Gupta and his colleagues investigated breast cancer diagnosis
and prognosis. Also, they explored the medicine data and their
classifications.[9]

4. USED DATA
In this paper, Wisconsin data set related to breast cancer
samples has been used and applied in order to evaluate and
investigate the proposed method. This set involves 699
records and 9 specs. In this data set, there are records having
incomplete data. At first, incomplete records must be deleted.
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Double *fitval;
}
lowb is the sign of minimum values of each spec. upb is the
sign of maximum values of each spec. ClassName refers to
the name of the class to which the rule is related, and fitval
stands for the value of the rule fitness.

5.3 Evaluation Function
In order to evaluate the fitness of each rule, the following
evaluation function has been proposed.

FV 

TP
TN

[10]
TP  FN TN  FP

(3)

In this equation, FV is the rule fitness value. TP refers to the
number of records that have also been applied in rule
condition, and their class is as same as the class rule. TN
stands for number of records that have not been applied in
rule condition, and their class is not as same as the class rule.
FN is the number of records that are not used in rule
condition, but their class is as same as the class rule.

5.4 Rule Exploration and Extraction
In this step, we explore the rules through using random
numbers. Here, we create two random minimum and
maximum values by using equations (4) and (5). The created
random numbers neither should be too great nor too small.
For instance, if the maximum value is too great, all records
will be applied.

LB  f  1 ( Fu  Fl ) [2]

(4)

UB  f  2 ( Fu  Fl ) [2]

(5)
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In these equations, LB is random minimum value, and UB is

random maximum value. 1 and  2 are two random
numbers, and their values range from 0 to 1. f stands for the
current record value.
and

Fl

Fu is the maximum value of that spec,

refers to maximum value of the spec. since the

ranges of specs in the investigated data set are between 0 and
10, we changed the above mentioned equations to the
following equations:

LB  f  9  1

(6)

UB  f  9  2

(7)

The flow chart of rule extraction has been shown in figure (1).
The most important part in classification is rule extraction and
exploration. since proper rules cannot be found, the efficiency
of the method will be reduced. In this algorithm, rules are
considered as the solutions or food sources, and they should
be evaluated after extraction and exploration. In rule
evaluation, the value of rule fitness is computed via equation
(3), and the rule structure is stored in the memory. At the end
of this step, there are many rules in the memory.

5.5 Rule Selection
As it was mentioned before, there are many rules in the
memory. In order to use and apply these rules in
classification, the best rule must be selected and considered.
The criterion of selecting the best rule is fitness value.
Through selecting the rule with maximum fitness value for
each class, we consider data classification.

Initial valuation

5.6 Selecting dominant Class
After selecting the best rule for each class, we select the class
whose rule involves maximum fitness value. With regard to
data available in WBCD set, the class whose distinguishing
rule has the maximum fitness value is considered as benign
class.

Choosing class X

Selecting experimental data

5.7 Classification
After selecting the rule related to dominant class, we try to
classify data. In this step, each sample applied in rule
condition in located in benign class. If a sample is not used in
this rule, it will be located in malignant class, since there are
two kinds of classes. This procedure will continue until all
data are completed.

Executing ABC algorithm and
creating a new rule

Addition of the new rule to set
No

No

Deleting the samples that
correspond to the new rule

No sample belongs to
class X

Yes

6. COMPARING THE METHOD WITH
OTHER METHODS
In this paper, we compare the rules obtained from executing
this algorithm in data related to breast cancer with other
methods. In order to evaluate this method, the above
mentioned algorithm is executed 10 times, and in each step,
precision rate will be specified in diagnosis of samples. The
results of this step have been demonstrated in table (1). The
average precision rate of classification is 96,5% in the
proposed method. The average precision rate of the proposed
method and other methods has been shown in table (2). In
order to use and apply the proposed method, visual studio,
version 2005 and C# have been used. In addition, in order to
compare this method with other methods, Weka software,
version 3.6, has been used.

All classes have been
selected

Yes

End

Figure.1 flow chart of rule extracting
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Table 1. The Results of the Proposed Algorithm Repetition
in Breast Cancer Diagnosis
Repetition
Stage

Percent of
diagnosis
precision

The number
of correct
samples

The number
of incorrect
samples

1

95.91

655

28

2

96.12

656

27

3

96.58

660

23

4

96.59

660

23

5

96.69

660

23

6

96.33

658

25

7

97.25

664

19

8

95.92

655

28

9

96.84

661

22

10

96.79

661
96.5

22
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7. CONCLUSION
In this paper, the algorithm of artificial bee colony has been
used for classification because this algorithm is a new, simple
and efficient algorithm in terms of optimization. Classification
is very important for data processing in data mining. In
addition, breast cancer is one of the most prevalent cancers,
and its growth can be prevented through on- time diagnosis
and prognosis. In this paper, we have proposed a method on
the basis of artificial bee colony algorithm; therefore,
diagnosis of this illness will be possible through using data
related to breast cancer samples. The results of this method
have been compared with other methods of breast cancer
diagnosis. It should be mentioned that diagnosis precision of
this method has been considered as medium in comparison
with other methods. This method is simpler than other
methods, and its concepts are more understandable. In the
future, we will try to increase the success percentage of the
proposed method.
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Algorithm for P versus NP Problem on Sets by
JEEVAN – KUSHALAIAH Method
Neelam Jeevan Kumar
Electrical and Electronics Engineering, JNTU Hyderabad
Rangashaipet, Warangal, Andhra Pradesh, India.
Abstract: P versus NP [1-2] Problems are one of the most important open questions in mathematics and theoretical computer science.
Jeevan – Kushalaiah Method is a method to find the possible number of combinations between n-elements. This article explains about
Algorithm to solve subset sum problem quickly and easily. The problems on subset sum problems perform arithmetic operations t hat
can be calculated in terms of exponential time - polynomial time. Major part of the article deals with Class-P type problems which in
be solved on a deterministic Turing Machine. This article is mainly prepared on the basis of an article in Wikipedia.
Keywords: Jeevan-Kushalaiah Method; Jeevan – Kushalaiah Algorithm; Time Complexity; Exponential Time; Polynomial Time;

1. INTRODUCTION
In computational complexity theory an answer to
the P = NP [3-4] question would determine whether
problems that can be verified in polynomial time, like
the subset-sum problem, can also be solved in
exponential- polynomial time. If it turned out that P ≠
NP, it would mean that there are problems in NP (such
as NP-complete problems) that are harder to compute
than to verify: they could not be solved in polynomial
time, but the answer could be verified in polynomial
time. The algorithm named as Jeevan – Kushalaiah
Algorithm because it uses Jeevan-Kushalaiah Method.
The Time taken to produce the output is in Exponential
-polynomial time

2. JEEVAN – KUSHALAIAH METHOD

Jeevan – Kushalaiah Method [5] is a method to
know possible different combinations between nelements (either elements are constants or variables).
Let there are n-elements a1, a2, a3 … an
The possible number of Combinations are in sets
with addition operation are, N
N={0,[(a1),(a2),(a3),….(a2)],[(a1+a2),(a1+a3),(a1+
a4),…..(a1+an),(a2+a3),(a2+a4),(a2+a5),…
(a2+an),(a3+a4),
…..
(a3+an),….(an…..(an-2
1+an)],[(a1+a2+a3),(a1+a2+a4),(a1+a2+a5),
+an-1+an)]……. [….]……. [(a1+a2+a3+…+an)]}

T(n1) = EXPTIME = 2poly(n1) ……(I.a)
T(n1) = P =(2O(log n) = poly(n)) …… ( I.b )

NP - PROBLEMS

N= {ϴ0 , ϴ1, ϴ 2,ϴn-1, ϴn }
Where ϴ1 = [(a1),(a2),(a3),….(a2)]
= [(a1+a2+a3+…+an)]

…….

ϴn = [ϕn,1 , ϕn,2 , …. Φn,p]

P-PROBELMS

Maximum value of ϕn,p is

Φn,p = nCp = ( ) = (n!)/(n-p)!(p)! …… ( II )
NP-PROBELMS

( )

ϴn = ∑

n,(

) . …… (III)

The possible number of Combinations, N
Figure.1: Diagram of complexity classes provided
that P ≠ NP. The existence of problems within NP but
outside both P and NP-complete, under that assumption,
was established by Ladner's theorem
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Step-1: Start the Program
Step-2: Perform condition-1 on given set.
Step-3: Create possible number of subsets in Pn , Nn
with equations (II),(III) and (IV)
Step-4:Check condition-2 if it fails display output as
“NOT POSSIBLE‟ then go to step-10 otherwise go to
step-5
Step-5: Set Z = 0, Where Z is the number of Predefined
valued subsets.
Step-6: Add each subset of Pn (or Nn) with Nn or (Pn)
and equate the result with predefined value.
Step-7: Increase Z= Z+1when result is equal to X and
Separate those subsets which are equal to x and make a
set.
Step-8: Check all possible of combinations are done
Step-9: then check Z value if it is Zero display „NO
SUBSETS‟ otherwise “Display all Possible Subsets‟.
Then Go to Step-10
Step-10: Terminate (or END) the Program

3. JEEVAN – KUSHALAIAH
ALGORITHM
To find Subset of Set is Predefined value, x by
adding elements of Set. To find which subset
combination has given predefined value by adding has
to Jeevan-Kushalaiah Algorithm.
Jeevan – Kushalaiah Algorithm must satisfy three
conditions on Sets before going to algorithm process.
Condition-1: Create Subsets with positive and
negative numbers and name as Pn and Nn respectively
Condition-2: The sum all values of either set should
not be less than minimum value of other set
Mod{∑ n} not < Mod{min[Nn]}
or
Mod { ∑ n } not < Mod{min[Pn]}
Condition-3: Eliminate or remove or delete ϴ0
value from Pn and Nn
Condition-4: The set should not contain all same
sign numbers
The algorithm steps:

4. FLOW CHART FOR JEEVAN – KUSHALAIAH ALGORITHM
START

Condition-1: Create
Subsets with positive and
negative numbers

Create possible number of subsets in P n , Nn
with equations (II),(III) and (IV)
n

Φn,p = Cp=

(𝐧𝐩)

Check
Condition2

= (n!)/(n-p)!(p)! ….. ( II )

(𝐧)

𝐩
ϴn = ∑𝐢 𝟏 𝛟 n,(𝐧𝐩) . …… (III)

N=

∑𝐧𝐢 𝟏 𝚹n

No

Yes
Z=Z+1

….. (IV)

Yes

Algorithm
NOT POSSIBLE
Separate those
subsets which
are equal to x
and make set

Display all
Possible
Subsets

Initiate z=0 and X
is predefined value

Check
X= Pn + Nn
If equal

No

Pn = Pn +1

Nn = Nn +1

NO
No

Check
Z=0
If

Yes

Check all
subsets of
Pn added with

Nn

Yes

END
www.ijcat.com
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Number of iterations of algorithm = [no.of
subsets of Pn]*[ no.of subsets of Nn] …
( V)
The area of Jeevan – Kushalaiah Algorithm
table is NxN (Where N is from equation (IV))

5. COMPUTATIONAL TIME
The total computational time[6-7] T(n) =
EXPTIME(P) is directly proportionate to N1*N2(time
taken for each addition)
Where EXPTIME = exponential time[8]
for
calculating subset elements of Pn and Nn
and P = polynomial time[9]
for calculating
arithmetic operation (i.e., addition) between two
elements between Pn and Nn
N1 = Number of subsets of Pn and N2 is number of
subsets of Nn
poly(n1)

EXPTIME = 2

………….. (from equation
I.a)

Condition-3: Eliminate or remove or delete ϴ0 value
from Pn and Nn
Pn = { ϴ1, ϴ 2,ϴ3} and Nn = { ϴ1, ϴ 2,ϴ3} : number of
subsets, N = 7 from equations (I),(II) and (III)
Pn
=
{ [15],[14],[7],[(15+14=29),(15+7=22),(14+7=21)],[15
+14+7 = 36]} = {[15],[14],[7],[(29),(22),(21)][36]}
Nn = { [-2],[-3],[-10],[(-2-3=-5),(-2-10 = -12),(-3-10 = 13)],[-2-3-10 = -15]} ={[-2],[-3],[-10],[(-5),(12),(13)],[-15]}
Pn:ϴ1 = [(15),(14),(7)] , ϴ2 = [(29),(22),(21)] , ϴ3 =
[36]; Nn :ϴ1 = [(-2),(-3),(-10)] , ϴ2 = [(-5),(-12),(-13)] ,
ϴ3 = [-15]
By the algorithm flow chart equation – (VI):
Number of iteration = [no.of subsets of Pn]*[ no.of
subsets of Nn] = [7]*[7] =49

P= 2O(log n2) ……………..(from equation I.b)
T(n) = EXPTIME(P) =
(2poly(n1))( 2O(log n2)) ……..(VI.a)
The arithmetic time is directly proportional to N1 *
N2 = n2
T(n) α EXPTIME(n2)…… (VI.b)

6. EXAMPLE
Does a subset of the set {−2, −3, 15, 14, 7,
−10} add up to x=0 ?
Checking Jeevan-Kushalaiah Algorithm Conditions
Condition-1: Create Subsets with positive and negative
numbers and name as Pn and Nn respectively
Pn = {15,14,7}and Nn = {-2,-3,-10}
Condition-2: The sum all values of either set should not
be less than minimum value of other set

7. CONCLUSION
The manuscript explained and proposed about Subsets
of sets which are equal to predefined value, X by
adding. The elements of the Set are either Constants
like Trigonometry, Logarithmic, Exponential Functions
or Integers like K1, K2…. Any type of arithmetic
operations like addition, subtraction, multiplication and
division is performed on the sets. Many computer
scientists believe that P≠NP and Author too believe.
The main reasons for failing of Jeevan – Kushalaiah
algorithm is conditions on sets and Computational
Program for Set. Even though all of them are satisfied
there may be a chance of getting solution with
Z=0(zero) its mean the solution is cannot be determined
by Computer program but can be calculated the paper
work and major drawback is there is no Algorithm
program in the world to perform operation on sets. The
Example shows only for 6-element set as the elements
of subset increases the complexity of the problem
increases Exp (poly)..ly of computational time, T(n).
Table.1 : Jeevan – Kushalaiah Algorithm table to get
Predefined value, X = Pn + Nn

Mod{∑ n} not < Mod{min[Nn]}
or Mod
{ ∑ n } not < Mod{min[Pn]}
Mod( 14+14+7) >
Mod(-2)
and Mod(-2-3-10)
<Mod( 7), Condition – 2 is satisfied
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X= Pn + Nn =

X= Pn + Nn = 0

0

15 – 2 =13
15 - 3 =12
15 – 10 =5
15 -5 =10
15 -12 =3
15 – 13 =2
15 – 15 =0*

X= Pn + Nn =

X= Pn + Nn = 0 X= Pn + Nn = 0

X= Pn + Nn = 0

0

14 – 2 =12
14 - 3 =11
14 – 10 =4
14 -5 =19
14 -12 =1
14 – 13 =1
14 – 15 =-1

7 – 2 =5
7 - 3 =4
7 – 10 = -3
7 -5 = 2
7 -12 = -5
7 – 13 = -6
7 – 15 = -8

X= Pn + Nn =
0

29 – 2 =27
29 - 3 =26
29 – 10 =4
29 -5 =24
29 -12 =17
29 – 13 =16
29 – 15 =14

22 – 2 =20
22 - 3 =19
22 – 10 =12
22 -5 =17
22 -12 =10
22 – 13 =9
22 – 15 =7

21 – 2 =19
21 - 3 =18
21 – 10 =11
21 -5 =16
21 -12 =9
21 – 13 =8
21 – 15 =6

36 – 2 =34
36 - 3 =33
36 – 10 =26
36 -5 =29
36 -12 =24
36 – 13 =23
36 – 15 =21

Subsets which are equal to X= Pn + Nn = predefined value (i.e., 0)
ANSWER is {15,-2,-3,-10}
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Abstract: Bayesian network is a probabilistic model to represent uncertainty available in knowledge base and using it tremendous
works have been done to prove its relevance in uncertainty representation and reasoning using Bayesian inference. Probability can be
used to represent uncertainty like prediction information, situational awareness, data and knowledge fusion etc in knowledge base to
implement various real life situations. Various approaches based on description logic, object oriented, entity relational, and first order
logic have been tried to represent uncertainty successfully. One of them is Multi-Entity Bayesian Network (MEBN) logic to represent
probabilistic information and performing knowledge fusion in ontology, which is realized using PR-OWL (Probabilistic Web
Ontology Language). This paper aims at giving an overall view, the work carried out so far to represent uncertainty with the help of
Bayesian Network in semantic web and a list of works done using MEBN/PR-OWL for knowledge fusion or the representation of
uncertainty in semantic web.
Keywords: Bayesian Network, Uncertainty, PR-OWL, MEBN, Semantic Web

1. INTRODUCTION
Bayesian network is widely used method for the
representation of uncertain data and knowledge [1]. Bayesian
network is also known as recursive graphical models,
Bayesian belief networks, belief networks, causal probabilistic
networks, causal networks, influence diagram and many more.
Bayesian network can be represented as Influence diagram by
augmenting it with utility nodes and decision nodes, where
utility node represents the value of a particular event and
decision node represents the choices that might be made.
Bayesian network has been used in various fields like
medicine, forecasting, control, and modeling for human
understanding to infer the knowledge using Bayesian
Inference [20].
Bayesian inference is the most appealing technique to perform
reasoning with Bayesian network, and learning Bayesian
network parameters and structures to adapt the changes in the
source of information, which can be performed using various
methods like variable elimination and arc reversal,
conditioning to perform inference in multiply-connected
networks, logic sampling, Markov-Chain Monte Carlo
methods etc [20].
Different representation techniques have been proposed to
represent uncertain data and different uncertain reasoning
algorithms have been implemented to get exact answer to the
query and to retrieve relevant information from unorganized
knowledge facts [16], [17], [19].
Uncertain reasoning employs various types of methodologies
to deal with uncertain data to retrieve relevant and
unambiguous information from knowledge base, where
knowledge base can be represented in various forms
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according to type of uncertainty and its representation. Major
components of knowledge base are concepts, roles,
individuals and axioms, where concepts refer facts, roles are
relationships between concepts, individuals are instances of
concepts which follow properties of concepts, and axioms are
relationships among concepts and roles.
Bayesian model and fuzzy logic model are two mathematical
models to deal with various types of uncertainty viz.
inconsistency,
ambiguity,
empirical,
vagueness,
incompleteness and inaccuracy (figure 1) [3]; as reported by
Uncertainty Reasoning for the World Wide Web Incubator
Group (URW3-XG), where Bayesian model is based on
probability theory and fuzzy model is based on fuzzy logic.
Probability theory can be used to represent and reason about
inconsistency and ambiguity type of uncertainty in knowledge
base. Fuzzy model can represent vagueness or fuzziness of
facts in knowledge base.
Bayesian model is categorized into Bayesian network and
Probabilistic extensions to description logic. Fuzzy logic
model is categorized into first order probabilistic approach,
fuzzy propositional logic and fuzzy description logic as shown
in Figure 2. This paper concentrates mainly on Bayesian
model, and available approaches based on Bayesian network
for uncertainty representation and reasoning.
Bayesian network is the main part of Bayesian model, which
is based on Bayes Theorem and its Product rule, which is
main logic behind Bayesian inference. It uses joint probability
distribution to represent each node along with its dependency
on its predecessors in Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG), where
DAG represents the degree of belief of events in the network.
Each node will annotate with quantitative probability
information i.e. conditional probability table.
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Uncertainty Type

Inconsistency

Ambiguity

Empirical

Vagueness

Incompleteness

Inaccuracy

Figure 1. Uncertainty Type [3]

Uncertainty
Model
Fuzzy
Model

Bayesian
Model

Bayesian
Network

Probabilistic
Extensions To
Description
Logic

First Order
Probabilistic
Approach

Fuzzy
Propositional
Logic

Fuzzy
Description
Logic

Figure 2. Uncertainty Model [3]
This paper provides some of the major existing representation
and
reasoning
approaches
regarding
uncertainty
representation using Bayesian network. The listed works in
this paper can be classified into following two categories
a) Description Logic, Object Oriented and Entity Relation
based Model





P-Classic [22]
SPOOK [23]
Probabilistic Relational Model [30]
DAPER Model [31]

b) Bayesian network with semantic web languages






Probabilistic extension of RDF [4]
Extension to RDF(S) [12]
OntoBayes [25]
BayesOWL [5]
PR-OWL 2.0 [9], [11] and[18]

This paper is organized as follows: the paper gives semantics
of Bayesian network with an example to make this paper selfcontained in the second section. Section 3 presents
methodologies based on description logic, object-oriented,
and entity relationship. Proposed works based on
augmentation of Bayesian network with semantic languages
viz. RDF, RDF(S) and OWL are briefly discussed in section
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4. A list of works done using PR-OWL and MEBN has been
presented in section 5 and conclusion is given in section 6.

2. SEMANTICS OF BAYESIAN
NETWORK
Semantics of Bayesian Network (BN) can be viewed in two
ways: the first one is the network as representation of joint
probability distribution and second one is the encoding of a
set of conditional independence statements [1]. The first view
as; Bayesian network is a concise specification of any joint
probability distribution, where a joint probability distribution
will be able to answer a query or calculate the probability of
an unknown event with given events. An uncertain attribute,
feature, or hypothesis will be represented by random variable
as a node in BN. The uncertainty of the dependence is shown
as an edge between two nodes in DAG and represented as
P(Xi|parentsi) in conditional probability table, where Xi is a
node and parentsi is the parent node set of X i. Each entry in
the full joint probability distribution for a node will be
calculated by taking values of affecting parent nodes in the
form of conjunction of probability of each variable, such as
P(X1=x1  …  Xn=xn) abbreviated as P(x1,..., xn).
n

P(x1, ..., xn) =

 P( x | parents ( x ))
i

i

i 1
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Figure 3 Bayesian Network for Medical Diagnosis
Figure 3 presents an example of Bayesian network, in which,
a doctor has to diagnosis a person for fever or cough or both.
Doctor can prescribe either antibiotic only or cough syrup
only or both according to diagnosis. The probability of correct
diagnosis, where person has neither fever nor cough where
antibiotic and cough syrup both have been prescribed; will be
calculated a-s follows
P(A  CS  D  F 

F  C )
= P(A|D)P(CS|D)P(D|  F   C) P(  F ) P(  C)
=0.88

 0.75  0.001  0.999  0.997

= 0.00065736198

3. DESCRIPTION LOGIC, OBJECT
ORIENTED AND ENTITY RELATION
BASED MODEL
Description Logic (DL) [10] can be viewed as stable
representation of knowledge base for last decade. To represent
uncertain information in description logic some researchers
have been used Bayesian network, which can be seen as a part
of probabilistic extensions to description logic.
Description logic is a subset of first order logic (FOL) to
create a knowledge base. It uses terminological box (T- Box)
to create vocabulary of concepts and assertions box (A-Box)
to represent assertions about instances of concepts of T-Box
or not, which makes easy to reason about knowledge base. It
can be represented using resource description framework
(RDF), resource description framework schema (RDFS) and
web ontology language (OWL). OWL is available in 3 levels:
OWL Lite, OWL DL and OWL Full. SHIF (D) is logic behind
OWL Lite and SHOIN (D) for OWL DL, where OWL Lite
has less expressivity than OWL DL and OWL DL has less
expressivity than OWL Full.

3.1 P-CLASSIC
It is one of the first probabilistic versions of the DL Classic
[22]. It supports terminological knowledge and uncertainty
about properties of individual, the number of fillers for its
roles, and the properties of these fillers is represented using
Bayesian network. It has proposed inference procedure for
probabilistic subsumption: computing the probability that a
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random individual in class C is also in class D. Knowledge
representation formalisms can be based on a) rule-based
languages b) object-centered formalism. This approach has
integrated probabilities with object-centered language, which
allows the specification of a probability distribution over the
properties of individuals. Random variables of Bayesian
network are the basic properties of individuals, the number of
their fillers, and properties of their fillers. Probabilistic
subsumption is provided to check the probability of belonging
of complex concept C within the set of individuals in D. It
gives better degree of overlap between two concepts, which
was limited in CLASSIC description logic. It uses p-classes
(probabilistic classes) to represent probabilistic component,
each of which is a Bayesian network. A set of p-classes will
represent probabilistic information of basic properties of
individuals and other p-classes for role fillers.
CLASSIC uses two types of statement in its T-Box i.e.
concept introductions and concept definitions, but
terminology in P-CLASSIC will use only concept definitions
and concept introductions are embedded with probabilistic
component.
The major drawback of P-CLASSIC is unable to express
equality relationship. Since different fillers are disjoint, and
the number of fillers for each role is bounded. Some
improvements were needed like support of disjunctive
concepts, existential quantification, negation on arbitrary
concepts (not only primitive ones) and qualified number
restrictions. It doesn’t include same-as constructor of
CLASSIC DL.

3.2 SPOOK: A system for probabilistic
object-oriented knowledge representation
This model is compact, modular, natural, and easy to build
[23]. It is a unified model, which supports reusability and
encapsulation. It can be used to develop and manage ontology
of a large complex domain. It can also implement complex
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structured domain on the basis of objects and classes where
uncertainty is represented using probability.
This is tested on military situation assessment, which have a
large number of objects and those are related to one another in
various ways. It has four major features like multicenteredness (i.e. each object can be accessed by a multitude
of other objects, in a variety of ways), encapsulation, multivalued attribute and quantifier attribute, and structural
uncertainty. Structural uncertainty is of two type i.e. number
uncertainty and reference uncertainty. Number uncertainty
implies uncertainty over the number of values of a multivalued complex attribute and reference uncertainty implies
which is uncertainty over the value of a single valued complex
attribute.
To perform query, it performs knowledge-based model
construction at first and then Bayesian inference algorithm
will be used. In the representation of various relationships
among objects, it can violate the part-whole property and it
cannot treat type uncertainty.

3.3 Probabilistic Relational Model
Probabilistic relational model (PRM) is a structured statistical
model, which describes the domain using relational schema
augmented with probabilistic distribution that is known as
relational logic [30]. Frame-based logical representation is
augmented with Bayesian network. Syntax is inspired from
frame-based and object-oriented system so, it extends
Bayesian network with objects, attributes and relationship.
PRM has three components: relational schema, probabilistic
graphical model, and relational skeleton. A relational schema
is a logical description of the domain of discourse, which will
be transformed into a frame-based representation. It will use
the concepts like relation for a class, column for an attribute
of a class, and reference slot (opposite is inverse slot) for
foreign key. A probabilistic graphical model is depicted using
directed acyclic graph and can be represented in a logical
formalism. A relational skeleton is specified for each class of
a relational schema which will have a set of uninitialized
objects.
Random variable will be defined for each uncertain attribute
of the object where attributes of a same class or different class
may be dependent on one another. To ensure acyclic
representation of graph, it uses mainly two graphs: instance
dependence graph and class dependence graph.
PRM provides various types of uncertainty like structural
uncertainty, attribute uncertainty and class uncertainty, where
structural uncertainty is in two forms: reference uncertainty
and existence uncertainty. It uses two inference techniques for
reasoning and learning purposes viz. exact inference and
approximate inference.

3.4 DAPER model
The directed acyclic probabilistic entity-relationship model is
a combination of ER-model with directed acyclic graph
(DAG) and local distribution classes [31]. ER-model gives
pictorial representation of entity classes, relationship classes,
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attribute classes, and their interconnections. DAG gives
dependence among the attribute classes. Local distribution
classes are probability distribution for dependence among
attribute classes. Therefore, it is the graphical language for
probabilistic entity relationship (PER) model and can also
implement Plate model, where plate model is similar to PRM
but suitable for statistician and PRM is used for computer
users. It can perform probabilistic inference about attribute
classes.
It can represent restricted relationships, self-relationships,
partial relationship existence, and probabilistic relationships.
It does not support first order formulas and quantifier, but due
to dependence on random variable semantics it can be
extended to FOL.

4. BAYESIAN NETWORK WITH
SEMANTIC WEB LANGUAGES
This section mainly will go through the proposals based on an
extension of RDF, an extension of RDF(S), and two proposals
based on extension of OWL i.e. BayesOWL, OntoBayes, and
MEBN and PR-OWL 2.0.

4.1 Probabilistic extension of RDF
Fukushige has proposed an implementation to integrate
probability with RDF in the form of vocabulary [4].
Framework has been proposed on the basis of RDF and
Bayesian network to calculate probability distribution. RDF is
widely used language to represent ontology in semantic web
and several successful software had been developed to create
ontology using RDF and perform reasoning about that. This
framework doesn’t support any standard query language of
semantic web instead Bayesian inference was the sole
reasoning technique. The given framework starts by creating a
vocabulary of propositions along with probability, which
leads to a RDF graph. RDF graph should be converted into
Bayesian network to perform reasoning.
An example of probabilistic relationship is borrowed from [6]
for metastatic cancer. Vocabulary is created in N3 language
[7], which includes propositions, negations, unconditional
probabilities, conditional probabilities, observations and
posteriors. This model can represent specific classes of
problems with less expressiveness.

4.2 Extension to RDF(S)
Holi and Hyvonen have used Bayesian network to compute
degrees of overlap or ambiguous uncertainty between
concepts of taxonomy [12]. RDF(S) is used to represent
concept and partial subsumption. Concepts of taxonomies are
represented as different sets in Venn diagram which helps to
create overlap table for every concept. It uses a DAG to
represent partial overlap where each node represents a concept
which is annotated with mass i.e. size of the set. The graph is
converted from partial overlap to a solid path structure using
breadth first search algorithm. Overlap values will be
interpreted as a conditional probabilities and efficient
evidence propagation algorithm is used to calculate overlap
computation. An individual will be matched with the query
concept by computing the degrees of overlap, where degree of
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overlap plays significant role to measure the relevance of the
concept in information retrieval techniques. BayesOWL can
be seen as next methodologies on the basis of this approach.

Three types of BN connections are allowed: serial
connections, diverging connections and converging
connections as shown in Figure 5.

4.3 BayesOWL
BayesOWL was one of the successful approaches to represent
uncertain information based on probabilistic framework,
which uses OWL to represent information in knowledge base
[5]. It has been elaborated uncertain reasoning and mapping of
ontology as two major applications of Bayesian Network.
This framework augments OWL with BN to represent
uncertainty and perform uncertain reasoning. It gives a
methodology to construct BN using OWL taxonomy for
which five structural translation rules have been proposed. It
is a mechanism to express OWL ontologies as Bayesian
Network by adding additional nodes according to following
constructors shown in Table 1.
On the basis of supported constructors, conversion of OWL
taxonomy to a BN DAG is performed in two steps a)
Structural Translation and b) Conditional Probability Table
creation.
For structural translation, it uses two types of nodes a)
Concept nodes b) L-nodes. Concept nodes are used for regular
concept class. L-nodes are used for modeling relations among
concept nodes where relations are logical operations and
works as bridge between concept nodes. L-nodes will be
created as leaf nodes to avoid cycle. It has two types of
properties and can be classified as prior and conditional
properties. Figure 4 shows an example of owl:unionOf
constructor from [5]

B

C
A

C

B

Figure 5 Bayesian Network connections a. Serial b.
Diverging c. Converging [5]
BayesOWL supports only three basic reasoning within and
across same ontology i.e. concept satisfiability, concept
overlapping and concept subsumption, where concept
satisfiablility checks whether a perfect description of a
concept is available, concept overlapping decides the degree
of overlap between a concept and its description, and at last
concept subsumption finds whether a concept follows the
properties of a given description.
The advantage of BayesOWL is that it reduces the cost and
user efforts, since it doesn’t enforce to modify OWL and
ontologies. In addition to that it is not highly dependent on
syntax instead of semantics as well as it can be used to
translate either partial ontology or conditional probability
table into BN according to user requirement in consistent
fashion.
Limitations of BayesOWL: It cannot deal with multi-valued
random variable. In translation of ontology, it does not
consider the instances, the specific data type, and properties
represented by BayesOWL.

4.4 OntoBayes

C

C1

A

C

A

B

C2

..
.

Cn

LNode
Union

Figure 4 Conversion of union of concept nodes into
LNodeUnion for Bayesian Network [5]
Here, Union of concept classes Ci (i=1… n) is defined as C,
using constructor “owl:unionOf” as partial BN. Conditional
probability table will be created for both types nodes (Concept
nodes as well as L-nodes) on the basis of proposed logical
relations, which will include prior probability as well as
conditional probability.
Piece-wise probability constraints can be used to construct
CPTs with help of Decomposed-Iterative Proportional Fitting
Procedure (D-IPFP) algorithm. Probabilistic inference plays
major role for reasoning purposes in the proposed approach.

It is an ontology-driven Bayesian model for uncertain
knowledge representation [25] [34]. OntoBayes is a decisiontheoretic design analysis. It integrates Bayesian network into
web ontology language to annotate the ontology with
Bayesian probability along with dependency relationship.
OntoBayes deals only with discrete random variable but
Boolean random variable as a special case. It does not deal
with continuous random variable.
To provide probabilistic integration to OWL, only three
classes have been introduced viz. PriorProb, CondProb and
FullProbDist. PriorPrab and CondProb have only one property
Probvalue and FullProbDist has two properties hasPrior and
hasCond. PriorProb deals with unconditional probability and
CondProb deals with conditional probability. FullProbDist
deals with joint probability distribution table.
It uses two different graphical representation one for Bayesian
graph and other for OWL. Bayesian graph depends on
properties of OWL classes, and OWL graph depends on
classes and properties. Although both graphs will have
subject, predicate and object in the graph, but Bayesian graph
will use only one predicate <rdfs:dependsOn>.
One major advantage of OntoBayes is that it can represent
cyclic dependency and can deal with multi-valued random
variable. For more expressivity, some approaches based on
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objects, entity relationship, and first-order logic is proposed,

which are discussed in next section.

Table 1. Supported Constructor [5]
Constructor

DL Notation

rdfs:subClassOf

C1

C2

*

owl:equivalentClass

C1

 C2

*

 C2

Logical Operator

owl:disjointWith

C1

owl:unionOf

C1

…

C2

*

owl:intersectionOf

C1

…

C2

*

owl:complementOf

C

4.5 MEBN and PR-OWL 2.0
Probabilistic Web Ontology Language (PR-OWL) [11]
provides uncertainty representation using OWL constructs
based on Multi-Entity Bayesian Network (MEBN) logic [9]
and it is successfully implemented in UnBBayes [21]
graphical user interface to model a probabilistic ontology [2],
[8], [13], [14], [15], [18], [24], [26], [27] and [37]. MEBN
logic is an extended form of Bayesian network along with
expressive power of first order logic formula, where Bayesian
network will encode a set of dependent evidences in graphical
form and degree of belief of evidence can be interpreted with
the help of constraints specified using first-order formulas.
Basic constructs of MEBN are MTheory, MFrag, random
variable, and entities.
MTheory is the label to combine multiple MFrags together
and a probabilistic ontology must have at least one MTheory
to represent the model. It will ensure the consistency of
probabilistic ontology by checking unique joint probability
distribution table. To perform the query, one has to provide
domain specific entity instances i.e. knowledge base then
Bayesian inference will be used for query and learning of new
evidences.
MFrag is the combination of random variables, and fragment
graph, where random variable will be represented as resident
node along with conditional probability distribution table and
fragment graph will show the dependence among random
variables in the form of directed acyclic graph. A MFrag will
give a template of a Bayesian network, which can be
instantiated multiple times by binding its arguments to domain
entity identifiers to create instances of its random variables.
Resident node will work as input node to the other MFrag of
ontology, where union of input node and resident node will be
used as parent nodes in the fragment graph that is why the
probability distribution table of the child node will have
entries for the states of all its parent nodes. Here, mutual
exclusive and exhaustive number of states of random variable
will be represented using entities.
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Class Axiom

*

*
The advantage of MEBN over simple Bayesian network is
that it can represent repeated structure of Bayesian network
and it allows dynamic infinite number of instances of a
Bayesian network structure. MEBN logic can represent
various types of uncertainty like attribute value uncertainty,
existence uncertainty, number uncertainty, referential
uncertainty, structural uncertainty, and type uncertainty [9].
MEBN logic is successfully implemented using PR-OWL
upper ontology, which is based on basic model as shown in
figure 5. Here, ovals represent class and arc represents
relationship between classes.
PR-OWL 1.0 has two shortcomings 1) it cannot provide
mapping to properties of OWL and 2) although it provides
concept of meta-entities for the definition of complex types, it
does not have type compatibility with OWL. Therefore, PROWL 2.0 has been proposed to overcome these shortcomings
to provide better modeling of domain information [18].

5. PROPOSED MODELS USING PROWL FRAMEWORK
Although PR-OWL is in initial phase of establishment and it
has not been widely accepted by semantic web community
[36], but some relevant proposed works discussed in this
section will present importance and applicability of it.

5.1 Service based situation awareness
There are 3 levels of situation awareness presented in [34], 1)
Perception, 2) Understanding, and 3) Projection,
understanding type of situation awareness have been
considered in [28] for service-oriented information technology
environments. For situation assessment of status or health of
IT services understanding (the second level) is more suitable
than perception (the first level), because perception is more
probable for inaccuracy and incomplete.
It has been proposed to develop a PR-OWL framework based
ontology definition that supports automated reasoning with
uncertain service-based situation awareness.
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Figure 6 PR-OWL basic model [13]

5.2 Research on Interactive Behaviour
Analyzing in New-type Distributed
Software System
It has been tried to extract interactive behaviours produced by
loosely-coupled software entities [33]. Behaviour of software
entities is investigated on the basis of historical knowledge
and current practical evidences. It has adopted the case based
reasoning along with case reasoning.
It has been considered the new-type distributed software to
supervise its group behaviour regarding behaviour of
dynamic, accidental, correlative, and repeating properties. It
has used MEBN to represent group behaviour as well as
knowledge fusion of monitored evidence information and
experimental knowledge. Fusion of problem space and
solution space is useful to accurately analyze software
behaviour credibility for current context.

5.3 PROGONOS: Probabilistic Ontology
for Net-centric operation systems
It is Predictive Situation AWareness (PSAW) model to be
used for U. S. Navy’s FORCENet for prediction about
battlefield, where huge amount of data is collected from
sensors, human intelligence, and others [29]. It is modeled
using PR-OWL framework, where it is based on two modules,
the first module is used for performing reasoning and second
module is used for simulation.

5.4 Probabilistic Risk Assessment for
Security Requirements: A Preliminary
Study
Risk assessment is the process of identifying risk factors and
relationship among risk factors, which includes judgement as
well as meta-judgement about the degree of certainty that they
have in their judgements [35]. To represent the degree of
certainty, it has been proposed a model, where security
requirements and their causal relationships are represented
using MEBN logic.

5.5 A Model of an Ontology Oriented
Threat Detection System (OOTDS)
Object-oriented threat detection system is dynamic behaviour
based system, which will be automatically upgraded
according to changes in environment [14]. It is mainly based
on two ontologies a) Threat detection ontology and b) Threat
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detection learning ontology, where the first one is used for
threat detection and the second one is used for learning the
dynamic changes in environment. Here, ontologies are created
using PR-OWL model again.

6. CONCLUSIONS
Bayesian network can play a pivotal role in the representation
of uncertainty and performing reasoning in semantic web.
Survey on the Bayesian network for the representation of
uncertainty has been discussed on the bases of description
logic, object oriented, entity relational model approaches, as
well as core works done so far for augmentation of Bayesian
network with semantic web languages viz. RDF, RDF(S), and
OWL to represent uncertainty in knowledge bases, which
provides efficient ways to perform reasoning to extract
relevant information for specific purposes. The list of works
done using PR-OWL has been discussed, which is a domain
ontology based on MEBN logic and its relevance can been
experienced by applying in various applications of real life.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Abstract: This research paper presents the strategies involved in the design of a low power wireless sensor network for the measurement
and monitoring of physiological parameters like body temperature, pulse rate and respiration rate of a patient .Ultra low power
MSP430F1611 microcontroller from Texas instruments (TI) and the low power transceiver CC2500 ZigBee module from chicon are
used in the present design. The TMP100 a digital temperature sensor is used for the measurement of body temperature ,the Free Scale
MMA7260Q tri-axial accelerometer is used to measure the respiration rate and a simple pulse rate module is designed using the IR
LEDs for the measurement of heart rate. A GUI is developed based on Visual Basic software to display the results. Also the results are
displayed on the 2x16 LCD module . In addition , a website with URL www.vishnuhealth.com is designed to display the results .To
achieve the low power objective ,an attempt is made to apply the Dynamic voltage and frequency scaling algorithm in addition to all the
possible hardware precautions and MAC protocols.
Keywords: Low power wireless sensor, MSP430 microcontroller,Zigbee module ,Accelerometer sensor, Temperature sensor, MAC
Protocol.

___________________________________________________________________________________________________

1. INTRODUCTION
Battery operated wireless sensor embedded system design is the

parameters ,both the software as well as hardware aspects must

order of the day.But the major limitation for this type of designs

be equally taken care of.

is the power consumption which affects the battery life.So,the

The transceiver and the microcontroller are the two important

researchers all over the world are seriously working in this field

candidates in consuming power in a wireless design . So, it is

of low power design to find suitable solutions. The low power

very essential to limit the power consumption of the

architectures, protocols, topologies are the prime concern in the

processor/microcontroller to enhance the battery life. New

design flow of low-power wireless sensor networks. Especially

microcontroller architectures focused in low power systems try

in the case of battery operated embedded systems which are

to solve this problem by providing hardware support to adapt

exclusively designed for bio-medical applications, this fact has

power consumption to application performance requirements.

utmost importance.

For example the strong ARM microprocessor from Intel

In fact it is not enough if one considers the power consumption

consumes around 400mW of power during the execution of the

for the hardware sub-systems in order to optimize the wireless

instruction of the instructions while the ATmega 103L AVR

sensor network, but

must consider the power consumption

microcontroller from Atmel consumes about 17mW[2,3] .But

effects of algorithms, network protocols etc[1] i.e it is very

this low power consumption also affects the performance of the

essential to balance the power optimized architectures with

processor

network algorithms. Hence while designing a low power

MSP430 family of microcontrollers with five different low

wireless sensor system for monitoring the bio-medical

power

drastically. Next, Texas Instruments has released

operational modes .They consume around 1.2mW in

fully operational mode and 0.3µW in the deepest sleep
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mode[4].But this change between the operating modes is also a

consumption characteristics of a transceiver, including the Type

power consuming task ,especially in applications where fast data

of modulation scheme used, data rate, transmit power

sampling and data acquisition ,it is not a preferred option.The

(determined by the transmission distance), and the operational

current consumption of a MSP430 microcontroller in active

duty cycle [7].But most of these

mode and in other low power modes is shown in Figure 1.below.

configured by the user to set the power level by setting them in
various

transceivers can be

distinct modes of operation like Transmit, Receive,

Idle, and Sleep modes.An important fact found in most of the
transceivers is that, operating in idle mode results in
significantly high power consumption, almost equal to the
power consumed in the Receive mode. Thus, it is important to
completely shut down the transceiver rather than transitioning to
idle mode, when it is not transmitting or receiving any data [8].
Some transceivers can support more diverse power levels, for
example the CC2500 has Low current consumption (13.3 mA in
RX,250 kbps, input 30 dB above sensitivity limit)[9].
A very important feature of followed in

wireless sensor

network to reduce power consumption, is that the nodes remain
Figure 1. Graph showing the current consumption in different
operating modes of MSP430 family.

sleeping until they need to undertake a specific task. At some
defined time, a sensor node will wake up and perform a
measurement. An external event also can trigger this wake-

The power consumed by the CMOS chip is proportional to the

up.The node can then decide to communicate the gathered

frequency and also proportional to the square of the supply

information to a neighbor and send it a message. Unfortunately,

voltage as shown below.

the neighbor might be sleeping to save energy. The node must

P α f VDD

(1)

thus keep sending the information until the neighbor awakens

So, it can be observed that ,reducing the supply voltage from

and acknowledges receipt of the information. If a node needs

5.0V to 3.3V reduces the power by nearly 55%.Another effect is

information from a neighbor, it can transmit a request until it

reducing the clock frequency .The reduced voltage or voltage
scaling at the lowest clock frequency of 60M.Hz and with a VDD
of 0.9 V is found to consume around 1/5

th

of the energy per

receives a response. Alternatively, the requesting node can stay
awake and wait until the neighbor decides to send the
information spontaneously.Also

,the nodes share a single

instruction that is required at peak performance. i.e by properly

medium for communication and the performance of the network

decreasing the supply voltage and frequency one can reduce the

mainly depends on the effective sharing of this medium by the

power dissipation in a design. This is the basic idea behind the

nodes.The MAC protocol controls the communication nodes and

Dynamic Voltage and Frequency scaling(DVFS)[5].

streamlines the sharing of the common wireless medium by the

Coming to the wireless sensor networks, to establish

nodes. But the limitations of the MAC protocols are packet

the wireless communication, both a transmitter and a receiver

collision ,idle listening ,overhearing and overhead[10].To

are required in a sensor node. The basic task here is to convert a

overcome the energy consumption and to implement energy

bit stream coming from a processor or microcontroller and

efficient MAC protocol the clustered topology techniques are

convert them to and from radio waves [6].Now a days a single

being followed[11].In the present design a fixed TDMA method

device is used that combines both these the two tasks in a single

at the MAC sub layer is adopted. This TDMA provides the

entity. Such combined devices are called transceivers. But these

advantage of sending the

non active nodes into sleep mode.

transceivers usually consume large power of around 70% of the

This leads to low power consumption automatically and the

total power. There are several factors that affect the power

battery life is extended[12].
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series offers extended RAM addressing for memory-intensive

2. HARDWARE DETAILS
The hardware system consists of three sensors , a temperature
sensor TMP100 from TI , a pulse rate

sensor and an

accelerometer based respiration sensor. All the three sensors are

applications

and

large

applications

include

C-stack

sensor

requirements.

systems,

industrial

Typical
control

applications, hand-held meters, etc[13].

interfaced to the MSP430F1611 microcontroller by using
suitable circuitry. A 2x16 LCD module is interfaced to the
microcontroller for the display of the data and a GUI , based on
Visual Basic software is developed to display the measured
parameters. A website with URL www.vishnuhealth.com is also
designed to display the results. The block diagram of the design
is shown in Figure 2 and the photograph showing the hardware
arrangement is shown in Fig.3.

Figure 3. Photograph showing the hardware design

2.2.Temperature Measurement
The temperature of the body is measured by using a simple
digital temperature sensor TMP100 which supports I2C
standard. Actually,this sensor is mounted within the wrist strap
Figure 2. Block diagram of the design

,positioned in such way that it is in contact with the
skin,allowing it to measure the external temperature of the skin.
From the skin temperature ,the body temperature is estimated.

2.1.MSP430 Processor
MSP430F1611 is a 16 bit

There can be different methods to estimate the exact body
microcontroller with Ultra low-

temperature from the skin temperature ,but it is observed that the

Power Consumption of 280 µA at 1 MHz, 2.2 V in active mode

body temperature is nearly 5 ~ 5.2oC higher than the skin

and 1.6µA in standby mode and 0.1µA in off mode.The supply

temperature when the body temperature is measured at the ear

voltage range is around 1.8 V . . . 3.6 V. and available in 64-

by a standard thermometer by a medical practitioner.[14]

Pin Quad Flat Pack (QFP). The architecture of this controller is

The TMP100 is a digital temperature sensor which can be

combined with five low power modes

to achieve extended

operated over a temperature range of -550 C to +1250C . This

battery life in portable measurement applications. This device

temperature sensor does not require any complicated signal

features a powerful 16-bit RISC CPU, 16-bit registers, and

conditioning circuitry. This sensor is interfaced to MSP

constant generators that attribute to maximum code efficiency.

430microcontroller by using the port pins P2.0 and P2.1 The

The digitally controlled oscillator (DCO) allows wake-up from

interest in using this temperature sensor is , when operated in

low-power modes to active mode in less than 6 μs. It is

one-shot mode, the TMP100 goes into shut down mode after

configured with two built-in 16-bit timers, a fast 12-bit A/D

each conversion is completed and consumes a typical current of

converter, dual 12-bit D/A converter, one or two universal serial

0.1uA between conversions[15]. This will justify the low power

synchronous/asynchronous communication interfaces (USART),

system design .This temperature sensor is used

I2C, DMA, and 48 I/O pins. In addition, the MSP430F161x
www.ijcat.com
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measurement of body temperature at neck ,wrist and at upper

directly by a microcontroller. So, a two stage high gain, active

arm as suggested in [16].

low pass filter is designed using two operational amplifiers (OpAmps) to filter and amplify the signal to appropriate voltage
level

so

that

the

pulses

can

be

counted

by

the

microcontroller[17].

Figure 4. Interfacing of Digital temperature sensor TMP100

The interfacing of the temperature sensor TMP100with the ports
of MSP430 microcontroller is shown in Figure 4.

Figure 5. Block diagram of Pulse rate measurement

2.3. Pulse rate measurement sensor
Pulse rate denotes the number of heartbeats per second and is
usually expressed in beats per minute (bpm). In adults, a normal
pulse rate is around 60 to 100 times a minute during resting
condition. The resting pulse rate is directly related to the health
and fitness of a person and hence is a very crucial physiological
parameter. It can be measured at any spot on the body where the
pulse is felt with fingers. The most common places are wrist and
neck. From this heart rate in bpm is evaluated easily.
To measure the pulse rate a simple low cost pulse-oxymeter is
constructed using the arrangement as shown in the block
diagram in Figure 5. The main principle of working is based on
near infrared spectroscopy using the light of wave length 700900nm.At these wavelengths most tissues do not absorb light
other than hemoglobin.
Basically, the device consists of an infrared transmitter LED and
an infrared sensor photo-transistor. The transmitter-sensor pair is
clipped on one of the fingers of the patient. The LED emits
infrared light to the finger of the subject. The photo-transistor
detects this light beam and measures the change of blood
volume through the finger artery. The changing blood volume
with heartbeat results in a train of pulses at the output of the

2.4. Respiration Measurement
Human respiration rate is measured when a person is at rest and
involves counting the number of breaths for one minute by
counting how many times the chest rises. An optical breath rate
sensor can be used for monitoring patients during a magnetic
resonance imaging scan. Respiration rates may increase with
fever, illness, or other medical conditions. So, the measurement
of human respiration is always an important physiological
parameter in medical diagnosis.The small rotations at the chest
wall due to breathing or during continuous speech provide a
valuable information to the doctor . In recent times, the research
in the area of accelerometer based respiration techniques gained
momentum. This idea as first implemented by Bates et al[18].
In the present design the respiration rate is measured using the
Free Scale MMA7260Q tri-axial accelerometer chip .The
MMA7260Q is a

low cost capacitive micro machined

accelerometer features signal conditioning, a 1-pole low pass
filter, temperature compensation and g-Select which allows for
the selection among 4sensitivities. Zero-g offset full scale span
and filter cut-off are factory set and require no external devices.
Includes a Sleep Mode that makes it ideal for handheld battery
powered electronics [19]. This provides a good solution for XY

photo diode, the magnitude of which is too small to be detected
www.ijcat.com
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and XYZ tilt sensing with a sensitivity of 800mV/g in 3.3V

ZigBee . Of these, ZigBee

is the most promising standard

applications. All of these accelerometers will experience

owing to its low power consumption and simple networking

acceleration in the range of +1g to -1g as the device is tilted

configuration.[v]. Network devices, whether wired or wireless,

from -90 degrees to +90 degrees. A tri-axial accelerometer is a

are commonly described by the Open Systems Interconnection

device that measures the acceleration in three orthogonal

(OSI) reference model. This abstraction model was developed

directions (sensing axes). An accelerometer can be used to sense

bythe International Standards Organization (ISO), starting in the

vibrations (e.g. the vibration of a machine), orientation (e.g. in

1980 description of communication-related protocols and

human activities monitoring) and hence the respiration rate of

services. The generic seven-layer model is applied to all net

human beings .

work and media types.[vi].In

the present work the Zigbee

module CC2500 from TI is used. The CC2500 is a low cost true
single chip 2.4 GHz transceiver designed for very low power
wireless applications. The circuit is intended for the ISM
(Industrial, Scientific and Medical)and SRD (Short Range
Device) frequency band at 2400-2483.5 MHz.This

ZigBee

provides the low power features of 400 nA SLEEP mode current
consumption, Fast startup time: 240 us from SLEEP to RX or
TX

mode(measured

on

EM

design)

,

Wake-on-radio

functionality for automatic low-power RX polling and Separate
64-byte RX and TX data FIFOs (enables burst mode data
transmission)[21].CC2500 is configured using the SmartRF®
Figure 6.Accelerometer Circuit for respiration measurement

Studio

software,

available

for

download

from

http://www.ti.com.

The

interfacing

circuit

of

accelerometer

sensor

3. SOFTWARE DETAILS

MMA7260Q to the microcontroller is shown in Fig.6.The
respiration rate is displayed on the 2x16 LCD module.
The average resting respiratory rate of an adult is around
24 breaths per minute and of a child is around 18 breaths
per minute [20] .The present system is used to measure

The software development environment of the proposed system
is a cross compiler IAR Embedded Workbench which is
designed for MSP430 micro-controller by IAR Company[22].
The

IAR Workbench IDE is a very powerful Integrated

Development Environment that allows to develop and manage

the respiration rate of adults and children after wrapping

complete embedded application projects .It’s efficient complier

the sensor around the chest .The results are found to be

performance and ability to support multiple development tools

satisfactory.

are its positive points. In System Programming is programming
or reprogramming the on-chip flash memory, using the boot-

2.5. ZigBee Communication

loader software and a serial port. The MSP430 Microcontroller
provides on-chip boot-loader software that allows programming

ZigBee is a low-power, low-cost, wireless networking standard.
This low power allows longer life for smaller batteries and
provide low cost solutions to many wireless sensor applications.
ZigBee operates in the industrial, scientific and medical radio
bands (ISM)with 868 MHz, 915 MHz, and 2.4 GHz in different
countries. The technology is intended to be simpler and less
expensive than other WPANs such as WiFi, Bluetooth and

www.ijcat.com

of the internal flash memory over the serial channel. Philips
provides a utility program for In-System programming called
Flash magic Software [23].Visual basic another very useful
software which can be readily used to design Graphical User
Interface(GUI) to display the measured parameters both in
numeric form or graphical forms. This will provide for a good
analysis of the results.
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4. RESULTS & CONCLUSIONS

few µA at K.Hz clock frequencies to mA at M.Hz clock
frequencies. Proper filtering must be done to avoid the noise.

The low power wireless sensor network for the measurement of
biomedical parameters is designed .The measurement are made
over a period of time continuously and the results are displayed
on the 2x16

LCD module and also on the Graphical User

The algorithm execution time is also equally important for low
power design.So,this algorithm execution time is measured
using the PC DAQ card. The clock frequency of the MSP430
microcontroller is measured using the digital frequency meter.

Interface(GUI) developed using the Visual Basic softwrare. The
same results are also made available on the website designed for
this purpose with the URL http:// www.vishnuhealth.com.The
measurements are made on different persons both male and
female at different intervals of time and compared the results
with standard clinical instruments. The present readings are
found to be satisfactory with in an error of 5%.Since the basic
objective of our work is the design of low power ,low cost
wireless sensor design, this error is not be taken seriously into
account .The body temperature is around 38 0C ,heart beat is
72bpm and the respiration rate is 27 for adults and these values
are displayed on the GUI shown in Figure 7.
Figure 8. Measurement of current consumption

The power consumed by each subcomponent during the
execution is evaluated using the relation
Power P =( Imean.VDD.τ)/ T

(2)

where VDD is the supply voltage , τ is the effective computation
time of the algorithm ,Imean is the average current calculated
and T is the maximum time interval of the algorithm execution.
As mentioned in our earlier discussion ,in the total power budget
there are two important candidates one is the microcontroller
and

the other is the transceiver. Between the two , the

transceiver consumes around 70% of the total power. By the
Figure 7. Graphical User Interface (GUI) showing the results

application of suitable TDMA based clustered MAC protocols
the power consumption is brought down considerably to around

To measure the current consumption, algorithm execution time

62%. Power consumption in a microcontroller during the

and the clock frequency ,the methodology suggested by

detection of the signal is more than the power consumed during

Cebrian[24] is adopted. Though there are certain limitations in

the sampling of the signal .The variation of power and energy

this method ,due to its simplicity in implementation ,the authors

consumption in a MSP430 controller with the supply voltage is

adopted this methodology. The block diagram used for this

shown in the Figure 9.

implementation is shown in Figure 8.The microcontroller

current consumption is obtained indirectly by measuring
the voltage drop across a shunt resistor. A precision digital
multimeter is used to measure the small currents of the order of
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about 6.76

mW. This is about 6.5% of total power

consumption. This may not be the lowest power
consumption as some body has reported a very low power
devices of 4.8mW and also 1.5mW[ ],but in view of the
very low cost design ,this is considered as a better option.
The CC2500 was chosen because of its smaller size and
lower power requirement. (Inspite of its limitations like :
the CC2500 device suffered greatly from interference
with other 2.4GHz systems, such as 802.11 wireless
networks and Bluetooth and also the 2.4GHz band is
greatly attenuated by the human body, limiting its
suitability for body area networks).This transceiver is the
Figure 9. Energy and Power consumption with supply voltage in
a MSP430 microcontroller

major power consumer .In the present design it consumed

It is very clear that at higher voltages the power

controller consumed nearly 21.3% of the total power

dissipation is more. It is also observed that the power

when it is operated mostly in the mode LPM3 .The

dissipation during the data processing is more than during

accelerometer consumption is around 3.1% of the total

the transmission of data.So,it is evident that the higher

power i.e it consumed a power of 3.22mW.The other

supply voltages lead to larger power dissipation. Hence

circuitry of the design consumed a power dissipation of

the dynamic voltage and frequency protocol is applied by

about 4.5% of the total power.The entire power

operating the microcontroller in LPM3 mode, where the

consumption is shown in Pi chart in the Figure 10.

nearly 61.9% of total power of 104mW.The MSP430

supply voltage levels are decreased during the data
transmission automatically using proper algorithm . But,
this is achieved at the cost of increased execution time.
Similarly the frequency of the oscillator is also suitably
modified during the data sensing and transmission as well
as during data processing.The total power consumption in
the present design is found to be 104mW.
The TMP 100 temperature sensor consumed a typical

Figure 10. Power consumption in each subcomponent

current of 0.3uA and a power consumption of around
1mW between two conversions in active mode .But when

After measuring the current consumption of

the display is also considered it is about 2.78 uA .In the

subcomponents of the present design ,it is observed that

present design the power consumption of TMP100 sensor

there is an advantage of nearly 10~11%

is 2.2% of the total power. The commercial pulse

by this design when compared with normal design

oxymeters consume a power of 20 ~ 60mW.In this the

without low power modes of the microcontroller and with

LEDs consume a bulk of the total power. The present

out application of TDMA based MAC protocols. The

power savings

low-cost pulse measuring device consumed a power of
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Table.1 below shows the current/power consumed by
each subcomponent of the present design.

Networks,World Academy of Science,Engineering
Technology ,21,pp 559-565 ,( 2008).

and

[4] www.ti.com/msp430
Table 1.Details of Power consumption in the design

S.No

Sub Component

% of
Power

Power
consumed
(mW)

I

Transceiver(WSN)

61.9

64.48

II

MSP430

21.3

22.25

III

Pulse Sensor

6.5

6.76

IV

Other circuitry

4.5

4.68

V

Accelerometer

3.1

3.22

VI

Temperature sensor

2.2

2.3

5.FUTURE SCOPE
In recent times ,because of inherent advantages of real time
embedded systems ,researchers are more inclined towards the
design of a real time wireless sensor designs. Currently the most
important and widely used operating systems for wireless sensor
networks are TinyOS ,Contiki and Mantis.The basic use of these
operating systems is to provide a robust and reliable operation
and maintain the system in the deepest low power mode so that
the battery power life is extended. In view of these facts the
authors are modifying the same design with MSP430
Microcontroller using the TinyOS .
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Abstract: The ANN technique is inspired by biological neurons. In past, Artificial Neural Networks has been used as a data
classification technique. In this paper, artificial neural network is used as a data classifier. Here, new error metric are considered in the
data classification. The results presented in the paper, clearly shows that ANN can acts as a very good classifier with new e rror
metrics.
Keywords: Data Dictionary; ANN; LMS; geometric error metric, Harmonic error metric.

1. INTRODUCTION
In many applications, data classification is very necessary. In
past Artificial neural network has been used as data classifier
with accuracy more than 95%.[1,2] However, in some
application the accuracy level of more than 99% is required.
One such application is spam e-mail filtering where, data
dictionary which consists of spam words need to be very
accurate.
A neural network is an interconnected group of artificial
neurons that uses a mathematical or computational model for
information processing based on a connectionist approach [3].
Artificial neural networks are parallel computational models
which are able to map any nonlinear functional relationship
between an input and an output hyperspace to desired
accuracy. They are constituted by individual processing units
called neurons or nodes and differ among each other in the
way these units are connected to process the information and,
consequently in the kind of learning protocol adopted [4].

Figure 1 The Basic ANN Structure
In particular, the neurons of a feed-forward neural network are
organized in three layers: the input units receive information
from the outside world, usually in the form of a data file; the
intermediate neurons, contained in one or more hidden layers,
allow nonlinearity in the data processing, the output layer is
used to provide an answer for a given set of input values
[Figure 1]. In a fully connected artificial neural network, each
neuron in a given layer is connected to each neuron in the

w

following layer by an associated numerical weight ( ij ), the
weight that passes between them. In addition, each neuron
possesses a numerical bias term corresponding to an input of
−1 whose associated weight has the meaning of a threshold
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value. Rumelhart et al. [5] popularized the use of backpropagation for learning internal representation in neural
networks. Back-propagation (BP) algorithm is the most
widely used search technique for training neural networks.
Information in an ANN is stored in the connection weights
which can be thought of as the memory of the system. The
purpose of BP training is to change iteratively the weights
between the neurons in a direction that minimizes the error E,
defined as the squared difference between the desired and the
actual outcomes of the output nodes, summed over training
patterns (training set data) and the output neurons. The
algorithm uses a sample-by-sample updating rule for adjusting
connection weights in the network. In one algorithm iteration,
a training sample is presented to the network. The signal is
then fed in a forward manner through the network until the
network output is obtained. The error between the actual and
desired network outputs is calculated and used to adjust the
connection weights.
Basically, the adjustment procedure, derived from a gradient
descent method, is used to reduce the error magnitude. The
procedure is firstly applied to the connection weights in the
output layer, followed by the connection weights in the hidden
layer next to output layer. This adjustment is continued
backward through to network until connection weights in the
first hidden layer are reached. The iteration is completed after
all connection weights in the network have been adjusted. In
this study, training of the multi-layer neural networks is
implemented with back-propagation algorithm and network
structure that has been trained with back-propagation
algorithm has been used in the solutions of the multi-group
classification models.
In Back-propagation algorithm, training of the neuron model
is done by minimizing the error between target value and the
observed value. In order to determine error between target and
observed value, distance metric is used. It has been observed
that Euclidean distance metric is the most commonly used for
error measures in Neural Network applications. But it has
been suggested that this distance metric is not appropriate for
many problems [6]. In this work the aim is to find best error
metric to use in Back propagation learning algorithm. The
likelihood and log-likelihood functions are the basis for
deriving estimators for parameters, for given set of data. In
maximum likelihood method we estimate the value of „y‟ for
the given value of „x‟ in presence of error. (See equation (1))

yi  xi  e

(1)
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Let

xi denote

the data points in the distribution and let N

layer to

j th neuron of output layer is wij

and bias of the

denotes the number of data points. Then an estimator  of μ
can be estimated by minimizing the error metric with respect
to

.
N

   f ( x,  ) .

(2)

i 1

Where f ( x,  ) is distance metric.
Jie, et. al., [7-8] has proposed some new distance metrics
based on different means. These distance metrics can be used
to improve the performance of the neuron model for learning
the best-fit weights of the neuron models. Distance metrics
associated with the distribution models that imply the
arithmetic mean, harmonic mean and geometric mean in (See
Table 1) are inferred using equation

d
d N

 f ( x,  )  0
d  d  i 1

(3)

Figure 2 The Multilayer ANN Structure

In past, it is found that in the distribution associated with the
harmonic and geometric estimations, the observations

xi

which are far away from  will contribute less towards μ, in
contrast to arithmetic mean and thus the estimated values will
be less sensitive to the bad observations (i.e., observation with
large variance), and therefore they are more robust in nature
[9].
Table 1 Error Metric Types and Mean
Error metric
Mean
Arithmetic

N

   ( xi   )

1 N
   xi
N i 1

2

i 1

j th neuron of the hidden layer is bh j , the net value of the
j th neuron is given by
ni

neth j   whij .xi  bh j where, j  1, 2...nh .

 
 1
 xi 

N

   xi 
i 1

2



N

N

 
i 1

   
log   
  xi  

2



applying the activation is defined as

no

.

Similarly, the net

and the final output

Y   y1 , y2 ,... yni 

T
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yk

of

k th neuron of the output layer can be defined as
(6)

k th neuron of the output layer
1
yk   (netyk ) 
1  e netyk

The output of the

1/ N
1
 iN1 xi 

N

ni , nh

X   x1 , x2 ,...xni 

and

T

and

respectively. Considering that the

weight of the neuron that connects the

(5)

i 1

neurons in input, hidden and output later respectively. Le

the input and output vectors are

1
 neth
1 e j
value netyk

h j   (neth j ) 

ni

 xi

Considering three layer structure of ANN, It has

of the hidden layer after

netyk   woij .h j  bhk where, k  1, 2...no .

N

i 1

Geometric

j th neuron h j

The output of the

the
Harmonic

(4)

i 1

i th neuron of input

(7)

In this section the error back-propagation learning of MLP
with different error metrics have been derived. Let E denote
the cumulative error at the output layer. In BP algorithm aim
is to minimize the error at the output layer. The weight update
equations using gradient descent rule are given bellow:

E yk
.
yk wh ji
E yk
bh j (n)  bh j (o)  
.
yk bh j
E yk
wokj (n)  wokj (o)  
.
yk wokj
E yk
bok (n)  bok (o)  
.
yk bkk
Where,  is learning rate and
wh ji (n)  wh ji (o)  

(8)
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 n0

yk
  (1  yk ). yk .wkj  .(1  h j ).h j .xi
wh ji  k 1

n0

yk 
  (1  yk ). yk .wkj  .(1  h j ).h j
bh j  k 1

 n0

yk
  (1  yk ). yk 
bok  k 1

n0


yk
  (1  yk ). yk .h j 
wo jk  k 1

For different error criterion only

E
will change and is
y

Table 2: Percentage Classification under Various Error
Matrixes.

(9)

shown as follows: This is dependent on the distance metric
used in computation of the total error E.

Type

Correct classification in percentage

Arithmetic

96%

Geometric

98%

Harmonic

99%

3. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, ANN based data classifier is detailed with new
error metric. Here, the wordlist we call it as data dictionary
421 words are considered as we use ANN based approach to
classify them into seven categories. It has been fund that
harmonic error metric data classification accuracy is 99%.

Case 1 Least Mean Square Error

LMSE  E 

1 N no
(tk  yk )2 , then

2 n 1 k 1

E
  (tk  yk )
yk
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2. RESULTS
In our experiment 421 words are considered (appendix A).
These words are classified into seven groups. The group
division is done in the broad categories: adult, financial,
commercial, beauty and diet, travelling, home based and
gambling. The ANN network is trained with 1200 words.
Then the ANN used as classifier with different error metric
presented in Table1. The correct classification data in
percentage is shown in Table 2. It can be observed for the
table that, arithmetic error type produces 96% accurate results
while geometric error type produces 98% accurate results.
Among the three, harmonic error metric produces 99% correct
results.
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Group

Content

Example of Keywords in Each Group

C1

Adult

adult, aphrodisiac, big, cam, climax, company, cum, desire, erotic, fantasy, fuck, gay, girl,
greate, guy, hard, hardcore, heaven, hot, huge, long, man, max, maxlength, nude, orgasm,
penis, performance, pheromone, pill, porn, powerful, pussy, satisfy, sex, stamina, sweet,
teen, viagra, webcam, x, xxx, xxx-porn, young, love, teen, anus

C2

Financial

Account, accountant, alert, analyst, attorney, bank, bankruptcy, benefit, bill, billing, broker,
budget, building, cash, cheque, commission, consolidate, court, credit, creditor, currency,
customer, debt, deposit, discover, economy, entrepreneur, estate, exchange, fee, finance,
freedom, fund, help, high-risk, insurance, invest,
investor, judgment, legal, legitimate, lender, loan, mastercard, mortgage, obligate, pay,
payable, payable, paycheck, promote, purchase, rate, refinance, refund, rent, revenue, risk,
service, statement, stock, support, tax, transaction, vat, visa, wealth, worth, service

C3

Commercial

college, commerce, computer, cost, deliver, discount, especial, expensive, express,
fantastic, free, furnishing, furniture, game, get, gif, gift, great, guarantee, inexpensive,
invite, item, just, keyboard, license, lifetime, magazine, maintenance, mall, market,
material, materials, mobile, motherboard, mouse, offer, online, only,
order, palm, pamphlet, percent, premium, price, produce, product, program, recommend,
refill, release, resell, reseller, retail, sale, save, save, sell, ship, shipping, shop, shopping,
special, subscribe, supply, surprise, trade, trademark, upgrade, voucher, whole, wholesale,
within

C4

Beauty
Diet

after, age, amaze, anti-aging, appetite, beauty, become, before, believe, blood, body,
botanic, breast, build, burn, Diet calorie, capsule, card, cell, change, chemical, cholesterol,
confirm, course, diet, difference, dose, drug, effect, effective, eliminate, energy, enhance,
exercise, eye, face, fast, fat, firm, fit, fitness, flexible, gary, grow, grown, growth, hair,
health, healthcare, heart, height, herb, herbal, hormone, improve, inche, incredible, kidney,
large,
laser, life-changing, light, lose, loss, low, magic, medicine, metabolism, micro-cap, miracle,
modem, move, muscle, nature, nutrient, old, over, overweight, permanent, plain, potential,
pound, power, protect, reduce, remanufacture, repair, restore, retain, reverse, safe,
satisfaction, secret, size, step, strength, strong, tablet,
therapy, thin, toxin, treatment, under, virginia, vitamin, weight, woman, wonderful, wrinkle

C5

Traveling

book, deluxe, excite, guide, holiday, honest, hotel, luxury, meal, package, plan, problem,
relax, relief, reserve, resort, summer, temple, ticket, tour, train, travel, traveler, trip,
vacation,

C6

Home-Based

address, astonishment, base, broadcast, bulk, business, comfort, connect, demo, domain,
downline, download, Business earn, email, emailing, ethernet, facemail, fresh, home,
homebased, homeworker, host, income, interest, international, internet, investigate, job, list,
lucrative, mail, mailbox, mailer, mailing, make, marketing, message, million, moneymaking, opportunity, part-time, people, private, profit, reach, receive, recipient, require, reregister, return, server, software, subscriber, success, teach, unsubscribe, user, visit,
website, work, work-at-home, worker, working

C7

Gambling

action, award, bet, bonus, casino, challenge, extra, gambling, gold, hunt, las, lucky,
millionaire, player, poker, prize, reward, rich, vegas, win, lottery
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Abstract: Clustering is an unsupervised categorization technique and also a highly used operation in data mining, in which, the data
sets are divided into certain clusters according to similarity or dissimilarity criterions so that the assigned objects to each cluster would
be more similar to each other comparing to the objects of other clusters. The k-means algorithm is one of the most well-known
algorithms in clustering that is used in various models of data mining. The k-means categorizes a set of objects into certain number of
clusters. One of the most important problems of this algorithm occurs when encountering to outliers. The outliers in the data set lead to
getting away from the real cluster centers and consequently a reduction in the clustering algorithm accuracy. In this paper, we separate
outliers from normal objects using a mechanism based on dissimilarity of objects. Then, the normal objects are clustered using kmeans algorithm process and finally, the outliers are assigned to the closest cluster. The experimental results show the accuracy and
efficiency of the proposed method.
Keywords: clustering, k-means, outliers, outlier detection

1. INTRODUCTION
Clustering is one of the highly used methods in data mining
[12], wireless sensor networks [8,13], pattern recognition [14]
and machine learning [7], which is used to detect the groups
that are different enough from each other and contain similar
objects [4,5]. The importance of clustering in various fields
and also the type of data being used, clustering speed,
accuracy and lots of other parameters, leads to introduce
various methods and algorithms in data clustering. Clustering
is an unsupervised technique in which the data sets which are
usually vectors in multi-dimension space are divided into a
certain number of clusters based on a similarity or
dissimilarity criterions. For example, if the number of clusters
is K, and there exist n number of m-dimension data, the
clustering algorithm will assign each one of these data to a
cluster. This assignment takes place according to this rule that
the assigned data to a certain cluster are more similar to each
other rather than the other clusters. The k-means algorithm is
one of the most well-known clustering algorithms and is being
used in various types of data mining. The k-means categorizes
data set objects in certain numbers of clusters [10,3]. This
method is one of the most attractive and highly used
operations in clustering techniques, because it is simple and
understandable and its time complexity is linear. In general,
this algorithm consists of two phases. In the first phase, k
numbers of objects are selected from data set in a random
manner and are considered as the initial centers of clusters. In
the second phase, the distance between objects and the
clusters centers is determined and each object is placed in the
nearest cluster. To determine the distance between objects, the
Euclidean distance criterion is used, generally. When all of
the objects have been placed in the corresponding clusters, the
clusters centers are calculated using repetitive averaging of
objects of each cluster. The second phase continues until
satisfying the algorithm ending condition. The Pseudo-code of
k-means algorithm is shown in figure 1.
www.ijcat.com

K-means algorithm
Input: Data set D = { d1, d2, … dn }, where di =data points,
n= number of data points
K = number of cluster centers
Output:
Clusters : K clusters with their centers
Step 1:
Randomly select k data object from dataset D as initial cluster
centers.
Step 2:
Repeat step 3 to step 4 till no new cluster centers are found
Step 3:
Calculate the distance between each data object di (1<=i<=n)
and all K cluster centers Cj (1<=j<=K) and assign data object
di to the nearest cluster.
Step 4:
For each cluster j (1<=j<=K), recalculate the cluster center.
Figure 1. The pseudo-code of k-means algorithm

The distance to the cluster center is calculated in the following
method:
(1)

Dis tan ce (d i ,C j ) 

m
 d ip C ip
p 1

Where, di denotes the i-th vector of data, Cj is the center of jth cluster and m denotes the number of attributes and cluster
centers.
The cluster centers are updated according to the following
equation:
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(2)

Cj



1 

di 


n j d Cluster

j
 i


Where nj denotes the number of vectors in the j-th cluster and
clusterj is a subset of all vectors which form the j-th cluster.
Figure 2 illustrates the clustering steps of a manual data set.
This dataset is divided into two clusters using the k-means
algorithm. At first, two clusters are formed by random
selection of objects (figure 2-a), then the clusters centers are
determined by averaging of objects of each cluster (figure 2b) and the clustering process continues using the new cluster
centers (figure 2-c). For this dataset, the clustering is finished
after two iterations of the algorithm (figure 2-d).

neighbors based that are not suitable for outlier detection in
data streams due to their high time complexity. He et al in [6]
presented new definition of outlier which they named as
cluster-based local outlier, which provides importance to the
local data behavior. They defined Cluster-Based Local Outlier
Factor (CBLOF), a measure for identifying the physical
significance of an outlier and an algorithm for discovering
outliers is also proposed by them. After that Duan et al in [9]
proposed a cluster based outlier detection algorithm which can
detect both single point outliers and cluster-based outliers, and
can assign each outlier a degree of being an outlier. Zhuo et al
in [15] presented an outlier mining algorithm based on
dissimilarity (OMABD), which detected outliers by
comparing the dissimilarity degree with dissimilarity
threshold. A dissimilarity based method is used for improving
the efficiency of k-means algorithm in this study.

3. presented model
To improve the efficiency of the K-means algorithm, at first
the dataset should be investigated for specifying and detecting
the outliers. After that, the dataset should be divided into two
subsets of normal object and outliers. Then, the clustering
process should be performed separately for normal object and
outliers. The normal object are clustered using the mentioned
steps of the k-means algorithm shown in figure 1, and finally,
the outliers are assigned to the nearest cluster according to the
Euclidean distance criterion and calculated cluster centers
from the previous steps.

3.1 Outlier detection in dataset

Figure 2. clustering of manual data using the k-means
algorithm

The k-means algorithm has some pitfalls. For instance, it
stops in local optimums and is sensitive to the initial values of
clusters centers and outliers in dataset. In each dataset, an
outlier is an object which its distance is not normal comparing
to the other objects. In other words, an outlier is an object that
has less similarity than the other objects. The existence of
these objects in dataset has an undesirable effect on the
efficiency and accuracy of the clustering algorithms such as
the k-means.

2. RELATED WORK
Outlier detection has been a very interesting topic for research
community [11,1,6,2,9]. Ramaswamy et al proposed a
distance based outlier detection method in [11]. According to
which, given parameters k and n, an object is an outlier if no
more than n-1 other object in the dataset have higher value for
Dk than object o, where Dk(o) denotes the distance of k-th
nearest neighbor of object o. This idea is further extended in
[14], where each data point is ranked by the sum of distance
from its k-th nearest neighbors. Breunig et al introduced the
notion of the Local Outlier Factor (LOF) in [1] which captures
the relative degree of outlierness of an object. It is local in
sense that the degree of outlierness depends on how isolated
an object is with respect to surrounding neighborhood. Above
described methods are either distance based or nearest
www.ijcat.com

In this paper, the ODBD algorithm is presented for specifying
and detecting the outliers which is based on the dissimilarity
of objects. According to this algorithm, a value is calculated
for all of the dataset objects which is called the dissimilarity
degree. The objects that their degree is higher than the
threshold value are considered as the outlier objects.
Assume that a data set DS is defined in the form of: DS=
(D,A) in which D={d1,d2,… dn} is the set of n objects and
A={a1,a2,… am} is the set of attributes with the order of m.
The dissimilarity degree of two objects di, dj  D on the
attribute of f  A is calculated as following:

(3)

 d d  d d 
 if
f
jf
f 
f 
ad ij
d max f d min f

2

Where dif and djf are the values of attribute f in the objects i
and j, respectively. df, dmax and dmin are the average, the
maximum and the minimum value of attribute f on all objects
of the dataset, respectively.
The dissimilarity degree of two objects can be obtained from
the average of these objects dissimilarity on each of attributes,
as following:

(4)

m
 ad ak
ij
od ( i , j )  ak 1
m

ak
Where ad ij is the dissimilarity value of the objects i, j on
the ak-th attribute.
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According to the relations (3) and (4), the dissimilarity matrix
dm, which is an order N square matrix, is created to calculate
the dissimilarity of each object with respect to the other
objects. By adding the row elements of this matrix, the objects
synergic dissimilarity matrix is made which shows the
dissimilarity degree of each object with respect to all other
objects of the data set. For the sake of simplicity and
simplification of comparisons, the synergic dissimilarity
degree matrix is normalized and then, the average of elements
of this matrix with an impact factor value in the range of [0,1]
is considered as the threshold similarity value. The ODBD
pseudo-code algorithm is shown in figure 3.

normal process of k-means algorithm is used to cluster the
normal object. In this phase, because of data set being pruned
by the ODBD algorithm and the use of normal object, the
centers and the objects are determined in a more accurate way.
In the second phase, we use the centers obtained from the
previous phase and with iteration, we calculate the distance
between each of outliers and these centers. Then, each outlier
is assigned to the nearest cluster. The Euclidean distance
criterion is used for the calculation of this distance. The
presented algorithm pseudo-code is illustrated in figure 4.

ODBD-K-Means algorithm
ODBD algorithm
input:
data set D = { d1, d2, … dn }, where di =data points, n= number
of data points
impact factor value IFV  [0,1]
output:
outlier and normal objects
step 1:
step 1-1:
for each data object di from D
for each data object dj from D
calculate od(i,j) by using equation (3) and (4)
dm(i,j)=od(i,j)
end for
end for
step 1-2:
for each row ri in dm
calculate sum of elements and assign in sdi
end for
calculate dmax = maximum value in sd
step 1-3:
for each data value sdi in sd
ddi = (dmax - sdi) / dmax
end for
td=mean(dd) *IFV
step 2:
for each data object di from D
if ddi < td
assign di to outlier objects
else
assign di to normal objects
end if
end for

input:
data set D = { d1, d2, … dn }, where di =data points, n= number
of data points
k = number of cluster centers
output:
k clusters with their centers
step 1:
find outliers and normal objects by using ODBD algorithm
step2:
step 2-1:
randomly select k data object from normal objects as initial
cluster centers.
step 2-2:
repeat step 2-3 to step 2-4 till no new cluster centers are found
step 2-3:
calculate the distance between each data object di
(1<=i<=size(normal object)) and all k cluster centers Cj
(1<=j<=k) and assign data object di to the nearest cluster.
step 2-4:
for each cluster j (1<=j<=k), recalculate the cluster center.
step 3:
for each data object di from outliers
step 3-1
calculate the distance of d i to all k final cluster
centers C from step 2 by using euclidean distance
step 3-2
find the closest center cj and assign di to the cluster
with nearest center Cj
end for
Figure 4. The pseudo-code of ODBD-k-means algorithm

4. Results and discussion
Figure 3. The pseudo-code of ODBD algorithm

3.2 Improving the Clustering process with
the ODBD-k-means algorithm
Selecting the initial values in the normal k-means algorithm is
completely random. Thus, the existence of the outliers results
in the cluster centers getting distance from real position and
consequently decreasing the accuracy of this algorithm. In the
presented algorithm it is attempted that the outliers do not
affect the process of selecting the clusters center. For this
purpose, after separating the data set objects using ODBD, the
clustering is done during two phases. In the first phase, the
www.ijcat.com

To evaluate the algorithm presented in this study, the
algorithm is implemented using MATLAB 2010
programming software and the results are compared with the
k-means algorithm. The Iris, Bupa and Glass data sets from
UCI are used in the experiments. The Iris data set is a
categorization of iris flowers in which, there exists three
different classes of iris and each class contains 50 objects.
Each object has 4 attributes. In the Bupa data set, 345 objects
exist each having 6 attributes. The attributes are gathered from
blood tests concerning the diagnosis of liver hampering
caused by irregular drink of alcohol. Each object of this data
set is the record of a male person. In the glass data set, 214
objects exist and each object has 9 attributes and this set has 6
classes. The properties of these data sets are listed in table 1.
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Table 1. The datasets and their properties
dataset

#objects

#features

#clusters

Iris

150

4

3

Bupa

345

6

2

Glass

214

9

6

Selecting the impact factor and consequently the similarity
threshold value is very important to detect and determine the
number of outliers. This factor value might be different for
each data set. According to the ODBD algorithm, if the
impact factor assumed to be zero, the number of outliers
would be zero. This means that the ODBD-k-means algorithm
changes to the normal k-means algorithm. For calculating the
algorithm accuracy, we can use accuracy indicator which is
obtained using to the following relation:

(5)

Accuracy 

According to this table, it is obvious that the algorithm
accuracy is dependent to the number of outliers. If we select
zero as the value of the impact factor, the presented algorithm
would be equivalent to the normal k-means algorithm. The
real outliers of the Iris data set are the points that are separated
with an impact factor of 0.4. By running the ODBD algorithm
and selecting the most suitable impact factor for data set, the
number of outliers in each data set is obtained. The results are
shown in table 3.

Table 3. The number of outliers in data sets
dataset

Impact factor

#outlier objects

Iris

0.4

5

Bupa

0.8

12

Glass

0.6

8

True Positive
TruePositive  False Postive

Because the number of normal object affects the selection of
cluster centers and also the proposed algorithm like the kmeans algorithm calculates the initial centers by random
selection of objects, the results of each execution of this
algorithm may not the same. For different values of impact
factor in the range [0,1], the presented algorithm is executed
for 100 times and according to the relevant number of
outliers, the average value of results is considered as the
algorithm accuracy. These results are presented in table 2, for
Iris data set.

Results of algorithm accuracy on the data sets are shown in
table 4.

Table 4. The results of algorithms on datasets
Dataset

K-means

ODBD-K-means

Iris

88.98

90.36

Bupa

52.43

53.72

Glass

45.79

47.09

Table 2. Results of ODBD-k-means algorithm on the iris
Impact factor

#outlier

Accuracy

0.0

0

88.98

0.1

1

87.57

0.2

3

88.75

0.3

4

89.31

0.4

5

90.36

0.5

12

89.60

0.6

17

87.69

0.7

26

87.17

0.8

32

86.03

0.9

45

86.51

1.0

54

85.89
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Figure 5 depicts the algorithm accuracy results on a diagram.
According to this diagram, effect of the presented algorithm
on the standard data sets can be observed.

Figure 5. The results of algorithms on standard datasets

The k-means algorithm has a good accuracy on the Iris data
set, because of a suitable distribution and structure of objects
in data set. The existence of the outliers in the Bupa and Glass
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data sets, has an undesirable effect on the selection of centers
and objects and it consequently leads to reduction in the
accuracy of the k-means algorithm. After temporarily
removing this objects and using the presented algorithm, the
retrieval accuracy on these three data sets have been
improved.

5. Conclusion
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Abstract: Cluster analysis is a prime Pattern Recognition method used to categorize sample patterns in a population by means of
forming different clusters by assigning cluster memberships to the sample patterns depending on the feature similarity relati onship
among different patterns. Patterns displaying dissimilar feature values are assigned different cluster memberships whereas patterns
carrying similar feature values are placed into same cluster. Searching the relationship among horticultural data has become a major
research area in Pattern Recognition. In this paper we have used the morphological features for describing the characteristics of
Tomato leaves and fruits belonging to different classes. Morphological feature values are extracted from different tomato lea f and
fruiting habit samples to analyze through K-Means and Two-step clustering techniques to segment leaf and fruit samples into separate
clusters according to their species owing to categorize them. Our experimentation also compares and discusses about the importance of
the features which are obtained through K-Means and Two-step Clustering technique, may be useful for leaf and fruit species
categorization.

Keywords: Cluster analysis, K-Means Clustering, Two-step clustering, Pattern Recognition, Horticulture, Morphological Feature.

1. INTRODUCTION

2. BASIC CLUSTER ANALYSIS

Economic growth of a nation depends highly on its
agricultural and horticultural development. As different
cultivars may need specifically different cultivation processes
for better growth and quality development hence it is very
much needed to identify the horticultural cultivars belonging
to different classes independently, so that appropriate
cultivation means can be applied for specific cultivar. Thus
horticultural species categorization is a very important task for
cultivation. This task of categorization is easy to perform for
the crops with small number of species variations, but the task
becomes a tough one if huge numbers of crop species are to
be dealt with. Horticultural vegetable like tomato have large
variety of species found all around the globe. The high
variation of morphological feature values of tomato leaf and
fruit among different tomato species is a prominent indicator
of species diversity upon which cluster analysis would be
applied to form different tomato-species clusters and thus
categorizing the tomato species depending on their cluster
memberships. This automatic method of species
categorization through clustering exhibits high level of
accuracy and requires trifle time compare to manual process.
Cluster analysis also produces some distinguishing results
through which the feature importance of leaves and fruits
could be predicted which may be of very useful while
classifying the particular plant species.

Cluster analysis is an important analytical procedure used for
the purpose of analysing data. Cluster analysis is widely used
in different research areas like machine learning, pattern
recognition, market research, digital image processing,
Biology etc. Basically, clustering divides the sample entities
into different groups called clusters depending on similarity
present between entities. Entities placed into same cluster,
bear great deal of similar features where as entities belonging
to different clusters don‟t have that much of feature similarity
like same cluster entities. All the member entities of a cluster
can be represented by the cluster centre of that cluster. Now
with the compact cluster formation, obtaining information
from the original entity set can be sufficiently reduced to
collecting information about a small number of clusters.
Information obtained from the clusters can be very effective
for purposes like entity classification, identification etc.
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Clustering algorithms can be classified into categories such
as: Partitional Clustering and Hierarchical Agglomerative
Clustering. We discuss these two clustering techniques briefly
in the followingPartitional Clustering starts with some initial clusters. For
each of the initial clusters, a cluster center is calculated by
fulfilling the optimality condition. Sample objects are placed
in different clusters depending on the smallest distance
criterion i.e. a sample object is placed in that cluster whose
cluster center is minimum distance away from the sample
object. Sample input data are partitioned into the initial
clusters. In the next step, cluster centers are recalculated and
objects are again placed in different clusters depending on the
new calculated cluster centers. This process of cluster center
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recalculation and placing the objects in clusters continues
unless the placement of the objects in the clusters remains
unaltered between two successive rotations.
Hierarchical Agglomerative Clustering algorithm starts with
some single clusters depending on the size of the input data
set. Number of initial single clusters is equal to the size of the
input data set and each of the input patterns belongs to
different cluster. Now as the algorithm moves, at each of the
successive steps, merging of the cluster pairs having highest
level of attribute similarities is performed.

3. APPLIED CLUSTERING METHODS
3.1 K-means Cluster Analysis
K-Means cluster analysis falls into the category of partional
clustering algorithm. K-Means cluster analysis is used for
analysing the feature data set.
Let‟s assume that P number of sample patterns is to be
clustered. A pattern set D={d1,d2,..,dP}represents the sample
patterns .The characteristics of each sample pattern is
represented by Z number of features, which constitute the
feature set F={f1,f2,……,fZ}. Now for each of the Z features,
P different feature values are obtained from each of the P
sample patterns. The feature values associated to a feature f X
forms
the
individual
feature
value
set
IFVX={ifv1X,ifv2X,...,ifvNX,...,ifvPX},of size P, where ‟ ifvNX‟,
an element of the set IFVX, denotes the feature value of N th
sample pattern with respect to feature fX. K-Means cluster
analysis is done on each IFV, to place P patterns in k(user
given value) different clusters depending on the values of the
elements of the IFV. K-Means clustering initially selects k
patterns out of P patterns as initial clusters. Each cluster is
represented by a cluster center. The value of each initial
cluster center will be one of the elements of the IFV chosen
randomly with uniqueness condition that same IFV element
can‟t be placed into more than one initial clusters. Also the
cluster membership of a particular IFV element remains same
till the end of the clustering process.
Let‟s consider that K-Means clustering is applied to IFVX.
This will lead to the formation of k clusters each having a
cluster center. Let‟s consider that the cluster center of „i‟ th
cluster is denoted by CCi. Let‟s denote the value of cluster
center CCi by VCCi. Now „M‟ th data pattern dM will be
placed into the „i‟ th cluster by satisfying the condition
Dis(dM ,CCi) < Dis(dM,CCj) ,for all j≠i, where Dis(dM,CCi) is
the distance between the data pattern d M and the „i‟ th cluster
center CCi and Dis(dM,CCj) is the distance between dM and
another „j‟ th cluster center CCj. Now, Dis(dM,CCi) can be
calculated as per the following equationDis(dM,CCi) = | ifvMX - VCCi |

(1)

The values of k cluster centers will be recalculated again and
again unless no new member is placed in clusters. The
updated value of a cluster center is the calculated average of
the values member elements of the cluster. So VCC i is
updated as VCCi = (vme1i + vme2i + .....+ vmeli +…. + vmesi).(1/s)
(2)
, where „vme1i‟ denotes the value of „l‟ th member element of
„i‟ th cluster having „s‟ number of member elements of the „i‟
th cluster. Basically value of each member element is an
element of set IFVX.
In the following, we summarize different steps of K-Means
algorithm done on the set IFVX -
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1) Randomly choose k number of initial cluster centers out of
P elements of the IFVX set.
2) Place each pattern from pattern set D in the cluster whose
cluster center is closest to it by calculating the pattern-cluster
distance as per equation (1).
3) Recompute cluster centers as per equation (2), depending
on the recent placement of the elements into the cluster and
reassign the elements to its closest cluster based on the newly
computed centers.
4) Repeat step 2 and 3 until there is no alteration in the cluster
memberships.

3.2 Two step Cluster Analysis
Two-step cluster analysis belongs to the class of Hierarchical
Agglomerative Clustering. Consider the pattern set D of size P
and feature set F of size Z as mentioned in section 3.1. Values
of Z features are extracted from each pattern. Hence values
related to Z features, extracted from I th pattern d I, forms the
values of features set VFI={vfI1,vfI2,…..,vfIJ,….vfIZ},where vfIJ
is the value of J th feature extracted from I th pattern. Each
pattern is represented by its VF set. Now the values of all
features extracted from all P patterns build a set of all values
of features AVF={VF1,VF2,…VFI….,VFP}. Two-step cluster
analysis is performed on the set AVF .Two-step clustering
initially forms some sub-clusters and places P patterns into
them. Each pattern is described by its VF values, so each subcluster contains the VF value of the member pattern. Let‟s
consider that scA and scB are two sub-clusters containing
pattern dI and dK respectively. Now the distance between scA
and scB is calculated by calculating the Euclidean Distance
between VFI and VFK, denoted by ED(VFI,VFK),in the
following equationED(VFI,VFK)=(( vfI1 - vfK1)2+( vfI2 - vfK2)2+..+( vfIZ - vfKZ)2)1/2
(3)
The Two-step algorithm operates on AVF set in the following
manner1) Place all the P sample patterns into different sub clusters
depending on the values of the features set (VF) of each
pattern. So each sub-cluster contain the VF set of a pattern.
2) Calculate the distance between sub clusters using equation
(3). Merge two nearest sub-clusters(clusters with minimum
distance between each other) into one cluster to form new
clusters.
Repeat the process of nearest cluster merging between the
new clusters until desired number of clusters are formed.

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this paper we have used the best selected morphological
features [1] to perform K-Means and Two-step clustering with
the help of IBM SPSS statistics 20 data mining tool and there
by comparing the cluster building abilities of these features.
This comparison will give better visibility about the impact of
the features in machine vision solutions. The morphological
features used in our experiment are listed below Leaf Features
1) Major Axis
2) Minor Axis
3) Aspect Ratio
4) Eccentricity
5) Area
6) Rectangularity
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7) Diameter
8) Compactness
9) Perimeter Ratio of Major Axis-Minor Axis
10) Perimeter Ratio of Diameter
11) Concavity
12) R-Factor
Fruit Features

1) Branch Length
2) Branch Width
3) Length Width Ratio
4) Area
5) Perimeter
6) Equivalent Diameter
7) Rectangularity
8) Diameter
9) Perimeter Ratio of Branch Length-Branch Width
10) Perimeter Ratio of Diameter
11) Convexity
12) Solidity
13) On Pixels
14) Narrow-Factor

4.1 K-Means Clustering Results
K-Means clustering is performed individually on feature
values, related to each individual leaf and fruit features,
extracted from all sample leaf and fruit patterns.
K-Means process starts by randomly selecting 15 and 14
initial cluster centers of individual leaf features (Table 1) and
individual fruit features (Table 2) respectively.
Table 1- Randomly chosen Initial cluster centers for
individual leaf features
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Table 2- Randomly chosen Initial cluster centers for
individual fruit features
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Table 3 and Table 4 represent the iteration history of the KMeans clustering on individual leaf and fruit features
respectively. Iteration history shows the number of times the
clustering iterates before completion. Clustering algorithm
completes when there is a small change or no change in the
cluster centers, there by achieving the convergence.
Table 3- Iteration History of clustering on 12 individual
leaf features
Table 3.1- Iteration History of clustering on Major Axis

a. Convergence achieved due to no or small change in cluster
centers. The maximum absolute coordinate change for any
center is .000. The current iteration is 3. The minimum
distance between initial centers is 12.009.
Table 3.2- Iteration History of clustering on Minor Axis

a. Convergence achieved due to no or small change in cluster
centers. The maximum absolute coordinate change for any
center is .000. The current iteration is 3. The minimum
distance between initial centers is 9.006.
Table 3.3- Iteration History of clustering on Aspect Ratio
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Table 3.6- Iteration History of clustering on
Rectangularity

a. Convergence achieved due to no or small change in cluster
centers. The maximum absolute coordinate change for any
center is .000. The current iteration is 2. The minimum
distance between initial centers is .089.
Table 3.4- Iteration History of clustering on Eccentricity

a. Convergence achieved due to no or small change in cluster
centers. The maximum absolute coordinate change for any
center is .000. The current iteration is 2. The minimum
distance between initial centers is .020.
Table 3.7- Iteration History of clustering on Diameter

a. Convergence achieved due to no or small change in cluster
centers. The maximum absolute coordinate change for any
center is .000. The current iteration is 2. The minimum
distance between initial centers is .008.
Table 3.5- Iteration History of clustering on Area

a. Convergence achieved due to no or small change in cluster
centers. The maximum absolute coordinate change for any
center is .000. The current iteration is 3. The minimum
distance between initial centers is 13.510.
Table 3.8- Iteration History of clustering on Compactness

a. Convergence achieved due to no or small change in cluster
centers. The maximum absolute coordinate change for any
center is .000. The current iteration is 3. The minimum
distance between initial centers is 2776.250.
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a. Convergence achieved due to no or small change in cluster
centers. The maximum absolute coordinate change for any
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center is .000. The current iteration is 3. The minimum
distance between initial centers is .025.
Table 3.9- Iteration History of clustering on Perimeter
Ratio of Major Axis-Minor Axis

a. Convergence achieved due to no or small change in cluster
centers. The maximum absolute coordinate change for any
center is .000. The current iteration is 3. The minimum
distance between initial centers is 2776.250.
Table 3.12- Iteration History of clustering on R-Factor

a. Convergence achieved due to no or small change in cluster
centers. The maximum absolute coordinate change for any
center is .000. The current iteration is 2. The minimum
distance between initial centers is .115.
Table 3.10- Iteration History of clustering on Perimeter
Ratio of Diameter

a. Convergence achieved due to no or small change in cluster
centers. The maximum absolute coordinate change for any
center is .000. The current iteration is 3. The minimum
distance between initial centers is 19.686.
Table 4- Iteration History of clustering on 14 individual
fruit features
Table 4.1- Iteration History of clustering on BranchLength
a. Convergence achieved due to no or small change in cluster
centers. The maximum absolute coordinate change for any
center is .000. The current iteration is 3. The minimum
distance between initial centers is .237.
Table 3.11- Iteration History of clustering on Concavity

a. Convergence achieved due to no or small change in cluster
centers. The maximum absolute coordinate change for any
center is .000. The current iteration is 3. The minimum
distance between initial centers is 12.009.
Table 4.2- Iteration History of clustering on BranchWidth
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a. Convergence achieved due to no or small change in cluster
centers. The maximum absolute coordinate change for any
center is .000. The current iteration is 2. The minimum
distance between initial centers is 5410.500.
Table 4.5- Iteration History of clustering on Perimeter

a. Convergence achieved due to no or small change in cluster
centers. The maximum absolute coordinate change for any
center is .000. The current iteration is 3. The minimum
distance between initial centers is 10.507.
Table 4.3- Iteration History of clustering on LengthWidth Ratio

a. Convergence achieved due to no or small change in cluster
centers. The maximum absolute coordinate change for any
center is .000. The current iteration is 3. The minimum
distance between initial centers is 73.000.
Table 4.6- Iteration History of clustering on EquivalentDiameter
a. Convergence achieved due to no or small change in cluster
centers. The maximum absolute coordinate change for any
center is .000. The current iteration is 3. The minimum
distance between initial centers is .074.
Table 4.4- Iteration History of clustering on Area

a. Convergence achieved due to no or small change in cluster
centers. The maximum absolute coordinate change for any
center is .000. The current iteration is 2. The minimum
distance between initial centers is 6.655.
Table 4.7- Iteration History of clustering on
Rectangularity
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center is .000. The current iteration is 2. The minimum
distance between initial centers is .110.
Table 4.10- Iteration History of clustering on Perimeter
Ratio of Diameter

a. Convergence achieved due to no or small change in cluster
centers. The maximum absolute coordinate change for any
center is .000. The current iteration is 3. The minimum
distance between initial centers is .048.
Table 4.8- Iteration History of clustering on Diameter

a. Convergence achieved due to no or small change in cluster
centers. The maximum absolute coordinate change for any
center is .000. The current iteration is 5. The minimum
distance between initial centers is .191.
Table 4.11- Iteration History of clustering on Convexity

a. Convergence achieved due to no or small change in cluster
centers. The maximum absolute coordinate change for any
center is .000. The current iteration is 2. The minimum
distance between initial centers is 10.507.
Table 4.9- Iteration History of clustering on Perimeter
Ratio of Branch Length-Branch Width

a. Convergence achieved due to no or small change in cluster
centers. The maximum absolute coordinate change for any
center is .000. The current iteration is 3. The minimum
distance between initial centers is 1.193.
Table 4.12- Iteration History of clustering on Solidity

a. Convergence achieved due to no or small change in cluster
centers. The maximum absolute coordinate change for any
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5 and Table 6. The case number field signifies the sample
leaf/fruit pattern number. The field called cluster is the cluster
number in which a pattern is placed and distance field gives
the distance between the pattern and the cluster center, in
which the pattern is placed.

Table 5-Cluster membership of leaf clusters build from 12
individual leaf features
Table 5.1-Cluster membership for Major Axis

a. Convergence achieved due to no or small change in cluster
centers. The maximum absolute coordinate change for any
center is .000. The current iteration is 2. The minimum
distance between initial centers is .015.
Table 4.13- Iteration History of clustering on On Pixels

a. Convergence achieved due to no or small change in cluster
centers. The maximum absolute coordinate change for any
center is .000. The current iteration is 2. The minimum
distance between initial centers is 5375.000.
Table 4.14- Iteration History of clustering on NarrowFactor

Table 5.2-Cluster membership for Minor Axis

a. Convergence achieved due to no or small change in cluster
centers. The maximum absolute coordinate change for any
center is .000. The current iteration is 2. The minimum
distance between initial centers is .012.
Information regarding the membership of 15 leaf and 14 fruit
clusters build through K-Means Clustering is shown by Table-
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Table 5.4-Cluster membership for Eccentricity

Table 5.3-Cluster membership for Aspect Ratio

Table 5.5-Cluster membership for Area
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Table 5.7-Cluster membership for Diameter

Table 5.6-Cluster membership for Rectangularity
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Table 5.8-Cluster membership for Compactness

Table 5.10-Cluster membership for Perimeter Ratio of
Diameter

Table 5.9-Cluster membership for Perimeter Ratio of
Major Axis-Minor Axis

Table 5.11-Cluster membership for Concavity
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Table 6-Cluster membership of fruit clusters build from
14 individual fruit features
Table 6.1-Cluster membership for Branch Length

Table 5.12-Cluster membership for R-Factor
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Table 6.2-Cluster membership for Branch Width

Table 6.4-Cluster membership for Area

Table 6.3-Cluster membership for Length Width Ratio

Table 6.5-Cluster membership for Perimeter
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Table 6.7-Cluster membership for Rectangularity
Table 6.6-Cluster membership for Equivalent Diameter
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Table 6.9-Cluster membership for Perimeter Ratio of
Branch Length-Branch Width

Table 6.8-Cluster membership for Diameter

Table 6.10-Cluster membership for Perimeter Ratio of
Diameter
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Table 6.11-Cluster membership for Convexity

Table 6.13-Cluster membership for On Pixels

Table 6.12-Cluster membership for Solidity
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Table 6.14-Cluster membership for Narrow-Factor

After we obtain the clusters, it is to be judged that which
feature bears the best cluster formation capability. Feature
having the best cluster formation capability is the most
important feature for the cluster analysis. K-Means clustering
algorithm does not give this feature importance measure.
Hence we discuss how this measure is obtained and compare
in our experiment We have used total 15 different classes of tomato leaves and
14 classes of tomato fruits, with each class consisting of 3
cases (patterns). Now it is to be seen that how many cases of a
particular class are included in a same cluster. More is the
number of cases of a particular class included in same cluster,
better is clustering result. We calculate a measure called
“Same Cluster Membership Ratio (SCMR)” for each class
from the cluster membership (Table 5 and Table 6) produced
from a particular feature and then finding the summation of
SCMRs (Total SCMR) of all classes. Higher is the value of
Total SCMR of a feature, higher is its importance in cluster
formation. SCMR for a particular class can be calculated by
finding the ratio of the total number of cases of that class
included in same cluster and total number of cases present in
that class (in our experiment, this value is 3 for all classes) .
Now from the above definition of SCMR, it is obvious that in
our problem, we will obtain one of the following three SCMR
values for each class under the following conditionsi) If no case belonging to a particular class is included in same
cluster, then SCMR of that class is 0.
ii) If 2 cases of a class are included in same cluster, then
SCMR of that class is 2/3=0.67(approx).
iii) If all 3 cases of a class are included in same cluster, then
SCMR of that class is 3/3=1.
Thus, the range of values of SCMR in our problem is 0 to 1.
Table 7 and Table 8 show the class number and the
corresponding three case numbers (pattern number) that
belong to that particular class. Cluster number is the number
of the cluster; the case pattern is a member of. And the last
field of Table 7 and table 8 is the calculated SCMR value of
each class for each feature variables of tomato leaf and fruit.
The last row of each table shows the Total SCMR value
related to each leaf/fruit feature---

Table 7-SCMR calculation for individual leaf features
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Table 8-SCMR calculation for individual fruit features
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Total SCMR value of each of the leaf features (Table 9) and
fruit features (Table 10) defines the fact that „Minor
Axis‟(Total SCMR value 5.35) ‟ and „Major Axis‟(Total
SCMR value 0.67) are the leaf features with highest and
lowest Total SCMR value. Hence „Minor Axis‟ and „Major Axis‟ are the most important and least important leaf features
in terms of cluster formation respectively. Where as fruit
feature having the highest and lowest importance are
„Narrow-Factor„(Total SCMR value 8.36, highest among all
fruit features) and „Convexity‟ (Total SCMR value 2.01,
lowest among all fruit features) respectively.
Table 9- Leaf features with their Total SCMR values

Table 10- Fruit features with their Total SCMR values

4.2 Two-step Clustering Results
Two-step clustering algorithm has used 12 and 14 number of
feature variables of tomato leaf and fruit as input and 15 & 14
final clusters of leaf and fruit are produced (Figure 1).
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Figure 1: Summary of Two-step clustering
Figure 2 shows the quality of the cluster formation of tomato
leaf and fruit based on Silhouette measure of cohesion and
separation. Silhouette measure is obtained with in the range of
-1.0 to 1.0. Silhouette measure of greater than 0.5 signifies
that the cluster formation is of a good quality. So from
Figure 2, it is obvious that Two-step clustering has formed
good quality clusters from sample patterns of tomato leaf and
fruit.

Figure 3: Pie chart of leaf and fruit clusters (size wise)

Figure 2: Cluster formation quality for leaf and fruit.
Number of patterns placed in a cluster defines the size of that
cluster. Figure 3 depicts the pie chart representation of the leaf
and fruit clusters according to their sizes expressed in terms of
percentage of the total number of leaf and patterns.
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All features don‟t contribute in the same manner in the cluster
formation process. Some features contribute highly where
contribution of some features may be low. Features with
higher level of contribution have higher importance in the
formation of clusters. Figure 4 shows the top-down
arrangement of leaf and fruit features in descending order of
their importance in cluster formation. According to Figure 4,
Compactness and Major Axis are the most important and least
important leaf features. Where as Rectangularity and Branch
Length are the fruit features with highest and lowest
importance.
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Figure 4: Order of Importance of leaf and fruit features

5. CONCLUSION
The scheme for K-Means and Two-step clustering
algorithm to discriminate the tomato leaf, fruiting habit
image samples along with morphological feature
importance has been introduced. Formation of valid
clusters assures the successful execution of the
clustering techniques on the feature set and there by
reflecting the categorical distribution of tomato species.
Feature importance calculation through SCMR measure
declares Minor Axis and Narrow-Factor as the
respective leaf and fruit features upon which best
cluster formation is observed. Where as according to
Two-step clustering, Compactness and Rectangularity
are the most important leaf and fruit feature as per as
cluster formation capability is concerned. Considering
this phenomena, one of the aspects of future work is to
use these features to validate a large volume image
dataset of tomato leaves and fruits. Another important
futuristic aspect is to build up a leaf / fruit
categorization system with relevant feedback
mechanisms to help the persons related to cultivation
process and collection of feedback from them for the
enhancement of the system. Also applying the other
renowned clustering methods like fuzzy clustering,
neural network based clustering on the sample data set
and hence analyzing the result is a future work.
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--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ABSTRACT Image steganography is the science of hiding data inside cover images for security. Images have a lot of visual
redundancy in the sense that our eyes do not usually care about subtle changes in color in an image region. One can use this
redundancy to hide text, audio or even image data inside cover images without making signiﬁcant changes to the visual perception.
Image steganography is becoming popular on the internet these days since a steganography image, which just looks like any other
image, attracts a lot less attention than an encrypted text and a secure channel. Steganography is the science of hiding messages in
such a way that no one apart from the sender and the intended recipient, suspects the existence of the message. There are multiple
techniques in order to embed data in an image, however some techniques are better at being undetected then others. These
techniques depend on three different aspects: capacity, security, and robustness. Capacity refers to the amount of informati on that
can be hidden in the cover medium. Security to an eavesdropper‟s inability to detect hidden information. Robustness to the
amount of modification the stego medium can withstand before an adversary can destroy hidden information.
KEY WORDS: Introduction, Methods to Embed files and text, LSB Algorithm LSB Embedding, Visual Attack.

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

1. INTRODUCTION
Steganography proves to be an incredibly effective way of
hiding the act of communication. The ease and effectiveness
of LSB embedding make it an attractive method to transmit
messages without detection. With the rise in popularity of
image sharing services on the Internet, it is increasingly
likely that an image shared online for a short period of time
would not be analyzed. It is important to note that while
steganography does not guarantee that a message cannot be
decoded, paring steganography with encryption provides a
means of communication that is difficult to detect and can
be nearly impossible for a third party to decode. While
steganography can be detected by statistical attacks, relying
on safety in numbers and obscure embedding patterns can
limit the decoding of any particular hidden message.
Steganography effectiveness, ease of implementation, and
extensibility all suggest that it will be a considerable
security concern for the foreseeable future. Steganography
is a technique for transmitting information without
detection. Steganography relies on the fact that it is difficult
to detect in order to remain secure. It uses parts of an image
that do not strongly influence the colours shown to embed
data [3]. Where embedding is most practical varies with
different image formats, but one technique that works well
across formats is least significant bit embedding. Other
algorithms, such as Jsteg, exploit the design of a specific
image file format to embed without detection. The general
principle of Steganography is that perturbing a particular
value in an image using a value from the data will create a
small difference in the original image. The image created by
this process is a stego object. The stego object contains data
from the cover and information about the data that was used
www.ijcat.com

to perturb the cover image. The stego object can then be
decoded by the intended recipient(s) and the hidden
message retrieved. Because the values in the original image
are only changed slightly, an observer will struggle to
visually detect that an embedding has taken place. Through
this series of minor perturbations based on the message‟s
contents the data is hidden in the cover image. A third party
will have to analyze the image in order to determine if an
embedding has taken place. The development of different
analyses has led to an arms race between those developing
steganographic algorithms and those trying to detect
embeddings. From this point forward, it is assumed that the
cover and data to hide are both images.

2. METHODS TO EMBED FILES AND
TEXT
Image Steganography uses two methods to embed files and
text into images:
1) Difference - the 'Difference' mode will output a
seemingly identical image to the original input image, but
this is the most noticeable mode (and thus I might remove it
at a later date). By using the two images (the processed
image and the original image), the 'Difference' mode
compares each pixel, computes the difference, and turns it
back into a byte.
2) Enlarge - the 'Enlarge' mode outputs an image 4 times
bigger than the input image (2 x Width, 2 x Height). By
doing this, it can has 3 times the data capacity of the
'Difference' mode, and the original image isn't required (and
so
this
mode
is
the
default).
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3) Embed - the 'Embed' mode will output an almost identical
image to the input image. It encodes the data in the last two
bits of the red and Blue colour channels; but by doing this,
only has half a byte per pixel.
For encryption and decryption of text messages using the
secret keys steganographic system uses algorithms known as
steganographic algorithms [8]. The mostly used algorithms
for embedding data into images are
A. JSteg Algorithm
B. F5 Algorithm
C. LSB (Least Significant Bit ) Algorithm

A. JSTEG algorithm
JSteg algorithm is one of the steganographic techniques for
embedding .The hiding process will be done by replacing
Least Significant Bits(LSB). JSteg algorithm replaces LSBs
of quantized Discrete Courier Transform(DCT) coefficients.
In this process the hiding mechanism skips all coefficients
with the values of 0 or 1. This algorithm is resistant to visual
attacks and offers an admirable capacity for steganographic
messages[6]. Generally, JSteg steganographic algorithm
embedded the messages in lossy compressed JPEG images.
It has high capacity and had a compression ratio of 12%.
JSteg algorithm is restricted for visual attacks and it is less
immune for statistical attacks. Normally, JSteg embeds only
in JPEG images. In these JPEG images, the content of the
image is transformed into “frequency coefficients so as to
achieve storage in
a very compressed format. There is no visual attack in the
sense presented here, due to the influence of one
steganographic bit up to 256 pixels[11].

B. F5 algorithm
F5 algorithm was introduced by German researchers
Pfitzmann and Westfeld in order to avoid the security
problem when embedding the data into the JPEG images.
The F5 algorithm embeds the message into randomly
chosen Discrete Courier Transform (DCT) coefficients. It
utilizes matrix embedding which minimises the changes to
be made to the length of certain message [5]. The F5
Algorithm provides high steganographic capacity, and can
prevent visual attacks. F5 algorithm is also resistant to
statistical attacks. This algorithm uses matrix encoding such
that it reduces the number of changes needed to embed a
message of certain length. This algorithm avoids the chisquare attack since it doesn‟t replace or exchange the bits.
The resistance is high for both visual and statistical attacks.
It has high embedding capacity that is greater than 13%.This
algorithm supports TIFF, BMP, JPEG and GIFformats.The
performance of the algorithms differs with the type of cover
image or source on which the data is embedded[9].
C.LSB algorithm
LSB (Least Significant Bit) substitution is the process of
adjusting the least significant bit pixels of the carrier image.
It is a simple approach for embedding message in to the
image. The Least Significant Bit insertion varies according
to number of bits in an image. For an 8 bit image, the least
significant bit i.e., the 8th bit of each byte of the image is
changed to the bit of secret message[10]. For 24 bit image,
the colours of each component like RGB (red, green and
blue) are changed. LSB is effective in using BMP images
since the compression in BMP is lossless [10]. But for
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hiding the secret message inside an image of BMP file using
LSB algorithm it requires a large image which is used as a
cover. LSB substitution is also possible for GIF formats, but
the problem with the GIF image is whenever the least
significant bit is changed the whole colour palette will be
changed. The problem can be avoided by only using the
gray scale GIF images since the gray scale image contains
256 shades and the changes will be done gradually so that it
will be very hard to detect. For JPEG, the direct substitution
of steganographic techniques is not possible since it will use
lossy compression. So it uses LSB substitution for
embedding the data into images. There are many approaches
available for hiding the data within an image: one of the
simple least significant bit submission approaches is
“Optimum Pixel Adjustment Procedure”. The simple
algorithm for OPA explains the procedure of hiding the
sample text in an image [2].
Step1: A few least significant bits (LSB) are substituted
with in data to be hidden
.Step2: The pixels are arranged in a manner of placing the
hidden bits before the pixel of each cover imagetominimizetheerrors.
Step3: Let n LSBs be substituted in each pixel.
Step4: Let d= decimal value of the pixel after the
substitution.d1 = decimal value of last n bits of the pixel.d2 = decimal
value of n bits hidden in that pixel.
Step5: If (d1~d2)<=(2^n)/2then no adjustment is made in
that pixel.
ElseStep6: If(d1<d2)d = d –2^n.If(d1>d2)d= d+ 2^n.
This „d‟ is converted to binary and written back to pixel.
This method of substitution is simple and easy to retrieve
the data and the image quality better so that it provides good
security.
The procedure for data hiding using steganographic
application in this project is as follows
The sender first uses the steganographic application for
encrypting the secret message.

3. SECRET FILE ENCRYPTION
DECRYPTION TRANSMISSION
The sender first uses the steganographic application for
encrypting the Secret message.
For this encryption, the sender uses text document in which
the data is written and the image as a carrier file in which
the secret message or text document to be hidden.
The sender sends the carrier file and text document to the
encryption phase for data embedding, in which the text
document is embedded into the image file. The procedure of
encryption is discussed in the next phase.
In encryption phase, the data is embedded into carrier file
which was protected with the password. Now the carrier file
acts as an input for the decryption phase[3].
The image in which data is hidden i.e. the carrier file is sent
to the receiver using a transmission medium. E.g. Web or email.
The receiver receives the carrier file and places the image in
the decryption phase.
In the decryption phase, the original text document can be
revealed using the appropriate password.
The decryption phase decrypts the original text document
using the least significant bit decoding and decrypts the
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message.

Fig-1

Fig-2

3.LSB Embedding

FIG -3
Least Significant Bit (LSB) embedding is a simple strategy
to implement Steganography. Like all steganographic
methods, it embeds the data into the cover so that it cannot
be detected by a casual observer[11]. The technique works
by replacing some of the information in a given pixel with
information from the data in the image. While it is possible
to embed data into an image on any bit-plane, LSB
embedding is performed on the least significant bit(s). This
minimizes the variation in colours that the embedding
creates. For example, embedding into the least significant
bit changes the colour value by one. Embedding into the
second bit-plane can change the colour value by 2. If
embedding is performed on the least significant two pixels,
the result is that a colour in the cover can be any of four
colours after embedding. Steganography avoids introducing
as much variation as possible, to minimize the likelihood of
detection. In a LSB embedding, we always lose some
information from the cover image. This is an effect of
embedding directly into a pixel. To do this we must discard
www.ijcat.com

some of the cover‟s information and replace it with
information from the data to hide. LSB algorithms have a
choice about how they embed that data to hide. They can
embed losslessly, preserving all information about the data,
or the data may be generalized so that it takes up less space.
Hidden files or pictures can be hidden in picture files
because pictures files are so complex. Pictures on a
computer are represented by tons and tons of pixels. Each
pixel consists of a variation of all three primary colours, red,
green and blue [1]. In a standard 24-bit bitmap, 8 bits will
represent each of the three colours. 8 times 3 is 24. That
means there are 256 different variations of each colour in
every pixel that makes up a picture. So, to represent the
colour white, the code would look like 11111111 11111111
11111111. Now, the human eye cannot distinguish the
difference between too many colours and so the colour
11111110 11111110 11111110 would look exactly the same
as white. Because of this, the last digit in every bit in every
pixel could be changed. This is the basis of the Least
Significant Bit Insertion technique. Now to show how this
becomes useful. You only need 8 bits to represent Ascii text
and there are three extra in every pixel of a picture.
Therefore, with every three pixels, you could form one letter
of Ascii text[4]. This may not seem like a lot, but when the
standard image size is 640 x 480 pixels, that adds up to a lot
in a hurry. In order to make this practical to the user, a
computer program would be needed. After you type in your
secret message and determine a cover message ( the picture
you want to hide you message in) the program would go
through every pixel and change the last digit to represent
each letter of the message you wrote. You would then send
the picture to the correct recipient who would then use his
program to go through every pixel and take off the last digit
and use that to form the message.
The problem of using Steganography over digital
communications has been solved[7]. Also, the great thing
about LSB (Least Significant Bit Insertion) is that the
message is not lost if the file is compressed. Anyone who
uses online pictures knows that bitmap files hold a lot of
information and so are generally large in size. But because
the secret message is encoded into the color bits, the
message is never lost when compressed. The one problem
with this approach is that it does not work for every picture
type. LSB works mainly with Bitmaps because of the way
bitmaps are compressed[9]. JPEG‟s, on the other hand, are
compressed using sophisticated algorithms and so a lot of
the original information is lost.
Because information could so easily be lost with certain
compression programs, other techniques were developed.
One technique is called the Masking and Filtering
technique. This technique is very similar to watermarking.
The image is marked with the secret message or image and
then cannot be seen unless the luminosity level is changed
to an exact amount. This worked better because the
text/image was now actually part of the picture and no
longer in the coding part. Another technique developed used
the way certain pictures are compressed to its advantage[4].
As stated earlier, JPEG‟s are compressed using
sophisticated algorithms and because of this, a lot of the
original information of the picture is lost. So, basically,
what this last technique does is, it determines how the
picture is going to be compressed with all the algorithms. It
then changes the information of the picture accordingly to
the secret message. It changes the information in a way that
when decompressed, it will look similar to the LSB
approach[5]. This way, when the picture is viewed, it still
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looks the same but the secret message could be determined
by taking the last bit of each pixel just like the LSB
approach.
Today, the Internet is filled with tons of programs that uses
Steganography to hide secret messages. A majority of the
programs use a variation of the algorithm approach[6].

4.VISUAL ATTACK
A visual attack is the simplest way of trying to detect an
embedding. It is particularly effective against LSB
embeddings, but it is useless against more advanced
algorithms that do not embed into the pixels of the image
directly like Jsteg. A visual attack begins by looking at the
image as a whole. If an embedding is detected through color
abnormalities the steganographic algorithm has been
successfully attacked[8]. If an embedding is not detected by
the observer, the bit planes of the image are then examined,
beginning with the least significant plane.
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Abstract Worldwide, the growth rate of Internet users is about 20 percent per year. In developing countries this growth rate is closer to
40–50 percent. One of the main challenges for the future of information and communication technologies is reduction of the power
consumption in telecommunication networks.
We introduce the different network architectures and the design parameters that define their power consumption. Based on these
parameters the power consumption is then quantified. We elaborate on approaches for the reduction of power consumption and best
communication
Keywords: Communication , Internet , Power consumption.

1. INTRODUCTION
DSL
DSL stands for Digital Subscriber Line. It is a family of
technologies that provide Internet access by transmitting
digital data over the wires of a local telephone network. In
telecommunications marketing, bit rate of consumer DSL
services typically ranges from 256 kbit/s to 40 Mbit/s
downstream, depending on DSL technology, line conditions.
DSL is more like the older 'modems' in that they do use
the standard copper phone lines that are in your house. It
requires that there be a special switch installed at your local
phone company's main routing station but DSL also has a
limitation of a 4 mile.The cool feature of DSL is that you do
not need to have a 'special' line installed.

DSL or SDSL offers the most bandwidth but they are
more expensive. In SDSL S stands for synchronous or
Symmetric, this means that the bandwidth of both the
upstream and the downstream are the same speed. Depending
on the package you sign up for and how far away from the
switch you are, the actual speed you get can vary. The most
common speeds are 256k (256kilobits)/second and 1Mb
(1megabit)/second. Asynchronous Digital Subscriber Line
(ADSL) is same as the SDSL, but the upstream bandwidth is
smaller than the downstream. Common ADSL speeds are
256kb downstream - 96kb upstream, 1mb downstream 256kb upstream.
Peer-to-peer is a communications model in which each party
has the same capabilities and either party can initiate a
communication session. It will be contrasted with other
models which include the master/slave model and the
client/server model. In some cases, peer-to-peer
communications is implemented by giving each
communication node both server and client capabilities

Fig. shows the Dsl System

ADSL is a type of DSL where the upstream and
downstream speeds differ. There are many variations of DSL
technology for different types of application (HDSL, SDSL,
etc).
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the attack is still carrying on. Finally, the attack and present
some implementation details that emphasize the little effort
that an attacker would need to put in order to break into a
realistic sensor network.
Pros and Cons:
--They opened the way for defining more general and formal
rules in intrusion detection systems.
--Energy Efficiency of sensors is not so clarified.
[5] In this paper author examined the somewhat controversial
subject motivated by data collected by the U.S. Department of
Commerce i.e., energy consumption of networking devices in
the Internet.
Pros and Cons:

Fig. Peer to peer communication

Related work:
[1]In this paper, author
demonstrated that the best
opportunities for power savings come via best-of-breed
technology, protocol simplification, and silicon and software
optimization to achieve the least amount of processing
necessary to move packets.
Pros and Cons:
--This approach is efficient under power savings.
--If a router is super-fast but lacks the required functionality
and features needed to build a robust and secure
communication infrastructure, it will find limited use.
[2] In this paper author proposed an anomaly detection
scheme using dynamic training method in which the training
data is updated at regular time intervals. Results show the
effectiveness of our scheme compared with conventional
scheme.

--Energy is a precious resource whose scarcity hinders
widespread Internet deployment particularly in the developing
world. They showed that the impact of saving energy is huge.
--Maximization of the amount of energy conservation is not
shown.

2. METHODOLOGY:

Existing system:
In existing technology, energy saving is done
by putting network interfaces and other router & switch
components to sleep. However, currently new
approaches or variations on the suggested approaches
are emerging and also the share of the core networks
could become significant as well with increasing bit
rates.
Is it possible to connect from one DSL
modem to another (eg., from house to house)?
Yes you can connect 2 DSL users together using a
VPN to make a WAN, only requirement is a router on both
sides that can do the IPSec, PPTP, etc.

Pros and Cons:
--Presented a new detection method based on dynamically
updated training data.
--Static training method could not be utilized efficiently.
[3]As Information and Communication Technology (ICT) is
becoming more and more wide-spread and pervasive in our
daily life, it is important to get a realistic overview of the
worldwide impact of ICT on the environment in general and
on energy and electricity needs in particular.
Pros and Cons:
--This mechanism decreased the power consumption .
--Power optimizations of the hardware of individual devices
are not discussed.
[4] In this paper author proposed specific detection rules that
can make legitimate nodes become aware of the threat, while
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From your house to the CO, distance only matters for
DSL. If you create a VPN then you will go from your house to
the CO's router then to your friend‟s house but not be going
directly from your house to whoever else's house, the distance
only figures into if you can get DSL and at what speeds, it
won‟t matter for VPNs.

Proposed model:
In this analysis we focus on the optical and DSL
technologies. We elaborate on approaches for the reduction of
power consumption. At present, in core networks the power
consumption is relatively low.

Is it possible to connect from one DSL modem
to another (eg., from house to house) directly?
Yes you can connect 2 DSL users together to make a
communication, only requirement is a router on both sides
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In our proposed model, to improve power saving there
is no need of CO for providing communication, but CO is
needed only for selecting best peer, communication will be
done through the intermediate routers and switches …

communication through the intermediate switches without
CO.
In this module, to improve load balancing we are using
the two type of requesting option.

3. MODULES:
We are dividing our project work into small modules,
they are given as bellow
–

Network Design

–

Wireless Network Design

–

Load Balancing.

To make our project as efficient we introduced one
more model in our work

– Best peer selection

3.1 Network Design:
Network design and planning is an iterative process,
encompassing topological design and network-realization.
a.

Topological design: This stage involves determining
where to place the components and how to connect
them. The (topological) optimization methods

b.

Network realization: This stage involves determining
how to meet capacity requirements and ensure
reliability within the network. This involves
determining all information relating to demand and
reliability and then using this information to calculate
an actual physical circuit plan.



Unicast type

•

Multicast type

Unicast
–



•

Mainly used in initial query to CO (it‟s making the
problem in multiple user searches, so in that
operation we are making multicasting).

Multicast
–

Query from CO to peers (mostly multicast is used in
data transmission to multiple users, but in our
system we are proposing to make request).

3.4 Best Peer Selection:
In this module, we are introducing the feedback function.
By using feedback analyzing requester can select best peer for
communication. In feedback service user can provide positive
or negative feedback. If peer is satisfying the need then user
will provide „+ve‟ otherwise „–ve‟. More +ve value shows the
peer is best one.

4. RESULTS:
In this paper, we have given the model testing analysis result.

3.2 Wireless Network Design:
The energy efficiency of wireless access networks can be
improved by increasing the ranges of the base stations. Thus,
larger areas can be covered by a single base station, and fewer
base stations are necessary. This can be done by the use of
multiple transmitting and receiving antennas. This technique
is known as multiple-input multiple-output.
For example, 2 transmitting and 2 receiving antennas, the
range increases by 66 percent, while the power consumption
increases only by 2 to 4 percent, resulting in higher energy
efficiency.

3.3 Load Balancing:
Many energy aware routing algorithms and protocols
have been proposed for networks recently to achieve aims like
minimum energy consumption, maximized network lifetime,
overhead and reduced communication latency. Load
balancing is a networking method to distribute workload
across multiple clusters, network links to achieve optimal
resource utilization, minimize response time, maximize
throughput and avoid overload.

Fig. shows the model of previous system.
To improve data delivery and reduce energy consumption, we
proposed a method with load balancing.

In our proposed model, we made the model with peer to
peer technology. In this model, we are using the centralized
device name as server (or service provider or CO) for

searching the devices, which satisfying the needs. After
searching the devices we are going to make the
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5. CONCLUSION:
By our proposed technique, we can improve the
power saving as well as high quality network performance.
And also we proposed feedback based security mechanism,
communication. Here we developed theory based network
simulation. In future, we will implement this in real time to
make green city.
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Abstract: Cloud computing systems promise to offer pay per use, on demand computing services to users worldwide. Recently, there
has been a dramatic increase in the demand for delivering services to a large number of users, so they need to offer differentiate d
services to users and meet their expected quality requirements. Most of scheduling schemes proceeding nowadays have no QoS
(Quality of Service) differentiation, which is necessary for Cloud Computing service operation. As a cloud must provide services to
many users at the same time and different users have different QoS requirements, the scheduling schemes should be developed having
different QoS requirements. So, this paper explores various methods of task scheduling done in cloud computing. Real-time
applications play a significant role in cloud environment. We have examine the particular scheduling algorithms for real -time tasks,
that is, priority-based strategies.The purpose of this paper is to discuss the fixed priority preemptive task scheduling algorithms in
cloud computing for improving the QoS parameters.
Keywords: Cloud Computing, QoS, RMS, DMS, UB Test.

1. INTRODUCTION
Cloud computing is the rising technology that delivers many
forms of resources as services, mainly over the internet. It
permits customers to use applications without deployment and
access the required files at any computer using internet [3].
Cloud Computing allows on-demand resource provisioning. It
is the convergence of several concepts such as grid,
distributed application design, virtualization and enterprise IT
management. It enables a more flexible approach for
deploying and scaling applications [2].
The Task management is the key role in cloud computing.
Task scheduling problems are primary which relate to the
efficiency of the whole cloud computing facilities. Because of
different QoS parameters such as CPU speed, CPU utilization,
turnaround time, throughput, waiting time etc., task
scheduling in cloud computing is different from conventional
distributed computing environment. The demand for resources
fluctuates dynamically so scheduling of resources is a difficult
task. Task scheduling based on QoS parameters is necessary
for efficient resource utilization and for satisfying user
requirement.
Scheduling in cloud computing can be categorized into three
stages namely–
 Resource discovering and filtering – Data centre

Broker discovers the resources present in the network
system and collects status information related to them.


Resource selection – Target resource is selected based
on certain parameters of task and resource. This is key
stage.

 Task submission -Task is submitted to resource

selected.
The goal of scheduling algorithms in distributed systems is to
schedule jobs to the flexible resources in accordance with
flexible time, which includes finding out a proper sequence in
which jobs can be executed under transaction logic
constraints. The main advantage of task scheduling algorithm
is to achieve a high performance computing and the best
system throughput.
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Here, we consider the following terms for our understanding:
 Task: ti
 Virtual machine: mj
 Time when task ti arrives: ci
 Time when machine mj is available: aj
 Execution time for ti on mj: eij
 Time when the execution of ti is finished on mj, cij=aj

+ eij: cij
 Maximum value of cij: makespan

Figure 1. Task Scheduling

Cloud computing has been defined by NIST “as a model for
supporting convenient, on-demand network access to a
shared pool of configurable computing resources that can be
rapidly provisioned and released with minimal management
effort or service provider interaction”. This cloud model is
composed of five essential characteristics, three service
models, and four deployment models. The five essential
characteristics are on-demand self-service, broad network
access, resource pooling, rapid elasticity, and measured
service. The three service models are Software as a Service
(SaaS), Platform as a Service (PaaS), and Infrastructure as a
Service (laaS). The four deployment models are Private
Cloud, Community Cloud, Public Cloud, and Hybrid Cloud
[1].
A scheduling is a set of rules that determine the jobs to be
executed at a particular time. This paper is concerned only
with fixed-priority pre-emptive scheduling, which works as
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follows. A distinct and fixed priority is assigned to each task.
When a job is initiated with a priority higher than the one
currently being executed, the current job is immediately
interrupted and the new job is started. The remaining paper is
ordered as follows. Section II describes RMS and DMS
algorithms. Section III presents the related work in this area.
Section IV concludes the paper.

The periods of tasks start simultaneously at time 0

2.

It is a dynamic pre-emptive algorithm for scheduling set of
independent hard real time tasks. This was published in 1973
by Liu and Layland [5]. The algorithm was based on static
task priorities. The assumptions made about the task set are
mentioned below [3, 4].

FIXED PRIORITY SCHEDULING IN
CLOUD COMPUTING

In real time cloud applications the cloud users and providers
must have a strong service level agreement to ensure the
timing of applications, and deadlines of applications. A realtime scheduler must ensure that processes meet deadlines,
regardless of system load or makespan. Priority is applied to
the scheduling of these periodic tasks with deadlines. Every
task in priority scheduling is given a priority through some
policy, so that scheduler assigns tasks to resources according
to priorities.
In fixed priority scheduling the dispatcher will make sure that
at any time the highest priority runnable task is essentially
running. So, if we have a task with a low priority running and
a high priority task arrives. The low priority task will be
suspended and the high priority task will start running. If
while the high priority task is running a medium priority task
arrives the dispatcher will leave it unprocessed and the high
priority task will carry on running and at some later time
finish its computation. So the task with medium priority starts
executing to finish at some later time. Only when both tasks
have completed can the low priority task resume its execution.
The low priority task can then carry on executing until either
higher priority tasks arrive or it has finished its work. The
fixed priority scheduling algorithms help in improving the
QoS parameters in cloud computing environment as they have
less runtime overhead, robust, optimal and easy to implement.

2.1 Related Terms
The deadline of a request for a task is defined to be the time of
the next request for the same task. For a set of tasks scheduled
as per some scheduling algorithm, an overflow occurs at time
„t‟ if „t‟ is the deadline of an unfulfilled request. For a set of
tasks, a scheduling algorithm is feasible if the tasks are
scheduled so that no overflow ever occurs. We define the
response time of a request for a certain task to be the time
span between the request and the end of the response for the
request. A critical instant is defined as an instant at which a
request for that task will have the largest response time. A
schedulability test is a mechanism that proofs that all
deadlines are met, when scheduling with a particular
algorithm. The schedulable utilization of a scheduling
algorithm is defined as follows: A scheduling algorithm can
feasibly schedule any set of periodic tasks on a processor if
the total utilization of the tasks is equal to or less than the
schedulable utilization of that algorithm.

2.1.1 Periodic Task Model

 C/T is the CPU utilization of a task
 U = Σ (Ci/Ti) is the CPU utilization of a task set

2.2 Rate Monotonic Scheduling algorithm
(RMS)

1. The request for all the task sets is periodic.
2. All tasks are independent of each other. No precedence
constraints or mutual exclusion constraints exist between any
pair of tasks.
3. The deadline interval of every task is equal to its period.
4. The required maximum computation time is known
beforehand and is constant.
5. Time required for context switching can be ignored.
6. Sum of utilization factors of n tasks with period p is given
by U=Σ (ci/pi) ≤ n (21/n - 1). As n approaches infinity, term n
(21/n - 1) reaches ln 2 (about 0.7).
The task priorities are assigned on the basis of their periods.
The task with shortest period gets the highest priority and the
task with longest period gets lowest priority. If all the
assumptions stated above are satisfied then this algorithms
guarantees that all the tasks will meet their deadlines. The
algorithm is optimal for single processor systems.
2.2.1 Basic properties of rate monotonic scheduling
For each task that is to be scheduled we must know the value
of its period T and the worst case performance time C, so that
the value of the processor load coefficient could be calculated
as C/T.
If the set of the tasks being scheduled is given and the
characteristics of the tasks are known, a significant question is
whether the time constraints of all the tasks will always be
met. This is answered by the Liu and Layland theorem which
is given by the following formula:∑ (Ci /Ti ) ≤ n (21/n – 1)
i=1
In the inequality (1), n is the number of the tasks scheduled.
The inequality (1) delivers only a sufficient condition for the
set of schedulable tasks. However, the condition (1) is not a
necessary condition for the set of schedulable tasks.
Furthermore, if the condition (1) is not fulfilled, it does not
automatically follow that the set of tasks is not schedulable. In
this case, one must check whether the necessary condition is
fulfilled. The necessary condition is given by the following
formula

 A task = (C, T)

n

C: worst case execution time/computing time (C<=T!)

∑ (Ci /Ti ) ≤

T: period (D=T)

i=1

 A task set: (Ci,Ti)

All tasks are independent
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or
n
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i

min ∑ (Ci / lTk) ⌈ lTk / Ti ⌉ ≤ 1

(i= 1,2…..,n) (2)

i=1



B(n)<U<=1: no conclusion



1< U : overload

where, min is calculated over (k,l) ∈ Wi

2.2.3 Sufficient and Necessary Schedulability Test

and Wi = { (k,l) , 1≤ k ≤ i, l = 1,….., ˪Ti / Tk

1. Calculate the worst case response time R for each task with
deadline D. If R<=D, the task is schedulable/feasible. Repeat
the same check for all tasks

Moreover, for each task of the scheduled set of tasks it needs
to be checked, whether their time constraints are met in the
worst case situation, i.e. under the conditions when all the
tasks enter into the ready state at the same moment. If under
the worst-case conditions the performance of all the scheduled
tasks is ended before the elapse of their time constraints, it
means that the given set of tasks is schedulable under any
circumstances. In order to prove this, one has to calculate for
each task the time when its execution end. If the execution
end time of each task is shorter than its time deadline, it
means that the set of tasks is schedulable [5].
To calculate the time of the execution end of a periodic task
the recurrent formula can be used. If we consider the lowest
priority task, then the first approximation of its time of the
execution end is assumed as the sum of its execution time and
the times of execution of all the other tasks. This results from
the fact that before the execution of the lowest priority task
can be started, all the other tasks must be performed at least
once. Thus, the first estimation of the time of the execution
end of a task is given by the following formula
n
t0= ∑ Ci

(3)



⌈ Ri/Tj ⌉ is the number of instances of task j during Rj
⌈Ri/Tj ⌉ *Cj is the time needed to execute all instances of task
j released within Rj
∑j ∈ HP(i) ⌈ Ri/Tj ⌉*Cj is the time needed to execute
instances of tasks with higher priorities than ith task, released
during Rj
Rj is the summation of the time required for executing task
instances with higher priorities than task j and its own
computing time


Ri= Ci + ∑j ∈ HP(i) ⌈ Ri/Tj ⌉*Cj


n
tm+1 = ∑ Ci . ⌈ tm / Ti ⌉ (4)
i=1
The recurrent procedure is repeated until the following
condition is fulfilled
(5)

In such a case we consider time tm as the time of the
execution end of the lowest priority task. If this time is shorter
than the deadline of the lowest priority task, we can consider
this task schedulable under any circumstances, because it
proved to be schedulable in the worst-case scenario.
The recurrent procedure, which is discussed above, must be
repeated for all the tasks and all the tasks in the worst-case
scenario must be proved to be able to end their executions
before the elapse of their deadlines. Only if this condition is
met, the given set of periodic tasks may be considered
schedulable.
Sufficient Schedulability Test: Utilization Bound Test
(UB Test)

Assume a set of n independent tasks: S= {(C1,T1)
(C2,T2)...(Cn,Tn)}and Let U= Σ Ci/Ti and B(n) =n*(2 1/n-1)
Three possible outcomes:


0<= U<= B(n): schedulable
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This can be performed by numerical methods to
calculate the fixed point of the equation by iteration:
let

Ri0 = Ci + ∑j ∈ HP(i) Cj = C1 + C2 +…..+ Ci (the first
guess)


Then, we must systematically repeat the recurrent procedure,
which is given by the following formula

2.2.2

We need to solve the equation:

Ri k + 1 = Ci + ∑j ∈ HP(i) ⌈ Ri/Tj ⌉*Cj (the (k+1)th guess)

i=1

tm+1 = tm

Ri= Ci + ∑j ∈ HP(i) ⌈ Ri/Tj ⌉*Cj

The iteration stops when either
Rim + 1 > Ti or
Rim + 1 < Ti and Rim + 1 = Rim

non-schedulable
schedulable

2. If all tasks pass the test, the task set is schedulable.
3. If some tasks pass the test, they will meet their deadlines
even the other don‟t (stable and predictable).
The following rule of thumb can be given to simplify the
schedulability check by RMS:
Step1. Apply Equation (1) and stop if all individual
conditions are met. If not, apply Equation (2) for all doubtful
cases, as in the next Steps (Steps 2a – 2c).

Step2a. Determine all schedulability Points by marking on a
time axis all successive periods for all tasks in question, from
time 0 up to the end of the first period of the lowestfrequency task.

Step2b. For each time instant marked in Step 2a - that is, for
all schedulability Points - construct an inequality that has, on
its left-hand side, a sum of all possible execution times of all
tasks that can be activated (possibly multiple times) before
this schedulability Point and, on its right-hand side, only the
value of time corresponding to this schedulability Point.

Step2c. Check if values on the left-hand sides are smaller than
or equal to their corresponding right-hand-side values. If at
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least one of these inequalities holds, then the set of tasks is
schedulable according to RMS Equation (2). If not, then the
set of tasks is not schedulable according to RMS.

2.3 Deadline Monotonic Scheduling
algorithm (DMS)
This technique is an extension of Rate Monotonic scheduling
algorithm. This is first proposed in 1982 by Leung and
Whiteland. This is also fully pre-emptive technique used for
scheduling tasks with static priorities [3]. The third
assumption mentioned in rate monotonic technique that says
the deadline interval of every task is same and equal to its
period has been relaxed. The tasks have deadlines that relative
deadlines (Di) can be less than or equal to its period. Each
task is allotted a fixed priority inversely proportional to its
relative deadline. So, at any time task with the shortest
deadline is executed. Deadline monotonic is a static priority
scheduling method, as relative deadlines are constant.

Figure2. Deadline Monotonic Scheduling

There are four parameters for each periodic task:



A phase ɸi;
A worst- case computation time Ci (constant for
each instance);

A relative deadline Di (constant for each instance);

A period Ti;
which have the following relationships:




2.3.1

Ci ≤ Di ≤ Ti
ri,k = ɸi + (k-1)Ti
di,k = ri,k + Di
Sufficient schedulability test: Utilization Bound test
(UB test)

Σ (Ci/Di) <= n*(21/n-1) implies schedulable
by DMS
2.3.2

Precise test

•
Calculate the worst case response time R as
described above, for each task with deadline D. If
R<=D, the task is schedulable/feasible. Repeat the same
check for all tasks.
•
If the test is passed by all the tasks, the task set
is schedulable.
•
If the test is passed by some tasks only, they
will meet their deadlines even the other doesn‟t (stable
and predictable).
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3.

RELATED WORK

Tradition ways of task scheduling is not fit to Cloud
Computing [1][7][8]. At present, there are lots of task
scheduling schemes implemented in different cloud
framework. Hadoop [9] implements the FIFO (First In First
Out) [10] scheme by default. The benefit of FIFO is simple
and low overhead. All the jobs from different users are
submitted to a queue. After that they will be examined
according to the order of submission time and priority. The
first job with highest priority will be selected for processing.
The disadvantage of FIFO is poor fairness. The jobs with
lower priority have little chance to process with lots of higher
priority jobs.
In order to improve the fairness, Facebook presented Fair
Scheduling Algorithm [6]. The goal of fair scheduling is that
all tasks can achieve their resource as the time passes. This
algorithm allows short tasks finish in reasonable time while
not starving long tasks. Task occupies the whole resource with
no other tasks in the system. And the system will allocate the
idle time slot to those new tasks and make each of them could
get equal CUP time. Fair Scheduling defines insufficiency of
tasks. Tasks with more shortfalls mean they got more unfair
treatments, so they have more probability to obtain resource.
Apart this, fair scheduling algorithm assured the minimized
shared resource. It means task with lowest priority might have
its turn even if there are many tasks with higher priority.
Yahoo! presents Capacity Scheduling for Hadoop as well
[11]. It allows for multiple-tenants to securely share a large
cluster such that their applications are allocated resources in a
timely manner under constraints of allocated capacities. This
scheme allows sharing a large cluster while giving each
organization a minimum capacity guarantee. Clusters will be
partitioned among multiple organizations and each
organization can access any excess capacity no being used by
others.
All the algorithms introduced above focus on tasks of
computing oriented, and not fit for service oriented tasks. In
addition, Lee et al. presented a dynamic priority-scheduling
algorithm on service request scheduling [12]. It adjusts the
priority of task units on scheduling to increase the
performance of scheduling. Yoshitomo et al. presented a
history-based job scheduling mechanism for a queue system
[13]. This mechanism estimates the time to start the job
execution according the history of job-execution and the jobs
scheduling mechanism automatically allocates the job to a
suitable resource. Luqun Li offered an optimistic
differentiated service task scheduling system. This paper
developed a non-pre-emptive priority M/G/1 queuing model
for the tasks and the system cost function for this model.
Subsequent to that, the author gave the corresponding strategy
and algorithm to get the approximate optimistic value of
service [14]. QuXilong and Hao Zhongxiao et al. researched
the distributed software resource sharing in Cloud
Manufacturing system and implemented the sharing scheme
in a cloud platform [15].
However, the scheduling schemes introduced above are
centralized algorithms and will become bottleneck in large
scale Cloud Computing environment. Moreover, they are
designed for a precise computing concept, which is
performance oriented and not suitable for other Cloud
Computing Services, which are service oriented. The earlier
one executed with short period and high utility and the later
one executed with long term and lower utility [16].
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RSDC (Reliable Scheduling Distributed in Cloud
computing)

Arash Ghorbannia Delavar,Mahdi Javanmard , Mehrdad
Barzegar Shabestari and Marjan Khosravi Talebi [1] proposed
a reliable scheduling algorithm in cloud computing
environment. In this algorithm main job is divided into sub
jobs. To balance the jobs, the request and acknowledge time
are calculated independently. Scheduling of each job is done
by calculating the request and acknowledges time in the form
of a shared job, so that the efficiency of the system is
increased.


An Optimal Model for Priority based Service Scheduling
Policy for Cloud Computing Environment

Dr. M. Dakshayini, Dr. H. S. Guruprasad [3] proposed a new
scheduling algorithm based on admission and priority control
method. In this algorithm, priority is assigned to each
admitted queue. Entrance of each queue is decided by
calculating tolerable delay and service cost. The advantage of
this algorithm is that with the proposed cloud architecture this
scheme has achieved very high (99%) service completion rate
with definite QoS. As this scheduling provides the highest
preference for highly paid user requests for service, total
servicing cost for the cloud also increases.


A Priority based Job Scheduling Algorithm in Cloud
Computing

Shamsollah Ghanbari, Mohamed Othman [17] proposed a
new scheduling algorithm based on multi – criteria and multi decision priority driven scheduling algorithm. This scheduling
algorithm have three levels of scheduling: object level,
attribute level and alternate level. This algorithm set the
priority by job resource ratio. Next priority vector can be
compared with each queue. This algorithm has high
throughput and less finish time.


Extended Max-Min Scheduling Using Petri Net and Load
Balancing

El-Sayed T. El-kenawy, Ali Ibraheem El-Desoky, Mohamed
F. Al-rahamawy [5] has proposed a new algorithm based on
impact of RASA algorithm. Extended Max-min algorithm is
based on the expected execution time rather on complete time
as a selection basis. To model the concurrent behavior of
distributed systems Petri nets are used. Max-min algorithm
shows achieving schedules with comparable lower makespan
rather than RASA and original Max-min.


An Optimistic Differentiated Job Scheduling System for
Cloud Computing

Shalmali Ambike, Dipti Bhansali, Jaee Kshirsagar, Juhi
Bansiwal [6] has proposed a differentiated scheduling
algorithm with non-preemptive priority queuing model for
activities performed by cloud user. In this method, a web
application is created to do some activity like one of the file
uploading and downloading then there is need of efficient job
scheduling algorithm. This algorithm helps in achieving the
QoS requirements of the cloud computing user and the
maximum profits of the cloud computing service provider.
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Improved Cost-Based Algorithm for Task Scheduling

G.Mrs.S.Selvarani, Dr.G.Sudha Sadhasivam [7] proposed an
improved cost-based scheduling algorithm for making
efficient mapping of tasks to available computing resources in
cloud environment. The managing of traditional activity based
costing is proposed by new task scheduling strategy for cloud
environment where there may be no relation between the
overhead application base and the way that different tasks
cause overhead cost of resources in cloud. The proposed
algorithm divides all user tasks depending on priority of each
task into three different lists. The proposed algorithm
calculates both resource cost and computation performance. It
also improves the computation/communication ratio.


Performance and Cost evaluation of Gang Scheduling .in
a Cloud Computing System with Job Migrations and
Starvation Handling

Ioannis A. Moschakis and Helen D. Karatza proposed a gang
scheduling algorithm with job migration and starvation
handling. The number of Virtual Machines (VMs) available at
any moment is dynamic and scales according to the demands
of the jobs being serviced. The above mentioned model is
studied through simulation in order to analyze the
performance and overall cost of Gang Scheduling with
migrations and starvation handling. Results show up that this
scheduling strategy can be effectively deployed on cloud
environment, and that cloud platforms can be feasible for
HPC or high performance enterprise applications.

4.

CONCLUSION

Scheduling is one of the most important accept in cloud
computing environment. So, in this paper, we focused on task
scheduling in cloud computing environment with certain QoS
constraint. Rate Monotonic algorithm is simpler to implement
and exhibits a predictable behaviour resulted from its
associated analysis. In this paper, fixed priority scheduling
algorithms i.e. Rate Monotonic and Deadline Monotonic
scheduling algorithms are explained, when using them in
cloud computing environment for improving the QoS
parameters
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Abstract: In this article, we intend to draw attention on the new Similarity measure for Fuzzy sets based on the extended definition of
complementation. The old existing measures are based on traditional Zadehian Theory of Fuzzy sets where it is believed that there is
no difference between Fuzzy membership function and Fuzzy membership value for the complement of a Fuzzy set which is already
proved to be wrong. As a result, the previous Similarity measures have been proved illogical from the standpoints of new defi nition of
complementation of Fuzzy set based on the fact that Fuzzy membership function and Fuzzy membership value for the complement of
a Fuzzy set are two different things. Accordingly, we have already established a new Similarity measure with the help of exte nded
definition of complementation using reference function. In this paper, an effort has been put forward to show the validity of the results
obtained from our proposed measure with the help of traditional Hamming distance and Euclidean distance measures.
Keywords: Complement of a Fuzzy set, Fuzzy membership function, Fuzzy membership value, Fuzzy reference function, Fuzzy set,
Similarity measure.

1. INTRODUCTION
Zadeh [1] introduced Fuzzy set in 1965. Since Zadeh initiated
Fuzzy sets, many approaches and theories treating imprecision
and uncertainty have been proposed. Different researchers
have proposed different Similarity measures for Fuzzy sets,
all based on Zadehian concept. Zadeh defined Fuzzy set in the
manner where it has been believed that the classical set
theoretic axioms of exclusion and contradiction are not
satisfied for Fuzzy sets. Regarding this, Baruah [2,3] proposed
that two functions, namely Fuzzy membership function and
Fuzzy reference function are necessary to represent a Fuzzy
set. As a result, Baruah [2, 3] reintroduced the notion of
complement of a Fuzzy set in a way that the set theoretic
axioms of exclusion and contradiction can be seen valid for
Fuzzy sets also. Neog and Sut [4] have generalized the
concept of complement of a Fuzzy set introduced by
Baruah[2,3] when the Fuzzy reference function is not zero and
defined arbitrary Fuzzy union and intersection extending the
definition of Fuzzy sets given by Baruah [2, 3]. As a
consequence of which, the previously existing similarity
measures of Fuzzy set, which are based on the traditional
Zadehian definition of complementation, have appeared
illogical. Accordingly, we have proposed a new Similarity
measure[10] for Fuzzy sets using the extended definition of
complementation[2,3,4] based on reference function so that it
becomes free from any further controversy. In this article, our
purpose is to prove that the results obtained from the
application of our proposed measure are absolutely valid with
respect to traditional Hamming distance and Euclidean
distance measures.
The overall organization of this paper is as follows. In section
2 we discuss the new Similarity measure for Fuzzy sets based
on extended definition of complementation. In section 3 we
apply the new Similarity measure to calculate similarity
measures of some collected data. In section 4 we verify the
results obtained in section 3 with the results obtained by using
Hamming distance and Euclidean distance measures. Finally,
some conclusions are given in section 5.
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2. THE NEW SIMILARITY MEASURE
FOR FUZZY SETS
The new Similarity Measure [10] for Fuzzy sets with the
extended definition of complementation is as follows:
Let A and B be two elements belonging to a Fuzzy set (or
sets) .Now we can measure the similarity between A and B as
below:

Sim (A, B) =

lFS(A,B)
lFS(A,BC)

=

a
b

(1)

where a is distance from A(𝜇m,𝜇r,𝜇v) to B(𝜇m,𝜇r,𝜇v) and b is a
distance from A(𝜇m,𝜇r,𝜇v) to BC(𝜇m,𝜇r,𝜇v)
where 𝜇m, 𝜇r, 𝜇v
are membership function, reference function and membership
value respectively.

For this similarity measure, we have,
0 Sim (A, B)
Similarly we can calculate the Similarity between two Fuzzy
sets:
Let A and B be two Fuzzy sets defined on the same set of
universe of discourse. Now we can measure the similarity
between A and B by assessing similarity of the corresponding
elements belonging to A and B, as defined in the eqn (1).
Now using Baruah’s definition of Fuzzy set, for the Similarity
measure of A and B, we can obtain the following 4
possibilities,
A and B may be two exactly similar sets.
or A and BC may be two exactly similar sets.
or A may be more similar to B than to BC.
or A may be more similar to BC than to B.
But A can never be similar to B and BC together i.e.
A=B=BC is never possible according to the new
definition of complementation of Fuzzy set [2, 3].
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Therefore from the above analysis, for the Similarity measure
of A and B, we can conclude four possible cases as follows:
Case 1: Sim(A,B)=0 when A=B i.e. AB=0.
Case 2: Sim(A,B)= when A=BC i.e. ABC=0.
Case 3: Sim(A,B) >1 when AB>ABC.
Case 4: Sim(A,B) <1 when AB<ABC.

Case 1: when

r2

0,

m2

1.

Case 1 can be visualized in Figure 1 and Figure 2 and
Similarity Measure can be defined as,

Hence to measure the similarity between the two Fuzzy sets A
and B, one should be interested in the values 0
Sim(A,B)
1.
Let us explain the above idea for the new Similarity measure
into details:
Let A and B be two Fuzzy sets defined on the same set of
universe of discourse U= {e1, e2, e3, e4, e5}. Now we can
calculate the similarity measure for A and B assessing the
similarity measure for the every corresponding elements of A
and B i.e. for the every element e1,e2,e3,e4,e5 of the set of
universe of discourse U, considered for A and B. This means
similarity measure for A and B has to be calculated with
respect to every e1, e2, e3, e4, e5 U.

Case 2: when

r2

0,

m2

1.

Case 2 can be visualized in Figure 3 and Figure 4.

Now, based on the new definition of Fuzzy set, the similarity
measure for the Fuzzy set A( e k, k=1,2,3,4,5) and the Fuzzy
set B( ek , k=1,2,3,4,5) can be obtained under the 3 possible
cases in the following manner:
We can visualize the Fuzzy set A (e k) and the Fuzzy set B
(ek) in the number line in Figure 1 and Figure 2 respectively.

Figure 3. Representation of Fuzzy set A(ek) in number line

Figure 1. Representation of Fuzzy set A(ek) in number line

Figure 4. Representation of Fuzzy set B(ek) in number line
and Similarity Measure can be defined as,

Figure 2. Representation of Fuzzy set B(ek) in number line
Where r1, m1, v1 ; r2, m2, v2 ; 0, r2, v3 ; m2,1, v4
are reference function, membership function and membership
value of the Fuzzy set A , the Fuzzy set B and the two
complement sets of B respectively for every ek U.
Now the 3 possible cases are:
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Case 3: when

r2

0,

m2=1.

Case 3 can be visualized in Figure 5 and Figure 6.
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Figure 5. Representation of Fuzzy set A(ek) in number line

Each element (a, b, c, d or e) ∊ U in Table1 and Table2 is
described by: a reference function and a membership
function value.
Now to calculate a similar set from the dataset 1 for a
particular set in dataset 2, we proceed in the following way:
BjAi
BjAiC
for each set Bj ∊ dataset 2,(where j=1,2,3,4) with every set
Ai ∊ dataset 1 ,where ( i=1,2,3,4,5) separately ,assessing the
similarity measure for the every corresponding elements of
the two sets i.e. a,b,c,d,e ∊ U, the set of universe of discourse
considered for the two datasets.
Step 1: At first we calculate the similarity measure

Figure 6. Representation of Fuzzy set B(ek) in number line
and Similarity Measure can be defined as,

Step 2: Then we find out the smallest value from the
obtained similarity measures between a set B j and every set
Ai, we considered in Step 1.From that value we can decide
which Ai ∊ dataset 1 is similar to a particular set B j ∊ dataset
2.
Now we calculate the similarity measure values between the
dataset 1 and the dataset 2 and represent the calculated
values in table 3.

3. APPLICATION OF THE NEW
SIMILARITY MEASURE

Table 3: Similarity measure values between dataset 1
and dataset 2.

We apply our proposed measure on some collected data[5].
Taking larger value (membership or non-membership function
value) [5] as membership function value, 𝜇v and the smaller
value[5] as reference function value, 𝜇r (since, always
0

r(x)

v(x)

1), we can represent the collected data[5]

as dataset1={A1,A2, A3, A4, A5} and dataset2={B1,B2,B3,B4}
defined on the same set of universe of discourse U={a, b, c, d,
e} as given in Table 1 and Table 2.

Hence from table 3 we can conclude that,
Set B1 is similar to set A5, set B2 is similar to set A4, set B3
is similar to set A5 and set B4 is similar to set A4.

4. VERIFICATION

Table 1: dataset 1 = {A1, A2, A3, A4, A5}.

We can verify the results obtained in section 3 by using
normalized Hamming Distance and Euclidean Distance
measures.
For that purpose, we apply Hamming Distance measure and
Euclidean Distance measure on the same collected data[5] ,
used in section 3.

4.1 Hamming Distance measure:

Table 2: dataset 2 = {B1, B2, B3, B4}.
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To measure similarity between dataset 1 and dataset 2
using Hamming Distance measure, we proceed in the
following way:
Step 1: At first we calculate the Hamming Distance measure
for each set Bj ∊ dataset 2, (where j=1,2,3,4) with every set Ai
∊ dataset1 ,(where i=1,2,3,4,5) separately ,assessing the
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distance measure for the every corresponding elements of the
two sets i.e. a,b,c,d,e ∊ U, the set of universe of discourse
considered for the two datasets.
Step 2: Then we find out the smallest value from the obtained
measures between a set Bj and every set Ai , we considered in
Step 1. From that value we can decide which Ai ∊ dataset 1 is
similar to a particular set Bj ∊ dataset 2 .
The normalized Hamming distance of the set Ai from the set
Bj, for all a, b, c, d, e ∊ U is

Table 4: Hamming Distance measures between dataset 1
and dataset 2.

From table 4 we conclude that
Set B1 is similar to set A5, set B2 is similar to set A2 and A4,
set B3 is similar to set A5 and set B4 is similar to set A4.

4.2 Euclidean Distance measure:
To measure similarity between dataset 1 and dataset 2, we
proceed in the following way:
Step 1: At first we calculate the Euclidean Distance measure
for each set Bj ∊ dataset 2, (where j=1,2,3,4) with every set Ai
∊ dataset1 ,(where i=1,2,3,4,5) separately ,assessing the
distance measure for the every corresponding elements of the
two sets i.e. a,b,c,d,e ∊ U, the set of universe of discourse
considered for the two datasets.
Step 2: Then we find out the smallest value from the obtained
measures between a set Bj and every set Ai , we considered in
Step 1. From that value we can decide which Ai ∊ dataset 1 is
similar to a particular set Bj ∊ dataset 2 .
The Euclidean distance of the set Ai from the set Bj, for all a,
b, c, d, e ∊ U is

From table 5 we conclude that
Set B1 is similar to set A5, set B2 is similar to set A2 and A4,
set B3 is similar to set A5 and set B4 is similar to set A4.
Therefore from table 4 and table 5, we have found that the
set B2 is similar to both the set A2 and the set A4. This is due
to the limitation that both Hamming distance and Euclidean
distance measures can calculate upto two decimal places
only. Hence even if there is a fractional difference between
two values after two decimal places, these two measures can
not represent it. It has been observed that the results obtained
from Hamming distance and Euclidean distance are exactly
similar. Thus, we have seen that though there is no error in
the results, the results obtained from these two traditional
measures , sometimes, may not be clear which is not a
problem at all in case of our proposed measure. From table
3, we can clearly find that set B2 is actually similar to set A4.
Also, it has been observed that the results obtained from
table 3, table 4 and table 5 are absolutely similar with just a
little exception in the result for the set B 2 in case of the two
traditional distance measures which determines that our
proposed measure gives clearer result than the traditional
measures. Therefore, it can be concluded that the results
obtained by the application of the new Similarity measure
are clear and valid with respect to the traditional Hamming
distance and Euclidean distance measures and hence legally
acceptable.

5. CONCLUSION
In this work, we have first gone through the new Similarity
measure for Fuzzy sets based on the extended definition of
complementation based on reference function. Again, the
Similarity measure has been applied to evaluate some
collected dataset. Also, the results obtained from the
application are compared with the results found by Hamming
distance and Euclidean distance measures. Finally it has been
proved that the results obtained from the application of the
new Similarity measure for Fuzzy sets are much clear and
absolutely valid with respect to the traditional distance
measures.
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Abstract: Nowadays, human beings encounter with hug data. Due to development of computer and detector technologies, few terabyte
data has been produced. The analysis of these information require the sources whose financial costs cannot be afforded by any
institution. In order to meet this demand, Grid computing has been considered as one of the most important fields of research . One of
the important issues in grid environment is reliability in Grid service which must be studied. The study of Grid service helps systems’
designers to create better systems with more reliability. Also, it helps the users to use Grid environment logically. The main purpose of
Grid system is preparing services with high reliability and the least cost for many users as well as supporting collaborative jobs. On
one hand, resources have important role in increasing and decreasing Grid application. If resources are limited, defilewii be the result;
therefore, will decrease Gird efficiency will decrease. In this paper, swarm intelligence Algorithm has been applied for Grid load
balance. Since Gird environment is dynamic, we use glowworm algorithm in sites in order to balance the load. The algorithm
simulation results presented by MATLAB software showed that this algorithm can increase efficiency as well as Grid environment
reliability.
Keywords: swarm intelligence algorithm, glowworm algorithm, Grid, load balance.
solving the problems such as load balance in distributed
1. INTRODUCTION
system. The purpose of load balance is decreasing the rate of
Solving many problems in the field of engineering and other
difference between the heaviest node and the lightest node in
sciences requires using powerful computing resources.
terms of load rate.
Computing Grid environments are suitable beds for solving
2. LITERATURE
problems which need long and difficult computing. Resources
have been geographically distributed in this environment, but
Load Balance algorithm is divided into different groups. On
they can be logically considered as a unit source. Grid
one hand, these algorithms are divided into two groups;
computing systems have been created as an important and
namely, static and dynamic. The difference of load balance in
modern field, and are different from common distributed
dynamic and static mode is that, in static mode, the decisions
systems. This is due to source subscription in large scales and
related to load balance are made in compiling time, while, in
innovative applicable programs with high efficiency. Grid
dynamic mode, decisions related to load balance are made in
computing system is a kind of distributed systems with a
performing time. That is, in static mode, these decisions are
broad range. The main and special problem of Grid concept is
made in the time of request for the source, but, in dynamic
resource subscription coordination, dynamic problem solving
mode, the behavior of balancer varies according to the
and multi- distributed programs.
changes of parameters and policies [5].
Subscription in which Grid computing is involved is not only
Load balancing is divided into three groups: concentrated, non
file primary exchange but also direct accessibility to
– concentrated and hierarchy. In concentrated method, all
computers, software data and other sources needing a broad
functions are scheduled by a scheduler, and scheduling
spectra of problem solving strategies and resource
operation is performed by the applicant source. In hierarchy
subscription. Therefore, Grid computing reliability has been
method, the scheduler is organized in the hierarchy form [6]
influenced by the relation existing between computing
In load balance of concentrated method, many studies have
programs and important sources [1].
been conducted. In order to balance the load, genetic
Since scheduling problem is related to NP-hard issue, we can
algorithm has been used by [5], and its Simulation result has
use the assessment algorithm to solve it. Among these
been compared with Min – Max and Max – Min algorithm. In
algorithms, genetic algorithm (GA) is more common, so it has
[2], a new genetic algorithm has been presented by using
been used in this paper.
resource fault occurrence history (RFOH) for certain
scheduling in computing Grid.
GA presents new solutions through mixing the best options
This strategy saves source fault occurrence history in Gird
and existing solutions randomly. In this algorithm, the
function called intersection has been used for general quest
information server. GA is a general quest technique in which
among the solutions by means of changing a part of 2
complex probable solutions called chromosomes have been
chromosomes randomly. Another important local research
applied and used. GA has created new solutions through
operator is mutation in which random change of one gene in a
mixing the best options among existing solutions randomly.
chromosome has been used and applied. Whole process that
The use of this information has decreased selection chance of
has been repeated several times is called propagation or
the resources having more failure probability.
reproduction [2]. The advantages of computing Grid are as the
Simulation results showed that proposed strategy decreased
following: sources, parallel computing ability, creating source
total time of programs performance. One of glowworm
and virtual organization, using source, reliability,
algorithm advantages relating to other swarm intelligence
management and more source availability [3].
algorithms is its constriction simplicity.
Since artificial intelligence algorithms are efficient in
Firefly Algorithm is a type of algorithm obtained from nature
optimization, they have been considered as good options for
and collective smart algorithm which presented by yang in
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2008. This algorithm is a modern technique based on
collective behaviors and inspired from firefly social behaviors
in the nature. Swarm intelligence is a type of artificial
intelligence based on collective behaviors and neutralized and
self-organized foundations. Fireflies generate rhythmic and
short beams. Optical patterns of each firefly are different from
others. Fireflies use these beams for two reasons: pairs
attraction process, and attracting hunt. Moreover, these beams
are used as a protective mechanism for fireflies. Due to
rhythmic beams and rate of radiation and interval rate
between light signals, two genders attract each other. Each
particle of the firefly in multidimensional quest space is
updated by dynamic absorption and based on the knowledge
of firefly and its neighbors.
Firefly optimization algorithm can be stated as follows [7]:
* All fireflies are single- gender, and the factor of pairs
attractiveness are considered regardless of their gender.
* Firefly x attracts all fireflies, and is attracted by all fireflies.
* Attractiveness is related to their glow, so in a pair of firefly,
a worm with less light is attracted toward a worm with more
light. Attractiveness power is related to their beam, and the
light intensity decreases when the distance between two
fireflies increases. If a firefly is not brighter than others, their
movement will be performed randomly.
* Brighter firefly moves randomly (all fireflies can not attract
them).
* Firefly brightness is determined by objective function value.
Light intensity can be easily determined by target function.
* Firefly particles are randomly distributed in quest space
according to above principles. There are two main parts in
firefly algorithm: attracting firefly and moving toward the
attracted firefly.

swarm intelligence, all nodes in Grid system are considered as
a solution for finding the most optimized mode.
The place of each node has been shown by the existing rate of
light. In order to determine the attraction parameter for each
node, its node light rate is compared with neighbor nodes.
Each node always moves toward the best neighbor. This work
can be done by attracting toward the neighbor or emitting
more light from neighbor nodes when the rate of a node light
is as same as the rate of neighbor nodes. The movement is
performed randomly.
Since grid is a dynamic environment, solutions are always
changing; therefore,, in this method, there is no need to keep
information and previous history like classic glow worm . In
addition, no massive particles are required. In this research,
parameter α , β and r are considered from 0 to 1.
Particle Algorithm()
sourceLoad
while running
Do if job Queue.size>0
Then
Lighteload %% choose best Neighbor(entekhab avalin
behtarin)
SecondLightestLoad %% choose SecondLightest
Neighbor(en entekhab dovomin behtarin)
TC (kamtarin hazine tebghe kamtarin faseleh)
threshold(tebghe avalin va dovomin)
while tc>threshold
do
Submit jobs %%(TC)
sourceLoad
%%(currentNodeload)
velocity
%%(sourceload- lightestLoad)

2.1 General Form Of Firefly Algorithm

Figure 1: Running Algorithm by using glow worm.

General form of firefly algorithm has been shown in figure
(1). As it can be observed in this figure, primary coordination
and light intensity rate and the distance between firefly
particles are firstly determined in quest area. In Quest
procedure of firefly algorithm. Each firefly is individually
compared with other fireflies. If the firefly has less light than
the compared one, it will move toward the firefly with more
light (the problem of finding maximum point), and due to this
process, particles are centralized around a particle with more
light. In the next generation of algorithm, if there is a particle
with more light, then the particles will again move toward the
particle with more light. Quest stages must be generated
according to maximum number of repetitions. In this paper, in
order to optimize the problem of load balance through using
glowworm group intelligence algorithm, a solution has been
presented. In this method, each node in the network is
considered as a glowworm. Each glowworm tries to optimize
its own existing load rate, and this work can be done by
exchanging the load with other nodes.

3.1 Simulation Results
After the proposed algorithm simulation in MATLAB
environment, the results are compared with massive particles
and genetic. The procedure of creating the network topology
for the simulation is as follows:
At first, a minimum covering tree is structured, and then
topology is obtained by adding the edges. In figure (2), time
of the first job sending to the network and the last job are
compared. The diagram showed the application of glowworm
algorithm is more optimized than two other algorithms.
In figure (3), the difference between the lightest and heaviest
nodes have been indicated in terms of the load (the load in
glow worm shows its own light, and due to its similarity with
massive particles, we have shown job comparison with this
algorithm.). In figure (4), the effects of increasing number of
jobs on time have been shown. This time involves sending
time of the first job and running the last job in the network.

3.THE PROPOSED ALGORITHM
The application of glowworm algorithm has been explained in
previous sections. In the algorithm presented on the basis of
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4. CONCLUSION
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order to balance the load in Grid. The results showed that this
algorithm is more efficient than other algorithms when
scheduling is considered, and there are different sources.
Glow worm algorithm showed better results in terms of the
running time. In addition, glowworm algorithm has been
considered as the most appropriate methods for optimization
problems.
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Abstract Microarrays allow biologists to better understand the interactions between diverse pathologic states at the gene
level. However, the amount of data generated by these tools becomes problematic. New techniques are then needed in
order to extract valuable information about gene activity in sensitive processes like tumor cells proliferation and metastasi s
activity. Recent tools that analyze microarray expression data have exploited correlation-based approach such as clustering
analysis. Here wed scribe a novel GA/ANN distributed approach for assessing the importance of genes for sample
classification based on expression data. Several different approaches have been exploited and a comparison has been
given. The developed system was employed in the classification of ER+/- metastasis recurrence of breast cancer tumors
and results were validated using a real life database. Further validation has been carried out using Gene Ontology based
tools. Results proved the valuable potentialities and robustness of similar systems.

Key Words : Diagnosis, diagnostic tests, drug discovery, Support Vector Machines.

1. INTRODUCTION
Introduced for the first time in 1989,
microarrays have gained in this time a great fame thanks
to their ability to give biologists a quite detailed
snapshot of cellular and genomic activity in particular
states of the examined organism. Recent advances in
microarray technology have allowed studying the
expression patterns of thousands of genes in parallel.
The principles these devices are based on are really few
and simple. Microarrays use hybridization-based
methodology that allows mRNA molecules to bind to
their complementary parts (genes). Several probes for
each gene are placed on a coated quartz surface (1.28
cm x 1.28/ cm); mRNA segments hybridize with probes
according to A-T C-G base pairing principle and this
allows the monitoring of the expression levels of
thousands of genes simultaneously. This enables the
measurement of the levels of mRNA molecules inside a
cell and, consequently, the proteins being produced.
Hence, the role of the genes in a cell at a given moment
can be better understood by analyzing their expression
levels. In this context, the comparison between gene
expression patterns through the measurement of the
levels of mRNA in healthy versus unhealthy cells can
supply important information about pathological states,
www.ijcat.com

as well as information that can lead to earlier diagnosis
and more efficient treatment.
Many genes are strongly regulated and only
transcribed at certain times, in certain environmental
conditions, and in certain cell types. Microarrays
simultaneously measure the mRNA expression level of
thousands of genes in a cell mixture. By comparing the
expression profiles of different tissue types we might
find the genes that best explain a perturbation or might
even help clarify how cancer is developing. Given a
series of microarray experiments for a specific tissue
under different conditions. To find the genes most
likely differentially expressed under these Conditions.
In other words, To find the genes that best explain the
effects of these conditions. This task is also called
feature selection, a commonly addressed problem in
machine learning, where one has class-labeled data and
wants to figure out which features best discriminate
among the classes. If the genes are the features
describing the cell, the problem is to select the features
that have the biggest impact on describing the results
and to drop the features with little or no effect. These
features can then be used to classify unknown data.
Noisy or irrelevant attributes make the classification
task more complicated, as they can contain random
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correlation. Therefore we want to filter out these
features.

3.
SPACE
REDUCTION
SELECTION:

DIMENSIONALITY
AND
FEATURE

2. GENE IDENTIFICATION:
The dataset contains gene expression
information extracted from DNA microarrays. This
microarray dataset is used to distinguish tumor and
normal tissues. There are 62 tissue samples, of which 22
are normal and 40 are cancer tissues, each having 2000
genes with highest minimal intensity across the 62
issues. The data set was divided into a training set with
32 samples and a test set with 30 samples total number
of 5157 subsets of genes that correctly classify all
training samples are obtained using our bootstrapped
GA/SVM algorithms. Each subset consists of five
genes. Genes are then ordered based on the number of
occurrences with which genes are selected. Figure
1shows the number of occurrences for each gene.

3. GENE CLASSIFICATION:
Classification problems where the
input is a vector that call a “pattern” of n components
and call a “features”. F the n dimensional feature
space. In the case of the problem at hand, the features
are gene expression coefficients and patterns correspond
to patients. The
limit ourselves to two-class
classification problems. To identify the two classes with
the symbols (+) and (-). A training set of a number of
patterns {x1, x2, … xk, …xl} with known class labels
{y1, y2, … yk, … yl}, ykÎ{-1,+1}, is given. The training
patterns are used to build a decision function (or
discriminate function) D(x), that is a scalar function of
an input pattern x. New patterns are classified according
to the sign of the decision function:
D(x) > 0 =>class (+)
D(x) < 0 => class (-)
D(x) = 0, decision boundary.
Decision functions that are simple weighted sums of the
training patterns plus a
bias are called linear discriminate functions In our
notations:
D(x) = w.x+b, (1)
where w is the weight vector and b is a bias value.
A data set is said to be “linearly separable” if a linear
discriminate function can
separate it without error.

A known problem in classification
specifically, and machine learning in general, is to find
ways to reduce the dimensionality n of the feature space
F to overcome the risk of “over fitting”. Data over
fitting arises when the number n of features is large (in
our case thousands of genes) and the number l of
training patterns is comparatively small (in our case a
few dozen patients). In such a situation, one can easily
find a decision function that separates the training data
(even a linear decision function) but will perform poorly
on test data. Training techniques that use regularization
avoid over fitting of the data to some extent without
requiring space dimensionality reduction. Such is the
case, for instance, of Support Vector Machines (SVMs)
benefit from space dimensionality reduction.

4. SUPPORT VECTOR MACHINE
(SVM) ALGORITHM:
The SVM learning algorithm is fairly simple.
Our implementation follows the formulation .This
approach differs slightly from that the geometric
interpretation remains the same.
n

L(x)=

y
i 1

i

i k (x, x i )

The goal is to learn a set of weights that maximize the
following objective function:
n

J(∝) =


i 1

=

i

(2  yi L( xi ))

 1  yi L( xi ) i k ( xi , xi ) 
f


k ( xi , xi )



This maximum can be obtained by iteratively updating
the weights using the following update rule:
∝i ←

 1  yi L( xi ) i k ( xi , xi ) 
f


k ( xi , xi )



where f(x)=x for x > 0 and f(x)=0 for x <= 0. difference
arises because we implement the soft margin by
www.ijcat.com
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modifying the diagonal of the kernel matrix, rather than
by truncating the weights.

5. FEATURE RANKING WITH
SUPPORT VECTOR MACHINES:
To test the idea of using the weights of a
classifier to produce a feature ranking, we used a stateof-the-art classification technique: SVMs have recently
been intensively . They are presently one of the bestknown classification techniques with computational
advantages over their contenders SVMs. The handle
non-linear decision boundaries of arbitrary complexity,
we limit ourselves, in this paper, to linear SVMs
because of the nature of the data sets under
investigation. Linear SVMs are particular linear
discriminate classifiers An extension of the algorithm
to the non-linear If the training data set is linearly
separable, a linear SVM is a maximum margin
classifier. The decision boundary (a straight line in the
case of a two-dimensional separation) is positioned to
leave the largest possible margin on either side.

function SVM and show that many of the apparent
errors are in fact biologically reasonable classifications.

SVM performance using various kernels. SVMs were
trained using four different kernel functions on five
different random three-fold splits of the data, training on
two-thirds and testing on the remaining third. The first
column contains the class . The second column contains
the kernel function.The next five columns contain the
threshold-optimized cost (i.e., the number of false
positives plus twice the number of false negatives) for
each of the five random three-fold splits. The final
column is the total cost across all five splits.

Kernel

Cost for each split
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-1
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8

1
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6. COLON CANCER DIAGNOSIS:
Gene expression information was extracted
from DNA micro-array data . The 62 tissues include 22
normal and 40 colon cancer tissues. The matrix contains
the expression of the 2000 genes with highest minimal
intensity across the 62 tissues. Some genes are nonhuman genes provides an analysis of the data based on
top down hierarchical clustering, a method of
unsupervised learning. They show that most normal
samples cluster together and most cancer samples
cluster together. They explain that “outlier” samples that
are classified in the wrong cluster differ in cell
composition from typical samples. They compute a socalled “muscle index” that measures the average gene
expression of a number of smooth muscle genes.

Respiration

7. RESULTS :
Our experiments show the benefits of
classifying genes using support vector machines trained
on DNA microarray expression data. We begin with a
comparison of SVMs versus four non-SVM methods
and show that SVMs provide superior performance. We
then examine more closely the performance of several
different SVMs and demonstrate the superiority of the
radial basis function SVM. Finally, we examine in detail
some of the apparent errors made by the radial basis
www.ijcat.com
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To demonstrating the superior performance of
SVMs relative to non-SVM methods, the radial basis
SVM performs better than SVMs that use a scaled dot
product kernel. In order to verify this difference in
performance, we repeated the three-fold cross-validation
experiment four more times, using four different
random splits of the data. The total cost in all five
experiments is reported in the final column of the table.
The radial basis SVM performs better than the scaled
dot product SVMs for all classes except the histones, for
which all four methods perform identically.
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The number of genes that a radial basis SVM
misclassifies only once in the five experiments. The
right-most column lists the number of genes that are
consistently misclassified in all five experiments. These
latter genes are of much more interest, since their
misclassification cannot be attributed to an unlucky split
of the data
Each series represents the average log expression ratio
for all genes in the given family plotted as a function of
DNA microarray experiment.

These are genes for which the radial basis support
vector machine consistently disagrees with the
classification. Many of these disagreements reflect the
different perspective provided by the expression data
concerning the relationships between genes. The
microarray expression data represents the genetic
response of the cell to various environmental
perturbations, and the SVM classifies genes based on
how similar their expression pattern is to genes of
known function. The definitions of functional classes
have been arrived at through biochemical experiments
that classify gene products by what they do, not how
they are regulated. These different perspectives
sometimes lead to different functional classifications.
The genes that are regulated at the translational level or
protein level, rather than at the trancriptional level
measured by the microarray experiments, cannot be
correctly classified by expression data alone. Third,
genes for which the microarray data is corrupt cannot be
correctly classified. Disagreements represent the cases
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where the different perspectives of the SVM lead to
different functional classifications and illustrate the new
information that expression data brings to biology.

8. CONCLUSIONS:
SVMs lend themselves particularly well to the
analysis of broad patterns of gene expression from DNA
micro-array data. They can easily deal with a large
number of features (thousands of genes) and a small
number of training patterns (dozens of patients). They
integrate pattern selection and feature selection in a
single consistent framework.

[4] (Aronson, 1999) Remodeling the Mammary Gland
at the Termination of Breast Feeding: Role of a New
Regulator Protein BRP39, The Beat, University of
South Alabama College of Medecine, July, 1999.
[5] (Ben Hur, 2000) A support vector method for
hierarchical clustering. A. Ben Hur, D. Horn, H.
Siegelman, and V. Vapnik. Submitted to NIPS 2000.
(Boser, 1992) An training algorithm for optimal margin
classifiers. B. Boser, I. Guyon, and V. Vapnik. In Fifth
Annual Workshop on Computational Learning Theory,
pages 144--152, Pittsburgh, ACM. 1992.

The top ranked genes found by SVM all have
a plausible relation to cancer. In contrast, other methods
select genes that are correlated with the separation at
hand but not relevant to cancer diagnosis. This simple
method allows us to find nested subsets of genes that
lend themselves well to a model selection technique that
finds an optimum number of genes. Our explorations
indicate is much more robust to data overfitting than
other methods, including combinatorial search.
Further work includes experimenting with the
extension of the method to nonlinear classifiers, to
regression, to density estimation, to clustering, and to
other kernel methods. We envision that linear classifiers
are going to continue to play an important role in the
analysis of DNA micro-array because of the large ratio
number of features over number of training patterns.
generally, the simultaneous choice of the learning
machine and the feature subset should be addressed, an
even more complex and challenging model selection
problem.
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Abstract- Medical data mining is very much valuable to medical experts. The main task of data mining is diagnosing the
patient’s disease Classification. Breast cancer is a severe and life threatening disease very commonly found in woman. An
unusual growth of cells in breast is the main source of breast cancer those cells can be of two types malignant (Cancerous) and
benign (Non-Cancerous) these types must be diagnosed taking proper meditation and for proper treatment. Modern medical
diagnosis scheme is totally based on data taken through clinical and/or other test; most of the decision related to classification of
a disease is a very crucial and challenging job. In this research work, using intelligent techniques of data mining is Fuzzy C
Means; we have focused on breast cancer diagnosis by fuzzy systems. Fuzzy rules are desirable because of their interpretability
by human experts. It has been applied to classify data related to breast cancer from UCI repository site. Experimental works were
done using MATLAB in order to reduce dimensionality of breast cancer data set a ranking based feature selection technique.
Results on breast cancer diagnosis data set from UCI machine learning repository show that this approach would be capable of
classifying cancer cases with high accuracy rate in addition to adequate interpretability of extracted rules.
Keyword— Classification, Clustering, Fuzzy C Means, Breast Cancer, Wisconsin Prognostic Breast Cancer (WPBC).

1. INTRODUCTION
Proper diagnosis of any human disease precisely
and powerfully is a challenging task for the people
involved in health care organization and offers a strong
base for further treatment and medication. Breast cancer
comes fourth in cancer diagnosis in women between 20 to
29 years. Breast cancer is most common type of cancer in
women, with more than one million instances and nearly
half million of deaths occurring worldwide annually [1]. In
2010, there were reported approximately 207090 newly
diagnosed cases and 30840 deaths in the United States,
and total of 1,638,910 new cancer cases is projected to
occur in 2012 [2]. A breast cancer victim’s chances for
long-term survival are improved by early detection of the
disease, and early detection is in turn enhanced by an
accurate diagnosis. In addition, the National Cancer
Institute of U.S. estimates that 16.4 percent of women born
today and live with a breast cancer diagnosis [3]. For the
diagnosis of the breast cancer cases as well as for the
prognosis of the disease many methods have been
discussed [4], [5], [6], [7], [8], [9], [10] and [11]. All
machine leaning techniques to provide the same levels of
exactness, without the negative sides of surgical biopsy.
The biggest problem in medical science includes
the diagnosis of disease since the reason of breast cancer is
unknown, although scientists know some of the risk
factors like ageing, genetic risk factors, menstrual periods,
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family history, not having children, alcohol, overweight,
obesity, etc. [12]. Symptoms of cancer include a lump in
the breast or underarm that persists after menstrual cycle,
swelling in the armpit, pain or tenderness in the breast, any
change in the size, texture, contour, or temperature of the
breast, a marble-like area under the skin. Many cancer
diseases take place within the pale of the same family and
the immediate relatives (siblings, parents, and children) of
patients with cancers often have an increased risk of
cancer.
This paper deals with the breast cancer diagnosis
problem using the Wisconsin Diagnostic Breast Cancer
(WDBC) as well as the Wisconsin Prognostic Breast
Cancer (WPBC) data sets, which are publicly available by
anonymous ftp [13]. These data sets involve measurements
taken permitting the Fine Needle Aspirate (FNA) test. In
case that a patient is diagnosed with breast cancer, the
malignant mass must be excised. After this or a different
post-operative procedure, a prediction of the expected
course of the disease must be determined. However,
prognostic prediction does not belong either on the classic
learning paradigms of function approximation or
classification. This is due to a patient can be classified as a
―recur‖ case (instance) if the disease is observed, while
there is no a threshold point at which the patient can be
considered as a ―non-recur‖ case. The data are therefore
censored since a time to recur for only a subset of patients
is known. For the others patients, the length of time after
treatment during which malignant masses are not found is
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known. This time interval is the disease free survival
(DFS) time, which can be reported for an individual
patient or for a study population. In particular, the right
endpoints of the recurrence time intervals are right
censored, as some patients will inevitably change hospital,
doctors or die of other unrelated with the cancer causes.
Therefore, the training dataset for the learning phase is not
well-defined. Several groups have approached prognosis
as a separation problem using different learning
architectures such as back propagation artificial neural
networks [14], entropy maximization networks [15], [1]
decision trees [17] and fuzzy-based measurements [18].
In this paper is proposed a innovative approach to
automatically detect the breast cancer using Fuzzy CMeans data mining techniques. This approach utilizes
fuzzy c-means clustering for classification of the data from
the WBCD dataset. The rest of paper is organized as
follows. Section 2 describes data set of breast cancer
disease. Section 3 presents of fuzzy c-means algorithm for
classification. Section 4 presents shows results and finally
sections 5 conclude the paper.

2. DATA SET OF BREAST CANCER
DISEASE
The WDBC and WPBC datasets are made at the
University of Wisconsin Hospital for the diagnosis and
prognosis of breast tumours solely based on FNA test.
This test involves fluid mining from a breast mass using a
small-gauge needle and then visual checkup of the fluid
under a microscope. This dataset is created by Dr. William
H. Wolberg from University of Wisconsin Hospitals.
Table1. Attributes and values of cancer
clinical instances
No
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Attribute
Sample code number
Clump Thickness
Uniformity of Cell Size
Uniformity of Cell Shape
Marginal Adhesion
Single Epithelial Cell Size
Bare Nuclei
Bland Chromatin
Normal Nucleoli
Mitoses
Class

Values
Id number
1-10
1-10
1-10
1-10
1-10
1-10
1-10
1-10
1-10
2 and 4

This dataset contains a total of 699 clinical cases,
with 458 benign and 241 malignant cases. Each and every
clinical case has 9 attributes with assigned integer values
varying from 1 to 10 and one class output with a binary
value of either 2 or 4, showing benign and malignant breast
cancer diagnoses, separately. The table 1 showed the
physical meaning of the nine attributes. Among the 699
clinical cases, 16 instances are each missing one of the nine
attributes. The dataset consists of 683 cases, with each
entry indicating the classification for a certain ensemble of
measured values. For a consistently of high accuracy, the
www.ijcat.com

16 cases each have missing one attribute are removed from
this dataset. The resulting dataset has 683 clinical cases,
with 444 (65.01%) benign and 239 (34.99%) malignant
diagnoses. The evolutionary experiments executed fall into
two categories, according with the data repartitioning into
two dissimilar sets: training set and test set. The
experimental categories classified are: (1) data set which
contains all 683 cases of the WBCD dataset (2) training set
that contains 70 cases

3. PROPOSED FUZZY C MEANS
METHOD
Complexity of medical diagnosis problems has
showed that using traditional methods in solving these
issues is not appropriate. In medicine, the absence of
information, and its roughness, and contradictory nature is
common facts. Fuzzy logic plays an important part of
diagnosis the medical disease. Some examples showing that
fuzzy logic involving many disease groups are the
following [19]:
(1) To analyze diabetic neuropathy
(2) To determine appropriate lithium dosage
(3) To calculate volumes of brain tissue from magnetic
resonance imaging
(4) To characterize stroke subtypes and coexisting causes
of ischemic stroke.
(5) To improve decision-making in radiation therapy
(6) To control hypertension during anesthesia
(7) To determine flexor-tendon repair techniques
(8) To detect breast cancer, lung cancer
(9) To assist the diagnosis of central nervous systems
tumors (Astrocytes tumors)
(10) To discriminate benign skin lesions from malignant
melanomas
(11) To visualize nerve fibers in the human brain
(12) To represent quantitative estimates of drug use
(13) To study the auditory P50 component in
schizophrenia

3.1 Fuzzy c-means algorithm
Clustering is a process of grouping data in
clusters, where data placed in one cluster are more similar
to each other than those in other clusters. Fuzzy c-means
algorithm uses the reciprocal of distances to decide the
cluster centers. Fuzzy logic was introduced by Zadeh
during 1960s for handling the uncertain and imprecise
knowledge in real world applications [20]. Fuzzy C Means
centroid of a cluster is calculate as mean of all points’
value, weighted by their degree of belonging to the cluster.
Advantages of this algorithm are that this method gives
better results than k-means algorithm. Furthermore the
greatest advantage of using fuzzy logic lies in the fact that
scientists can model complex systems by implementing
human experience, knowledge, non-linear, and imprecise
and practice as a set of inference (or fuzzy) rules that use
linguistic or fuzzy variables [21]. The FCM algorithm is to
improve the accuracy of clustering under noise. FCM
method is created on minimization of the function:
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(1)
Where uij represents degree of membership
element xi in the cluster j. The squared element is the
Euclidian distance between ith data and jth center of cluster.
Completed every iteration update of the membership
function and center of clusters cj is calculated as following:
( 2)

Where centers of the clusters can be calculated as follows:

Fig 1. Evaluation Results of WPBC Dataset
Table 1: WPBC Data set result

(3)
Data
Algorithm performs calculation as follows:
1. Initialization of U=[uij], U(0)
2. Calculation of centers of the vectors C(k)=[cj] and U(k)
3. Update of U(k) to U(k+1)
4. Comparison, if absolute value ║U(k+1)-U(k) ║ < ε,
where ε represents predefined criteria, then ST In this
study, 683 clinical instances in the Breast Cancer

4. RESULT
Wisconsin (Original) Dataset were used for this
model. Even original data from has 699 clinical cases 16
cases were removed because of missing of one or more
attributes. In rest 683 clinical cases there are 444 benign
which represent 65% and 239 malignant breast cancer cases
which represent 35%. The class output of an original binary
value was 2 or 4 indicating benign and malignant breast
cancer, one to one. Estimation of error of this model is
done using two approaches such as training set and test set.
In Table1 are shown results using this method. In
Fig.1 is shown scheme of the model and steps performed
during the evaluation of the results.

True positive
True negative
False positive
False negative

FCM
Classification
100 %
87%
0%
13%

Disease
Diagnosis
100 %
80.5%
0%
19.5%

In Table 2 are shown results using this method.
Fuzzy c-means is done with initial data set as well as
training data.
In this approach, WBCD data set divided to 10
parties, nine parties for train set and one party for test set.
This process runs for more than ten times. Results of these
run is indexed in table 2. Average of train set accuracy and
test set accuracy is 98.91 and 97.99, in sequence.
Proposed approach is compared with some
algorithms, such as Naïve Bayes, SVM, MLP. Result of
comparison is indexed in table 3. According to Table 3,
train set accuracy of FUZZY-C means algorithm (proposed
algorithm) better than other algorithms and also test set
accuracy of FUZZY-ACO algorithm better than other
algorithms. However, the main advantage of proposed
algorithm is high interpretability.

Table 2. Results of proposed approach
Run

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Train

614 /629

614 /629

619 /629

613 /629

622 /629

624 /629

615 /629

619 /629

620 /629

616/630

Test

68 /70

69 /70

67 /70

69 /70

67 /70

69 /70

68 /70

68 /70

67 /70

66/69

Rules

20

20

20

20

20

20

20

20

20

20

Length

1.3

1.4

1.3

1.1

1.55

1.05

1.2

1.4

1.3

0.75
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Table 3. Results Comparison of some algorithms
Algorithms

MLP

SVM

Test Set
Train Set

94.56
97.29

96.99
98.09

Naïve
Bayes
96.56
98.41

Fuzzy C
Means
97.13
98.62

[9]

[10]

5. CONCLUSION
Breast cancer has become the leading reasons of
death in women in most of countries. We need most
effective techniques to reduce breast cancer a death is
detect it earlier. Early diagnosis requires a reliable and
accurate diagnosis procedure that allows physicians to
decide benign breast tumors from malignant ones without
going for surgical biopsy. In this paper, is proposed a new
alternative approach for breast cancer disease diagnosis and
classifying benign and malignant breast cancer using fuzzy
c-means. This proposed approach was based classification
of input data, training data and test data. Results on breast
cancer diagnosis data set from UCI machine learning
repository show that the proposed FUZZY C Means would
be capable of classifying cancer cases with high accuracy
rate in addition to adequate interpretability of extracted
rules.
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Abstract: Vehicular Ad hoc NETworks (VANETs) are a variety of Mobile Ad hoc NETwork
(MANET) that are used for communication among vehicles and between vehicles and road side
equipments. For efficient communication, the routing protocols must be reliable and robust. In our
work we deploy the RoadSide Units (RSUs) as an infrastructure and make use of it for the packet
delivery. We carry and forward the message via RSU. In existing work they made use of RSU but that
led to overhead and it is a time consuming, since they communicate as: source vehicle to its RSU,
between RSUs and then from destination RSU to destination vehicle. But our work helps the user to
query the destination RSU and receive the reply by requesting source RSU. And this source RSU
communicates intermediate RSUs to communicate to the destination RSU and replies. Here the RSUs
are connected. So, this helps in reducing the overhead and time taken. In addition our system provides
the security to the user and the information transferred by producing Cryptographic MIXed key
(CMIX).
Keywords: Vehicular Ad hoc NETworks (VANETs); RoadSide Units (RSUs); Reliable; Robust;
Cryptographic mixed key (CMIX).

1. INTRODUCTION
The advances in the wireless technology
paved way for the emergence of Vehicular Ad
hoc NETworks (VANETs). As Mobile Ad
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hoc NETwork (MANET), VANET are also
infrastructure less network but here the nodes
participating are the vehicles.
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VANET allow vehicles to connect between them.
Different from MANET, VANET allows vehicles
to move in an organized manner, since the
restriction of roads, buildings, etc. The vehicular
communication is classified as two sections:
Vehicle to Vehicle communication (V2V) and
Vehicle to Infrastructure (V2I) or Vehicle to
Roadside (V2R).
Another major difference of VANET from
MANET is that the routing protocols of MANET
are not suitable for VANET in most scenarios. This
is because VANET are formed by moving vehicles,
have high node mobility and limited in mobility
patterns. The major division of VANET routing
protocols are: topology based and geographic
based routing protocols. Many protocols are
proposed under these categories only.

The vehicles in the VANET are equipped with On
Board Unit (OBU), Global Positioning System
(GPS), digital maps, navigation system, etc. The
RSUs are deployed in various places with its
coverage area. These RSUs are in turn connected
with internet.

Our work is mainly concentrated on routing
packets efficiently. Many proposed work has its
own measures to provide good performance. Here
we deploy many RSUs and make use of them to
disseminate packets to distant vehicles. This works
well in both dense and sparse conditions. Most of
the proposed protocols works well in dense
condition were the participating vehicles are
available at most of the time. Whereas in sparse
condition the participating vehicle density is low.
Our work is motivated to get rid of this
environment. To make the system work well in
sparse condition, we deploy the RSU at certain
intervals with their coverage range.
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The system works as follows: The source
vehicle S needs to sends the packet to the
destination vehicle D. but the location of
D is too far. At the time of routing, the
density of vehicle is also less. So we
make use of RSUs. The source vehicle s
route the packet to its respective RSU. If
there is available vehicle that directs to
destination, then route the packet to this
vehicle. Else the RSU disseminate to the
neighboring RSU (may be destination
vehicle’s RSU) and from this
intermediate RSU to other intermediate
RSUs if needed or directs to the
destination RSU. This RSU route the
packet to the desired destination vehicle
D.
Our work is different from the existing
is: In existing work the source vehicle S
needs to send a packet to the destination
vehicle D which is also too far. There are
RSUs at various regions. The source
packet is sent to the RSU within its
coverage. This RSU seeks for a vehicle
to carry this packet and founds any then
pass the packet. If no vehicles found then
the packets resides in the RSU. This
intermediate vehicle carries the packet
and delivers to its RSU and so on. When
the packet reaches the destination RSU,
it is delivered to the destination vehicle.
Here at each stage of forwarding the
vehicles are involved. There is no direct
contact between RSUs. So here the
involvement of the vehicle takes time
because the RSU waits for the vehicle
and the time taken by this vehicle to
carry the packet to next RSU. Also
produce the overhead at RSU since the
packet resides there still the desired
vehicle is found.
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So, our system gains the performance
than the proposed and reduces the
overhead and the time taken for
forwarding.
The rest of this paper is designed as
follows: the related work is depicted in
section 2. In section 3 the proposed work
is described. Finally section 4 the work is
concluded and the future work is
discussed.

2. RELATED WORK
Y. Ding et. al. proposed to improve the
delivery performance by deploying static
nodes at intersection. In addition the adjacent
nodes measure the delay of forwarding data
between each other in real time, so that the
routing decision can adapt to changing vehicle
densities.
SADV reduces the data delivery delay
through three mechanisms: SNAR (Static
Node Assisted Routing): Here the intersection
stores the path and forwards the best path.
LDU (Link Delay Update): Here the static
nodes measure the link delay between each
other in real time.
MPDD (MultiPath Data Delivery): It is used
to decrease the packet delivery delay by trying
to hit a faster delivery path.

C. Lochert et. al. proposed the Geographic
Source Routing (GSR). This combines
position based routing with the topological
knowledge that is suited for city
environments. Then they compared GSR with
the other topology based approaches like DSR
and AODV and conclude that GSR performs
is enhanced than the other.
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J. Zhao et. al. they concentrated on the
problem of delay tolerant applications in the
sparse network. This use the carry and
forward method with the predicted mobility
pattern. For this they projected some vehicleassisted data delivery (VADD) protocols: LVADD (Location First Probe), D-VADD
(Direction
First
Probe),
MD-VADD
(Multipath Direction First Probe) and HVADD (Hybrid Probe). This can be selected
based on the techniques used for road
selection at the intersection.
R. Frank et. al. they used the TrafRoute
routing protocol that involves selfelection and this self election is based on
position, knowledge of the road topology
and node density. Then this is suitable
for both the V2V and V2I. This is very
effective for short distance and to make
use of the presence of infrastructure for
longer distances.
R. Lu et. al. proposed the FLIP: An
efficient privacy preserving protocol for
finding like-minded vehicles on the road.
This uses a security scheme Interest
Privacy (IP). In this find the likeminded
vehicles and secure sharing takes place
via shared session key and distinguishes
from those vehicles that are not likeminded.

3. PROPOSED WORK
In all above mentioned works they dint
concentrate about the intersection issues.
Because at the intersection the vehicle
may take another route that never reach
the destination vehicle. They just relied
on moving vehicles to carry and forward
packets.
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But in our work we deploy RSUs on road
side and at intersection, when needed.
This RSU stores the packet and deliver to
intermediate vehicle or to intermediate
RSU. If intermediate vehicle change their
path, then with the help of RSU we can
request that packet to be resend. But
automatically the RSU resend the failed
packets if it dint receive any
acknowledgement. So this helps in
efficient routing without dropping any
packets.
Then the security which plays a major
role in VANET. For security we use
Cryptographic MIXed key (CMIX), were
cryptographic keys are generated for the
users. In VANET for the vehicle to
participate in communication, it must be
authenticated and get certified by
Certification Authority (CA).
Once the CMIX are generated then they
use only those keys to authenticate
themselves to other users. Each RSU
authenticates the vehicles under its
coverage. Only after authenticated by
RSU the vehicle can participate in the
communication. So this enables the
robust routing.
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3.1Proposed Architecture
The above described work is depicted by
architecture diagram as in figure 1. In the
figure, there are vehicles that are moving.
They are authenticated by RSU to
participate in the network. The RSUs are
connected to the server.
The source vehicle S needs to send
a packet to the destination vehicle
the arrow 2.D. But the location of D
is extreme. So S route the packet to
the RSU of its region. This is
indicated by the arrow 1. Next this
RSU, communicate with the
neighboring RSU and disseminate
the packet. This RSU act as an
intermediate node. This process is
specified by the arrow 2. Then this
RSU send the packet to its
neighboring RSU which is the
destination vehicles’ RSU. This
process is noted by the arrow 3.
Finally from this RSU searches the
destination vehicles’ location and
the packet is delivered to the
destination vehicle. This process is
notified by the arrow 4.
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Figure 1. Proposed Architecture

4. CONCLUSION
In this paper we have projected the routing
efficiency and robustness. The proposed work
uses the infrastructure (RSU) as a backbone to
route the packets to distant vehicles in sparse
environment. This helps in reducing the load
and complexity in transferring the data
efficiently. And with this the security is
ensured by CMIX that excludes the
unauthorized vehicle.
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Abstract: Enhancement is one of the challenging factors in image processing. The objective of enhancement is to improve the
structural appearance of an image without any degradation in the input image. The enhancement techniques make the identification of
key features easier by removing noise and other artifacts in an image. This paper analyzes the performance of various enhancement
techniques based on noise ratio, time delay and quality. It also suggest suitable algorithm for remote sensing images based on the
analysis.
Keywords: Image Enhancement, Histogram Equalization, Stochastic Resonance, Contrast Enhancement, Spatial domain, Frequency
Domain and Noise ratio.

1. INTRODUCTION
Image Processing is a processing of image and takes image as
an input, the output of image processing may be either an
image or set of characteristics. This includes image
enhancement, noise removal, restoration, feature detection,
compression, etc. Digital images are always affected by
noise, blurring, incorrect color balance and poor contrast.
Most of digital images that can be produced through scanners,
digital cameras, video cameras, Charged Coupled Devices
(CCD cameras) and web-cam can be easily affected by the
these problems. This will lead to low quality images. Image
enhancement will be used to minimize the effects of these
degradations. This can be done by using a number of image
enhancement techniques. Specifically, an enhancement of
color image is to process the luminance and color information
to make an image has sharp details, rich in color and better
visual effect without any distorting or shifting of color. The
image enhancement is to process an image so that the result is
more suitable than the original image for specific application.
The enhancement technique applied for various applications
such as medical images, remote sensing images and general
images. The objective is to improve the characteristic of an
image to get clear image [13]. The enhancement methods can
be broadly categorized into following two methods:
1. Spatial Domain Method
2. Frequency Domain Method
The spatial domain techniques, directly operates on pixels of
an image. The pixel values are manipulated to achieve desired
enhancement. The gain of spatial based domain technique is
that they conceptually simple to understand and the
complexity of these techniques are low [15]. But these
techniques have difficult to providing sufficient robustness
and imperceptibility requirements.
In frequency domain methods, the image is transferred into
frequency domain. It means that, the Fourier transform of the
image is computed first. The result of Fourier transform is
multiplied with a filter transfer function. And then the inverse
Fourier transform is performed to get the resultant image.
Frequency domain image enhancement is used to describe the
analysis of mathematical functions and signals with respect to
frequency and operate directly on the transform coefficients of
the image, such as Fourier transform, discrete wavelet
www.ijcat.com

transform (DWT), and discrete cosine transform (DCT). The
advantages of frequency domain are, less computational
complexity, manipulating the frequency composition of the
image [11]. The disadvantages are, it cannot simultaneously
enhance all parts of image in good manner and it is also
difficult to automate the image enhancement procedure.
Image enhancement is applied in every field where images are
ought to be understood and analyzed, this section briefly
describe the various image enhancement techniques.
Image enhancement means, transforming an image f into
image g using T. The values of pixels in images f and g are
denoted by r and s, respectively. As said, the pixel values r
and s are related by the expression,

Where T is a transformation that maps a pixel value r into a
pixel value s [1]. The results of this transformation are
mapped into the grey scale range. So, the results are mapped
back into the range [0, L-1], where L=2k, k being the number
of bits in the image being considered. So, for instance, for an
8-bit image the range of pixel values will be [0, 255].

2. IMAGE ENHANCEMENT
TECHNIQUES
The enhancement doesn't increase the inherent information
content of the data, but it increases the dynamic range of the
chosen features so that they can be detected easily. Few
enhancement techniques are to be described below for color
and gray scale images:

2.1 Histogram Equalization
Histogram of an image is concerned with the gray levels.
Using histogram to decide that given image is whether a dark
image or light image or low contrast or high contrast image. It
can be expressed using discrete function as,

Where rk denotes kth gray level, nk denotes number of pixels
in the image, n denotes total number of pixels and k=0, 1,
2…... 255. Histogram Equalization which stretches histogram
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to an image. It is used to improve the visual appearance of an
image [10]. This technique involves,
1) Dividing image into segments.
2) Histogram is applied to find out the pixel
intensity values for the gray levels and the image have gray
levels or intensities in the range from 0 to 255.
3) Histogram Equalization is used to calculate the
intensity values and make them uniform distribution of pixels
to get an enhanced image.
Thus HE technique is used to increase the dynamic range of
pixels for the appearance of an image.

(a)

(b)

Figure. 2 (a) Original Image (b) Output Image for BBHE

2.3 Brightness Preserving Dynamic
Histogram Equalization (BPDHE)
BPDHE is an extension of Histogram Equalization. In
Dynamic Histogram Equalization (DHE) the input image’s
histogram is divided into partitions and so called subhistograms. The DHE method is also used to provide mean
brightness for an image and gives the intensities to have a new
range [8]. It provides realistic images by look. In this method
the intensities are equalized individually.
(a)

(b)

Figure. 1 (a) Original Image (b) Enhanced image for
Histogram Equalization

2.2 Brightness Preserving Bi-Histogram
Equalization (BBHE)
The overall BBHE technique is used for preserving of
brightness of an image. Brightness preservation is one of the
most important characteristics of an image. So this method
splits the image’s histogram into two independently equalized
parts. So the intensities are arranged equal as well. One
drawback of the histogram equalization can be found on the
fact that the brightness of an image can be changed after the
histogram equalization, which is mainly due to the flattening
property of the histogram equalization [3]. Thus, it is rarely
utilized in consumer electronic products such as TV where
preserving the original input brightness may be necessary in
order not to introduce unnecessary visual deterioration.
The BBHE is extension of histogram equalization to
overcome such a drawback of histogram equalization [7]. The
essence of the algorithm is to utilize independent histogram
equalizations separately over two subimages obtained by
decomposing the input image based on its mean with a
constraint that the resulting equalized subimages are bounded
by each other around the input mean. It is shown that the
proposed algorithm preserves the mean brightness of a given
image significantly well compared to typical histogram
equalization while enhancing the contrast and provides a
typical enhancement that can be utilized in consumer
electronic products. The output is shown below:
www.ijcat.com

BPDHE is an extension to the DHE method. It shifts the mean
brightness between the resultant histogram image and original
image. So the mean brightness is preserved. And it produces
the mean intensity of input and output images as equal.
The BPDHE technique uses different filters such as
smoothing filter, Gaussian filter, etc. which smoothes the data
by suppressing image noise for the clear image [9]. In
addition to BBHE, DHE method provides better mean
brightness for an image.

(a)

(b)

Figure. 3 (a) Input image (b) Output Image for BPDHE
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2.4 Adaptive Histogram Equalization
(AHE)
Adaptive Histogram Equalization is used for improving
contrast in images. It differs from Histogram Equalization by
adaptive method that computes several histograms and each
histogram corresponding to a distinct section of an image. The
contrast of region for an image will not be sufficiently
enhanced by Histogram Equalization. AHE improves this
enhancement by transforming each pixel with a
transformation function derived from a neighborhood region.
It is used to overcome some limitations of global linear minmax windowing method. Thus it reduces the amount of noise
in regions of the image. And also AHE have the ability for
improving the contrast of grayscale and color image.

(b)
Figure. 5 (a) Input (b) Output Image for SR

2.6 Contrast-Limited Adaptive Histogram
Equalization (CLAHE)
To enhances the contrast of the grayscale image by
transforming the values using contrast-limited adaptive
histogram equalization (CLAHE).it operates on small regions
in the image, called tiles, rather than the entire image [12].
Each tile's contrast is enhanced, so that the histogram of the
output region approximately matches the histogram specified
by the distribution parameter. The neighboring tiles are then
combined using bilinear interpolation to eliminate artificially
induced boundaries. The contrast, especially in homogeneous
areas, can be limited to avoid amplifying any noise that might
be present in the image.
(a)

(b)

Figure .4 (a) Original image (b) Output Image for AHE

2.5 Stochastic Resonance(SR)
Stochastic resonance is broadly applied o describe any
occurrence where the presence of noise in nonlinear system is
beer for output signal quality then it absence [4]. To enhance
the contrast of an image it utilizes external noise of an image.

Figure 6. Original Image and Enhanced Image for CLAHE

(a)
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2.7 Contrast Enhancement
This technique automatically brightens images that appear
dark or unclear. Apply appropriate tone correction to deliver
improved quality and clarity [2]. This play an important role
in medical applications. This because of visual quality is very
important to diagnosis diseases. X-Ray used to capture the
internal structure of human body. It especially useful for
check bone fracture. There are many advantages but X-Ray
technology but it generates low contrast image due to
presence of bulk amount of water in human body.
Image enhancement also perform automated X-Ray check
system for making X-Ray images with more visual and
contrast by using some contrast enhancement technique
.Zooming an image an important task in many application
.while zooming an image the pixels are inserted to enlarge
the size of image.
The main task is interpolation of new pixel form surrounding
the original pixel [6]. In weighted median used for edge
preservation and less blocky look to edges. The Cathode Ray
(CR) image of a patient's chest displayed with contrast
enhancement on the left and unprocessed on the right for
Contrast Enhancement is shown below using MATLAB.

using this technique. By using lower noise intensities in SR
mechanism the signal cannot be able to reach the threshold
value. In this technique the noise allows the signal to reach the
threshold value. Thus Adaptive DWT based Dynamic
Stochastic Resonance is suitable for enhance both the
grayscale and colored image.

3. PERFORMANCE ANALSIS
This paper collected various image enhancement
techniques. In this section the performance of various
image enhancement techniques have been specified in
the below Table 1.

Table 1. Comparison of Enhancement Techniques
Enhancement
Techniques

Advantage / Dis
Advantage

Noise
ratio

Time
delay
(ms)

Histogram
Equalization

Preserves the
background
brightness / Not
much suitable for
color images.

24.3442

2.0

Maintains the
mean brightness /
Takes more
computational
time.

25.1157

1.8

Produces intensity
range of input and
output images as
equal / Does not
give clear
contrast.
Contains low
contrast with dark
regions of image /
Creates some
unwanted blurring
in edges.
Provides better
signal quality for
output image /
Technique used
for very low
contrast image.
Avoids amplifying
noise that might
present in image

24.4065

1.9

30.2665

1.2

23.5472

1.6

30.7692

1.0

Gives clear
contrast for X-Ray
images / More
computational
requirement.

29.5928

2.0

BBHE

BPDHE

AHE
(a)

(b)

Figure. 7 (a). Original Image (b).Enhanced Image

2.8 Adaptive DWT based DSR
The DWT technique is used to produce high frequency
content images. The DWT which decomposes the input image
into sub bands. They are Low-Low (LL), Low-High (LH),
High-Low (HL), and High-High (HH). The process of image
using DWT is carried out by interpolating high-frequency sub
band images and the low-resolution input images to produce
the enhanced image [5]. The Adaptive DWT based DSR
technique presented for perform enhancement of very dark
images. It using inter noise to improve the performance of
input image. It gives better enhancement for very dark
images. It leads to less computational complexity [14]. This
Technique is applied for enhancement of very dark images.
In Dynamic Stochastic Resonance (DSR) an external noise of
an image is considered for an image. And the Adaptive DWT
based Dynamic Stochastic Resonance uses internal noise for
improving performance of an input image. It produces output
without artifacts, ringing, blocking of the image. The adding
of noise to the input image is useful for non-linear systems
www.ijcat.com
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4. CONCLUSION & FUTURE WORK
This paper have discussed about various enhancement
techniques with their performance analysis using MATLAB
tool with appropriate output shown in the above table. The
output of each technique showed that improved image quality
and better structural appearance of an image. And also
increased dynamic range of pixels with better contrast, keeps
the overall brightness level and the edges are preserved
without any degradation. Even though all the techniques gave
better result, the combination of Adaptive Histogram
Equalization (AHE) and Contrast-Limited Adaptive
Histogram Equalization (CLAHE) yields good performance
for remote sensing applications. Because the AHE is contains
low contrast with dark regions. The CLAHE technique better
in contrast, especially in homogeneous areas, can be limited to
avoid amplifying any noise that might be present in the image.
In future work, these enhancement techniques are to be
applied for video images and 3D images.
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Abstract-Mobile Ad-hoc network is a collection of mobile nodes that form a temporary network
without use of any existing infrastructure. Group communication is challenging task in MANET .In
recent years many protocols have been developed to achieve group communication in MANET. Since
VANET is the subset of MANET the same group communication would be achieved to improve the
scalability, reliability and optimality of routing protocols. Using group communication, distributed
traffic information system has evolved for detecting traffic problems on road. The traffic information
will be communicated to vehicles in the form of V2V or V2I interaction medium. In the existing
system, the traffic information with the vehicle id, position, location along with the ad dissemination,
driver behavior information will be transmitted to other vehicle which leads to unnecessary tracking
of vehicles on the road side. This in case leads to major threats such as attacks, hacking vehicles,
etc...Therefore in proposed system the security in VANET is obtained by restricting the unnecessary
flow of information like vehicle id or position to other ongoing vehicles on the roadside with the help
of trust based reputation system in VANET. The ad dissemination along with traffic information and
driver behavior information will be transmitted to other vehicles in the existing system with the help of
trust based reputation system in VANET. But since it contains some disadvantages, the fuzzy logic
reputation system will be implemented as our future work where the architecture is decentralized.
Keywords-CEPA (Complex Eventual Parallel Architecture), CIS (Congestion Information System), IS
(Information System), Agents, Vanet parallel ad dissemination architecture
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1. INTRODUCTION
With the rapid growth of traffic in internet,
congestion control has become one of the
most
important
issues
in
recent
communication networks and in modern
transmission technologies .But during the last
decade’s global road traffic has been
increasing day by day. This leads to the fact
that currently, road traffic congestion are one
of the most common criteria that motorists
have to tolerate in their trips. Changqiao Et al
[4] illustrates that one of the most important
topic in intelligent transportation system is the
development of replicated congestion
information systems (CIS).This system will
identify the blockage conditions on the road
and try to detect and avoid traffic flow
difficulties through sequential delivery of
messages between vehicles. Replicated
congestion information system (CIS) will
avoid the constraints on the road side and try
to prevent the difficulties on the road side
equipment
approaches.
Communication
between vehicles is usually achieved with the
help of ad-hoc network. So VANET is a
movable dynamic network in which the nodes
are designated as vehicles that travel on a
Road and communicate with each other
through wireless technology. Each vehicle in
the network will broadcast data messages
called beacons, which contains its current
velocity, speed, position, etc…In this manner
each vehicle of VANET can identify the
neighboring vehicles that travel along the
roadside.
However
these
broadcasted
messages imply a large number of events
across the VANET that each vehicle must
deal in the network. To cope with large
number of events like accidents, traffic jam
and other natural disasters, an eventual
architecture has been developed as a new
architectural paradigm. Eventual architecture
www.ijcat.com

is a software model which processes the
events with low delay where the events should
be processed as soon as they arrived.
Currently eventual architecture plays an
important role in many e-commerce areas
such as financing or goods distribution.
Furthermore this is expected to grow in future
as long information systems need to evaluate
data from many more replicated sources. In an
E-commerce domain a certain information
systems are used and frequent real world
incidents on the road are designated as events
in first layer of information systems
(IS).These
incidents
have
complex
relationships that contain similar patterns.
Real time incidents here indicate accidents,
traffic jam and other natural disasters that
occur on the road. Complex relationship deals
with vehicles that are travelling below the
average speed on the road and group these
vehicles into a cluster. Because of processing
these real time incidents in the eventual
architecture, it is possible to become aware of
target real world activity by checking the
information systems and looking for these
similar patterns. Consequently the key task is
the subsequent identification of particular
event pattern from the stream of events that
flow through IS. This is the sophisticated form
of software architecture that deals with
numerous heterogeneous events from different
streams. This type of system is suitable and
adoptable for replicated environments where
dispersed elements can act as data a source
which provides useful information about the
environment in which vehicles travel along
the road side. In this paper we proposed an
architecture in such a way that accepts the
data’s from different sources but process only
beacon messages in order to detect the traffic
or blockage conditions on the road. Other
messages will not be processed inside the
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architecture except the beacon messages. The
input for beacon messages from different
sources web sources, on-board sensors,
vehicles, etc. This method helps to identify
the traffic conditions and differentiate it based
on different lanes regardless of the
communication protocol used. This takes real
world map thus covering large amount of
data’s from road side, This paper takes an
initial approach to filter only the traffic
messages along with ad disseminations and
identify whether the driver is alive or not and
process the information containing the
corrective action to other vehicles .Fernando
et al [1] demonstrated that the security is
enhanced by restricting the flow of
information like vehicle id, location, etc to
other vehicles in order to avoid major threats
like terrorist attack, robbery, etc..Parallel
traffic management system will be
implemented as future work.

2. RELATED WORK
Vehicular ad-hoc network has widely been
used to develop traffic information system
(TIS). This traffic system gathers information
from messages to check the traffic conditions
on the road. This reduces the accidents by
alerting motorists who is travelling on the
congested location. Based on this we propose
a system called as a replicated congested
information system (CIS).In this system each
vehicle communicates only the traffic
messages to other vehicles in a secure way. In
this approach we extend the architecture as
parallel architecture that guarantees the
following different characteristics like
choosing the alternative path to reach the
destination and control the traffic with the
help of security measures for various
transportation services which includes public
www.ijcat.com

vehicles, taxies, metro, fire trucks,
ambulances, etc…Fluctuation of traffic status
is very difficult in order to predict and control
the traffic messages. In addition to the
existing work we also included the ad
dissemination along with the driver’s behavior
detection system that transmits the corrective
action to the current vehicle and also to other
ongoing vehicles on the road side. Thus in this
paper we reproduced the architecture in such a
way that it allows dissemination of traffic
information along with the ad dissemination
and produces safety measures that guides
other vehicle driver’s to take corrective action
from the existing information provided .

3. ARCHITECTURE
OVERVIEW
EDA act as a middleware between network
layer and back-end application. But we are
adding an additional parallel system next to
EDA which acts parallel and provide
decisions to be made in case of any accidents
or some natural disasters on the roadside .This
is called as CEPA (Complex Eventual Parallel
Architecture). This architecture will act
parallel by taking into account the input from
different sources like EDA, weather
conditions, external source agent, etc.., On the
other hand, network layer handles the
dissemination and reception of traffic
messages throughout the VANET. Our
proposed architecture also provides an
interface that allows external entities to access
information from underlying VANET in a
quite efficient way. This CEPA generates a
traffic alarm whenever a traffic jam is
detected. This type of event is sent to the back
end application. So that they could use this
information to alert both the driver and the
information panels of the motorway
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depending on where CEPA is running. In Saif
Al-sultan et al [3] the driver’s behavior is
detected with the help of sensors which is
situated inside the vehicles. This will be
monitored on the parallel system in order to
take decision and send the message to other
ongoing vehicles on the roadside to prevent
accidents from happening. This parallel
architecture will detect the abnormal
behaviors which is exhibited by drivers and
based on that evaluate the driver’s condition
while travelling on the road.CEPA generates
different agents like traffic filter agent (TFA)
to filter the traffic related information and
identify the slow vehicles which is travelling
on the road with the help of SVA (slow
vehicle agent).SVA will detect the vehicles
which are running below the average speed or
even stopped in a busy environment. The
vehicles will usually slow or stop flowing
because of traffic or blockage which can be
identified by SVA.Warning agent (WA) will
provide warning messages to other vehicles
after classifying the traffic level such as slight,
moderate and severe. In addition to the above
agents, the adaptation agent (AA) and external
source agent (ESA) helps to take intelligent
decisions. In previous work [20] we did not
identify the decrease in diffusion rate of
information when it reaches the far vehicles.
But here we identify the diffusion rate and
overcome this problem by designating each
RSU to be a SRSU (source road side units).
That is when the message needs to be
delivered to the far vehicles and when the
destination is in large distance; the
intermediate relays can act as source hence
the transmission is done with the help of
logical transmission via signals. Since the
signal is reached from the source which is
nearer to the destination vehicle, the message
will be delivered to the vehicle as designated
www.ijcat.com

by the sender. Here the malicious nodes will
not transmit wrong information to vehicles
because trust based reputation system is used
here. The figure one demonstrates the work
flow process of vanet reputation system
architecture.

Fig.1. Work Flow Process Diagram
In the Fig.3 shown below demonstrates that,
from the network layer different messages
will be transmitted to the complex EDA. But
this architecture will filter only the traffic
messages with the help of TFA and identify
the slow moving vehicles that are below the
average speed .After getting input from
various external source agent , if the blockage
is detected then the adaptation agent will take
corrective action with the help of experts
knowledge and pass this information to
parallel architecture which evaluates drivers
behavior and calculate the number of vehicles
flow rate for that particular location to help
the vehicle to reach the destination in short
time. Finally warning agent will send the
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alarm to other ongoing vehicles on the road by
restricting the traffic id in order to avoid
security threats. As shown in this figure below
control unit 1 passes only ad dissemination
details. Control unit 2 passes driver behavior
detection system information to other ongoing
vehicles on the road side. Control unit 3
passes only warning message regarding the
traffic information to other ongoing vehicles
on the road side.

vehicles. The node stops acting as a source
when it designates to be a final node.

4. AD-DIFFUSION RATE
An SP refers to a business entity with a fixed
position, such as a restaurant or a gas station.
Each node periodically broadcasts beacons
containing the driving states, such as location,
speed, and heading direction, to support traffic
safety applications. First, each SP intends to
maximize its Advertising effect by
disseminating ads to as many nodes as
possible. Second, as an ad receiver, each node
would like to learn of the local services
without being distracted by excessive ads. In
addition, being selfish, each node forwarding
one ad expects to receive certain incentive in
return. Third, VANETs as a whole need to
ensure ad dissemination is under control in the
face of increasingly more ads to avoid
message storms. Since the information is
delivered in the logical manner from the relay
which acts as a source, the quality of message
is high. The quality here is considered to be
reliable. Reliable in the sense the message is
not affected by malicious nodes or the
attackers cannot change the content of
message. Here the first vehicle transfers the
information to other vehicles which act as a
source unit that contains Fuzzy reputation
system in vanet. The red color nodes obtain
information from other vehicles but it act as a
source when it delivers the message to other
www.ijcat.com

Fig.2. Clogging Report with Ad-Diffusion

5. VANET PARALLEL
REPUTATION SYSTEM
ARCHITECTURE
IMPLEMENTATION
AD is proposed to support secure ad
dissemination with pragmatic cost and effect
control. To trade off the conflicting
requirements of the involved parties, an
incentive-centered architecture is proposed for
VAAD, where the SP pays other entities for
their services in ad dissemination. Constrained
by the incurred cost, each SP will set a
realistic advertising effect requirement in
terms of the number of ad receivers and the ad
rebroadcast frequency. The VAAD Manager
(VM) is introduced to coordinate the
interactions between SPs and VANETs. Upon
receiving a dissemination request from one SP
with cost and effect specifications, the VM
will obtain proper authorization from VANET
Authority for this ad. With the authorization,
the VM can request one SRSU to disseminate
the ad according to the specifications. The
goal of trust management in VANETs is not
limited
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to reliable package delivery. One main aim of
VANETs is to increase road safety and reduce
traffic congestion by allowing information
sharing among peers about road and traffic
conditions. Trust management in VANETs
should help peers detect false information
provided by malicious nodes and make
informed
driving
decisions.
Trust
management in this case is more challenging
than that for reliable package delivery. Much
dynamics has to be taken into consideration,
such as the time and location of reported
events, and the types of the events. Thus,
previous trust modeling endeavors in mobile
Adhoc networks become worthless when
being directly applied
to vehicular ad-hoc networks. Trust
management can effectively improve peer
collaboration in VANETs
to
share
information and detect malicious peers.
However, the trust management itself may
become the target of attacks and be
compromised. Thus fuzzy logic based
reputation system will be considered as our
future work.

Fig.3.Vanet Parallel Reputation system
Architecture implementation

6. SIMULAITON STUDY
6.1. Performance Evaluation
The simulation results bring out some
important characteristic function of Region
based clustering mechanism. In this section
we record the Cost and Overhead
Comparisons and packet ratio parameters of
the simulation by using record procedure. The
parameters includes Packet delivery ratio,
Throughput, Packet loss rate, delay time etc.
The recorded events are stored in the trace
files. The number nodes is going to be
participated in the simulation is decided. As it
is a VANET environment, the topology
changes dynamically. Here we are using only
a logical topology as it is wireless
environment. By executing the trace files by
using xgraph or gnuplot we can get the graph
as the output.

6.2. Simulation Parameters
With regard to the evaluation of the CEPA,
the following two different measurements
have been used: 1) the Evaluated/Detected
rate (DR) and 2) the mean time to detection
(MTTD). Both Measurements are defined by
the following equations:
Detected Rate =Total No of detected traffic
Number of traffic jams On the Lane
MTTD =1n_nI=1(tdetection − tstart)
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Fig. 4. Estimation rate of the CEPA for the two
types of simulated congestions, given different
penetration at y-axis and packet-loss rates at x-axis.

Fig. 5. MTTD of the lane and raw modes, given
some penetration rates (60%, 40%, 100%) and loss
ratios (60%, 30%, 40%, 100%) for a three-lane-type
traffic jam.

7. CONCLUSION
In this paper, a complex eventual parallel
architecture along with Ad dissemination has
been put forward as a method for identifying
traffic congestions in the context of a
www.ijcat.com

replicated CIS. In particular, this architecture
may run as part of onboard equipment in a
vehicle or in an external module of the road
infrastructure. The system processes the
beacon messages, and it can detect different
levels of congestion on a road; moreover, it
can add environmental information such as
the current weather condition plus the
behavior of the driver so that the traffic jam
detection is enriched. Results from the
different simulations state that this
architecture can detect several types of traffic
jams. Thus, the vanet parallel ad
dissemination architecture achieved better
results, as long as the traffic jam covered
several lanes. Therefore in proposed system
the security in VANET is obtained by
restricting the unnecessary flow of
information like vehicle id or position to other
ongoing vehicles on the roadside. Tests also
put forward that the penetration rate of the
message does not affects its performance and
reliability. As explained throughout the test
section, this case is because of the way the
traffic density is calculated, which directly
relies on the number of slow vehicles
detected.
In this paper, the following main further
research topics have come up 1)the first topic
will focus on modifying the vanet parallel ad
dissemination architecture to use virtual
segments or clustering techniques instead of
the segments provided by a digital map to
divide the road during the CEP processing.
This way, the problems that might arise when
the road segments are long could be sorted
out. 2) FUZZY LOGIC based reputation
system will be enhanced to punish the
malicious nodes
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